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ABSTACT
Synthetic, biological and mineralogical carbonate-
containing apatites have been studied., principally by infra-red.
absorption spectroscopy (using polarised or unpolarised radiation),
The substitution of a carbonate ion for two hydroxyl ions in
the apatite lattice has been confirmed, by chemical analyses 9
 and.
the variation of the lattice constants with the degree of substitu-
tion determined., The orientation of the carbonate ion has been
determined. by using polarised. infra-rod. radiation; its plane is
approximately parallel with the c-axis.i
The carbonate ions in dental enamel are in two different
environments; the lane of the carbonate ion in these two environ-
ments is nearly parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis. One of
these environments is very probably the substitution for hydroxyl
ions discussed. above; this accounts for only a small fraction of
the carbonate ions, the remainder are probably adsorbed on the
surface of the apatite crystals0
A number of carbonate-containing apatites prepared in
aqueous systems have been studied. These show similarities to
enamel9 but with the carbonate ions in different relative prcp .
-ortions in the two different environments present in enamel.
Some apatites have been prepared which have aisorption
bands due to molecular carbon dioxide, This has been confirmed
by preparing apatites containing the heavy isotope of carbor
carbon-I 3.
The orientation of the carbonate ion in francolite has been
determined and is consistent with it occupying the sloping face
(with respect to the basal plane) of the space left by a phosphate
ion. The environment of the carbonate ion in francolite is
different from that in enamel,
The hydroxyl ion in enamel and francolite is oriented 'with
the 0-H hond parallel with the c-axis of the apatite lattice.
The assignment of th hydroxyl band in the infra-red spectrum of
enamel has been confirmed by deuteration experiments.
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INTRODUCTION	 7
Apatites are crystalline solids typified. by hydroxy-
apatite, Ca10(PO)6(OH)2, a basic calcium phosphate. Many
substitutions are possible in the apatite lattice giving rise
to a whole series of related. compounds. They crystallise in the
hexagonal system and. are insoluble in water.
Apatites are important substances both in the animal
and mineral kirgd.ome • They form the inorganic component of
bone, dentine, enamel and some pathological calcifications.
Rock-phosphates, which are apatites, are the chief source of
phosphorus used. by the chemical and. fertiliser industries.
Many synthetic apatites have been prepared.; these are of special
crystallographic interest, because of the large variety of ions
which can substitute in the apatite lattice. The phosphors in.
most fluorescent laiirps are synthetic apatites containing varying
amounts of bismuth, manganese, antimony etc.
X-ray diffraction has been widely applied to the study
of the apatites and has proved successful in obtaining a complete
structure determination of fluorapatite, hydroxyapatite and octa-
calcium phosphate. There are, however, two major unsolved
problems in the crystal chemistry of the apatitic basic calcium
phosphates. The first is to determine the structures of the
precipitated basic calcium phosphates whose chemical analyses
deviate from that of hydroxyapatite: their C/P molecular ratios
may vary continuously from 10/6, for hydroxyapatite, to 9/6 for
tricalcium phosphate bydrate, or even lower. The other problem
is to determine the relationship between the apatite lattice and
the carbon dioxide (up to about 6%) which is contained in. biolog-
ical and many mineralogical and synthetic apatites. Some aspects
of the latter problem are intimately linked with the former,
because the biological and many of the synthetic oarbonate-
containing apatites are formed in aqueous media.
X-ray diffraction studies have so far failed to solve
these two problems: the basic calcium phosphates have x"ray
diffraction patterns nearly indistinguishable from hydroxy-
apatite regardless of their ct ratio, and. the carbonate-
containing apatites are nearly indistinguishable from their
parent structures, bydroxyapatite or fluorapatite, The lack
of success of x-ray diffraction techniques, when applied to
these two problems, can be attributed to the poor crystallinity
of many of the apatites and to the rather small changes in the
diffraction patterns which are to be expected from the small
changes in chemical composition 0
 Furthermore, in many cases,
only powder x-ray diffraction patterns can be made because
sufficiently large crystals for single crystal studies are not
available,
Because of the limitations of x-ray diffraction
techniques in the study of these two problems, I have attempted
to elucidate some aspects of the apatie structures by the use
of . different technique 9
 namely infra-red absorption spectros-
COpy. This method is particularly suitable for studying the
relationship between the carbonate ion and the apatite lattice
because the method is sensitive to specific changes in the
carbonate ion, Consequently, the major topic of this thesis
is the problem of the relatirnship between the carbonate ion
and the apatite lattice in synthetic, mineralogical and, biolo-
gical apatites.
Infra-rod absorption spectroscopy of powders has been
applied in an empirical manner to the carbonate ion in carbonate-
containing apatites0 This is a very suitable technique because
the local environment of the carbonate ion influences the exact
position and shape of the carbonate absorption bands. This
method immediately showed that although many synthetic carbonate-
containing apatites were related. to the mineral component of
tooth enamel, other synthetic compounds were different. In
addition, the well crystaflised mineral carbonate-containing
apatite, francolite, was different from enamel and all the
synthetic carbonate-containing apatitea which were studied.
After demonstrating that similarities and differences
existed between the various carbonate-containing apatites, the
problem was to determine their structures 0
 Infra-red. spectros-
copy may again be used. to give some information about the
structures 0
 Interpretation of the infra-red. absorption spectra
of powders allows some dedt'ctions to be made about the symmetry
of the site occupied by the carbonate ion; but if thin oriented
sections are examined. by Dolarised irifra-red. radiation. it is also
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possible to calculate the orientation of the carbonate ion.
This latter method. has been applied. to one synthetic carbonate-
containing apatite, enamel arid francolite. Additional infoxna-
tion about the synthetic apatite was obtained by powder &ray
diffraction and. accurate chemical analyses.
The observation that many of the carbonate-containing
apatites are different fran each other has influenced. the arrange.-
ment of this thesis into four parts; the first introductory,
and. the other three dealing with the synthetic, mineralogical,
arid. biological apatites0 The survey of the literature for
each te of apatite has been includeâ. in its appropriate
part. This does lead. to some repetition because many workers
have taken arguments and results based on one class of apatite
and. indiscriminately applied. them to others 0 Experimental
methods which are restricted. to one class of apatite, such
as chemical and. x-ray diffraction methods, are described in
the appropriate part. On the other hand, the theoretical and
experimental aspects of the main technique used, namely infra-
red. absorption spectroscopy, are discussed in the first part,
in Chapters 2 and. 3. An outline of the preparation and.
crystal chemistry of the apatites is given in. Chapter 1.
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PART I
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CHAPTER 1
THE P]PARATION AND CRYSTAL CHESTRY OF THE APATITES
1.1. Prepa.ration of the apatites
According to Clarke (1924 .) the first synthesis of an
/
apatite was by Daubree (1851) who passed. phosphorus trichioride
over red. hot lime to form chiorapatite.
Apatites have been synthesised in which, in the general
formula A10(BO4.)6X2, A has been replaced by Ca, Sr, Ba, Mn, Co, eto.,
B has been replaced by P, V, Si or As, and. X by OH, O, F, Cl, Br,
or I. Many solid. solutions containing combinations of these ions
have been prepared. An attempt will be made to illustrate the
chemistry of the apatites by considering a selection of the various
preparative methods which have been used.. The preparation of
carbonate-containing apatites Will be discussed in Chapter 4..
Some of the literature on the preparation of apatites has been
abstracted by Clarke (1924-) and Jaffe (1951).
The methods for the preparation of apatites can be
divided. broadly into three groups:
(a) solid state reactions, usually at temperatures above
800°C.
(b)reactions in aqueous systems.
(c)reactions in the melt, usually at temperatures above
1100°C.
Each of these groups wall be discussed in turn.
(a) Solid state reactions
Many apatites have been prepared by heating the theoretical
quantities of an intimate mixture of an alkaline earth phosphate,
particularly	 -tricalcium phosphate (-Ca3(PO4-)2) or tricalcium
phosphate hydrate (Ca3 (PO4-)2oxH2O) With the corresponding alkaline-
earth halide or hydroxide. The reaction is slow and normal]y goes
to completion to produce a reasonably well cxystallised apatite,
although the crystals are not large enough to be seen in the light
microscope. Pluorapatite and chiorapatite have been prepared in
this manner (Chaudron aid Wallaeys, 194-8). when (3-Ca 3(PO4.)2 and.
CaO are heated together, orapatite (Ca 10(PO4.)60) may be formed.
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However the existence of this compound is somewhat uncertain and
more usually atmospheric water is absorbed, so that hydroapatite
is the product of the reaction. This method is particularly
suitable for preparing mixed apatites such as Ca1 0(Po4.)6(ci,P)2,
by heating together the calculated quantities of -Ca3(PO4.)2,
Ca012 and CaP2 at 800°C, so as to produce a complete range of solid
solutions (Chaudron and Wallaeys, 19 14.8). Likewise apatites with two
alkaline earth metals can be made by heating together, for instance
ç3 ...ca3(PO4.)2 and BaC12. (Brasseur and Dallemagne, 194.8). Obviously
this method. is capable of infinite modification.
It is often possible to displace one ion by another in
the apatite lattice. For instance, atmospheric water will slowly
displace chlorine from chiorapatite at 10000C, whilst heating
hydroxyapatite with CaP 2 above 600°c causes the loss of water and
the formation of fluorapatite. This last reaction forms the basis
for the determination of the total water content of an apatite
(Wa].laeys, 1952).
The structural water of hydroxyapatite is slowly lost
at 1000°C without a fundamental change in. the structure (Bredig,
Prank and. Püldner, 1933) but at hi&ier temperatures the loss is
greater, causing a small reduction in the a-axis from 9.4.21 to
9.4.06 (Lagergren and. Carlstrrn, 1957)
(b) Reactions in aqueous systems
Calcium, strontium, barium and. lead hydroxyapatites can
be precipitated in solution under the correct conditions. For
instance, in the preparation of calcium hydrozyapatite, the precipi-
tation. must either take place slowly in very dilute solutions,
preferable at 100°C, or in very alkaline conditions • If this is
not done, a more acid calcium phosphate will be precipitated, whose
molecular C/P ratio is less than 1.67, the theoretical value for
hydroxyapatite. These basic calcium phosphates seem to form a
continuous series from tricalcium phosphate hydrate, Ca9CEO4.)60
xH2O, to hyt3roxyapatite, Ca10(PO4.)6(OH)2
 and. yet all have an
apatite structure.
The hydrolysis of any calcium phosphate by water at 100°C
wili eventuaUy lead to the formation of hydroxyapatite (Bassett, 1917;
Schleede, Schmidt arid Kindt, 1932), thus indicating that under
13
these conditions it is the most stable calcium phosphate.
Octacalcium phosphate, Ca8H2(P0)6 .5H20, may be precipitated
under conditions slightly different from those required for
the stable formation of hydroxyapatite (see fr instance, Brown
et al. 1962). Although strictly not an apatite, its structure
is closely related to hydroxyapatite (Brown, 1962). The structure
of the basic calcium phosphates with a molecular Ca/P ratio less
than that of hydroxyapatite, will be discussed. in section 1 .3.
Fluorapatite may be prepared in aqueous conditions by
the reaction between tricalcium phosphate hydrate and colloidal
calcium fluoride (Mantel, 1958) or by t'he displacement of hydroxyl
ions by fluoride ions in hydroxyapatite. This latter reaction
is complex and depends on the concentration of fluoride ions;
calcium fluoride is often simultaneously precipitated (McCann,1953).
Mixed apatites of controlled composition are difficult
to prepare in aqueous conditions, but (Ca,Sr)10(P01)6(OH)2
 has been
made (Collin, 1959; 1960).
All the methods so far described produce very small
crystals, or at best, crystals just visible under the light
microscope. Hydrothermal techniques have been used. to produce
larger crystals suitable for single crystal x-ray diffraction work.
Hydroxyapatite has been prepared by the hydrolysis of CaO (inonetite)
at 300°C under a steam pressure of 1250 lb/in for ten days to give
crystals about 0.3 mm in length (Perloff and Posner, 1956).
Fluorapatite has also been prepared by this method (Hayek et al.,
1958 ). Mixed apatites such as Ca10(PO)6(F,0H)2 and.
(Ca,Sr)10(PO)6(OH)2
 may also be made (Hayek et al.,1958; Hayek
and Pctter, 1960).
(c) Reactions in the melt
Crystals of fluorapatite of up to 5 cm long and. 1 cm in
diameter have been prepared by the Kyropoulos method (Johnson, 1961).
Single crystals of carbonate-containing apatites have been prepared
by Eltel (192k) and will be discussed in section 4..5.
Wondratsahek (1963) has reviewed the work on the synthesis
and. structure of the pyromorphites, in Which lead has replaced
calcium in the apatite lattice. These pyromorphites are often
prepared by melting together the reactants in a platinum crucible
OXYGEN
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at temperatures between 1000-14.00°C. Pyronrphites which have
been prepared, are for eample, Pb 1 0(PO4.)4.(SiO4.)2 an Pb1 0(E'04.)60,
These apatites are particularly interestin because thy demonst-
rate that the halogen positions of the apatite structure can be
vacant, or only partially occupied. The structure of Pb 0(o4.)6o,
lead oxyapatite, will be discussed in section 6.1.6.
1.2 The structure of fluorapatite and hydroXSrapatite
The space group of fluorapatite was determined from Laue
x-ray diffraction photographs by Hentachel (i 923). The space
group is P6/rn, but is still sometime written as C6/m using the
old notation of 'C' to represent the hexagonal lattice0 The space
group was confirmed. and. the full structure given, independently,
by Nray'-Szab (1930) and Mehxnel (1930; 1931). The structure of
hydroxyapatite, also determined by single crystal x-ray diffraction,
has been published by Posner, Perloff and Diorio (1958) and. differs
very little from that of fluorapatite.
Beevers and. McIntyre Ci 94.6) have given a good description
of the fluorapatite structure. The symmetry elements of the space
group are diagrAmmatically represented in Pig. I • 1.
Inversion hexad
x
	 2 1 Screw diad
¶ Inversion monad
• 63Screw axis
-	
-* Pig. 1 • 1.
The lattice constants of fluorapatite are, a=9.37
and c=6.88, with unit cell oontents of Ca 10(PO4.)6P2. There are
two different kinds of calcium atoms and three different kinds of
orgen atoms • Along each of the three-f o].df axes is a column of
caloitmi atoms, half of the height of the unit cell apart. 'ath
of these calcium atoms is bonded to its neighbours above and below
by means of three shared orgen atoms, lying in a horizontal plane
of eynmetry (see Pig. I .2a). In addition, each calcium atom is
bonded at a greater distance to three other oxygen atoms a).i,st
at the same horizontal height as itself, so that the arrangement
o FLUORfNE 0 OXYGEN
• CALCUM	 o PHOSPHORUS
FIG. 13. THE STRUCTURE OF APATITE
(AFTER BEEVERS AND MINTIRE, 1946)
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forms a continuous vertical column with each calcium coordinated
by nine oxygen oms0 However, there is not an identical repeat
of the oxygen arrangement around successive calcium atoms, but
ciJ-y for evei:y alternate calcium atom. This is because each set
of three shared oxygenr atoms is rotated a little about the chain
axis and does not fall vertically above and below adjacent shared
sets, but rather the subsequent ones0 Hence these shared sets
of three oxygen atoms f.11 into two different groups which do riot
fall quite on to of each other when viewed down the c-axis.
Furthernxire, the oxygen atoms lu±ed to only one calcium atom,
although accurately on top of the other vthen viewed down the
c-axis, are alternately raised and lowered in a direction parallel
to the c-axis so that some of the xygeit atoms are closer than
others (see Fig. 1.2a). This approach enables each pair to become
two oxygen atoms of the same PO ion; to this same ion another
oxygen is provided by one of the shared oxygen atoms closer to
the calcium atoms at a different level0 This leaves the fourth
oxygen atom of the PO ion projecting outwards from the column,
These columns are linked to each other via this projecting bond
(see Pig. i.2b): the oxygen at the erid. of this bond is in fact
a shared oxygen of an ad3acent column 0
 The two columns are
related to each other by a two-fold screw axis placed midway
between them0
 Other columns are linked to these in a similar
manner to produce a hexagonal honeycomb, with channels extending
right through the structure. The walls of these channels are
lined, with oxygen atoms, the arrangement being such that there
are in the wall of each channel, six 'caves' per unit length.
Additional calcium atoms are fitted into these 'ca',yes' one
calcium going about half-way into each. The addition of a
fluorine atom at (o,o,) and. (o,o,), which are the centres of
each triangular array of calcium atoms, conletes the fluorapatite
lattice. A projection of the canpiete structure is shown in
Pig. 1.3. The structure of hydroxyapatite is very similar to
fluorapatite, with the hydroxyl ions replacing the fluorine ions
on the six-fold screw axis,
Ca11-OH
Ca11-01
Ca11-0111
10533
I .514.
I .514
2. 14.1
2.1449
2. 802k
2.354.
2.712
2.356
2.367k
2.511k
P-0I
P-oil
P-oil'
Ca1-01
Ca1-011
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Table lii. Bond lengths in hydroxyapatite (Posner et al.,1958)
Bond.	 Length	 Bond.	 Length
Bcnd repeated by symmetry
Table 1.2. Atomic parameters for hydroxyapatite.(Posner et al.,1958)
Atom Noper	 x	 y	 z
unit cell
Ca1	 11.	 0.333
	 0 • 667
	
0.001
Ca1i	 6
	
0.24-6
	
00993
	 0.250
P	 6
	
0.4.00
	
0.369
	
0.250
01	 6
	
0.329
	
0. )84.	 0.250
	6
	
0.589
	
0.4.66
	
0.250
011,	 12
	
0 34-8
	
Q.59
	
0.073
OH	 2
	
03000
	
0.000
	
0.250
1.3. Non-stoichiometric apatites
The problem of the carbonate-containing apatites
(particularly the synthetic ones prepared in solution) and those
of biological origin is intimately associated with the structure
of the non-stoichiouietric carbonate-free apatites. These are
typified by the compounds, octacalcium phosphate Ca8H2(PO4.)6.5H:20,
and. tricalcium phosphate hydrate Ca9(PO4.)6.xH2O, although it must
be remembered that basic calcium phosphate precipitates can be
prepared with compositions ranging continuously from octacalcium
phosphate to hydroxyaprt:ite.
The full structure of octacalcium phosphate has recent]y
been determined (Brown et al., 1957; Brown, 1962) from single
crystal x-.ray diffraction studies. It suffices to say that the
19
structure has many similarities to hydroxyapatite, consisting
of 'apatite' layers parallel to the 	 plane and separated. by hydrated.
layers. It is triclinic with unit cell constants:
a = 19.87	 89° 17'
b = 9.63	 (3=92° 13'
c = 6.87	 =108° 57'
There are two formula weits per unit cefl and the space
group is P1
The structure of triealoium phosphate hydrate is
probably more relevant to the structure of enamel and. bone,
and will be considered in greater detail in the remainder of
this section. Unfortunately, however, many details of this
substance are still very uncertain.
Any basic calcium phosphate whose molecular Ca/P
ratio is between 1.67 and 1.5 will, when heated briefly at
10000C, decompose into hydroxyapatite and. -tricalcium phosphate,
(3 -.Ca3(POL)2 ; this -tricalci'um phosphate can readily 'be detected.
by x-ray diffraction methods. The intensity of x-ray diffraction
from the f3-tricalcium phosphate has been studied quantitatively
by Guillanme (i 961) as a basis for the determination of the ca/p
mol. ratios of basic calcium phosphates, but even without quantit-.
ative measurements it is still a sensitive method to detect a Ca/P
mol. ratio less than 1.67.
Trömel and Möller (1932) showed that the x-ray diffraction
patterns of hydroxyapatite arid trioalcium phosphate hydrate wre
indistinguishable and. that consequently trica.lcium phosphate hydrate
had an apatitio structure. Various hypotheses have been proposed
to explain the difference in ca/P ratio from that of hydroxyapatite0
It has for instance been suggested that it consists of bydroxyapatite
with excess phosphate a5.sorbed on the surface of the crystals (Trômel
and Mbller, 1932; Ha.yek, Milliner arid. Koller, 1951). This is a
plausible hypothesis because tricalcium phosphate hydrate, as normally
prepared, is of colloidal dimensions; this riot only gives it a very
large surface area, to e sorb the phosphate but also broadens the
x-ray diffraction lines, so making accurate measurements of the
lattice constants impossible. However there are reports of the
preparation of crystals of tricalcium phosphate hydrate sufficiently
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large so that their surface area is too sinaU to accoixunoclate
the excess phosphate requid (Posrier arid. Stephenson, 1952;
Rowles, 1963). As a consequence, suggestions have been made
jthat the low Ca/P ratio is caused. by substitutions and defects
withih the lattice itself. This is supported by the recent
observation that apat:ites dth a low Ca/? ratio have lattice
constants slightly different from those of hyth'oxyapatite
(Trautz, 1955; Rowles, 1963). Three structural formulae which
have been suggested for these defec i apatites are given in
Table 1.3.
Table 1.3. Proposed structural formulae for non-stoichiometric
apatites.
Ca1	 (H30)(P0)6(OH)2
Ca1 H(PO4)6( on)2
Ca	 H (P0)j0-x 2x Li. 6(O2
Kunin and Elmore (i 9Li-5)
Winand. (1961)
Posner, Stutman and Lippincott(1960)
The difficulty of deciding between these formulae
resides in the difficulty of determining the quantity of struo'.
tural water, its state of ioriisation, and the position of these
ions in the lattice. The total water content is easily obtained
from the calcium and. phosphorus analyses. The non-structural
water is determined by measuring the total loss of water from the
apatite when it is heated. However, the loss of water with
increasing temperature is rather gradual and. hence it is impossible
to define the temperature at which it can be said that all the no i
-structural water) but none of the structural watery has been lost.
An attempted. solution to these diffculties has been
made by measuring the intensities of bands due to 0-H atretching
modes in the infrai-red spectrum of tricalcium phosphate hydrate
(Posner, Stutinan arid Lippinoott, 1960; Winand, Dallernagne and.
Duyckaerts, 1961; Winand, 1961). There is however disagreement
about the assigmnent of the band. at 3Li.00 an; Winand. and. Dallemagne
(1962) assign this band. to absorbed water while Stutman, Posner
and. Lippincott (i 962) believe this is due to hydrogen-bonded acid
21
phosphate ions.
Non-stoichiometric apatites yield pyrophosphates when
heated to 500°C (Gee and. Deitz, 1955; Vinand., 1961). winand has
correlated the amount of pyrophosphate formed with that deduced
from his proposed. structural formula.
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LAP]ER 2
THE ThPRA-IED INVESTIGATION OP APATITS - THEORY
2.1. Introduction
The absorption of infra-red radiation may be
considered. either from the classical view-point, or in terms
of quantum mechanics. Classically, a molecule or ion is
regarded. as a vibrating system which may have an oscillating
dipole omnt associated with a particular vibrational mode.
This mode will be set into vibration if the molecule is in an
oscillating electro-magnetic field of the same freaency as
the associated. osculating dipole mcmen-t
	
As the energy of
vibration of the molecule is continuously dissipated. as heat,
there will be continuous absorption from the electro'-inagnetic
field. In qpantum theory, the stationary states of the molecule
are given by solutions of the Schrbd.inger equation. Radiation
wili be absorbed. from an eJ.ectro-inagnetic wave provided its
quanta have an energy corresponding to an energy difference
between two stationary states. A further condition is that
the probability of the transition between the two states shou:ld.
be finite. This corresponds to conditions in the classical
theory that there shouJd be an oscillating dipole monerit
associated with the vibrational mode in question.
The approach based on classical mechanics has the
advantage that it is more easily visualised in purely physical
terms, but quantum mechanics is required. for any complete analysis.
The theory of the infra-red. absorption of isolated molecules is
discussed. in. greater detail in section 2.2. and. is based. on the
book by Herzberg (i 94.5). As this is mainly classical theory, the
section deals almost exclusively with the theory of normal vibra-
tions0 Section 2.3. deals with the manner in which this theory
is modified. for a crystal when the molecules (or complex ions) have
a regular relationship with eachother and are subjected to external
electric fields.
The vibrationa.1 modes of complex ions such as 0H, CO,
PO , etc., absorb energy in the region of the infra-red spectrum
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approximately from 3 - 25 microns.
	 The value of a study of the
infra-red. spectrum of a substance rests in the fact that, not only
is it often possible to identify what complex ions are present,
but also to obtain information about the local environments of the
ions, because the exact position and. shape of the absorption bands
depends on the local electric field in which the ion is situated,
For instance, the carbonate bands in calcite and aragonite are
distinguishable. Prom the appearance of certain bands that wou]d
be forbidden if the complex ion had is full symmetry, it is
sometimes possible to deduce the symmetry of the site that the ion
must occupy in the lattice.
We may anticipate that the absorption spectrum of a
carbonate-containing apatite will be the sum of the absorptions
due to 0H, CO, and. PO ions with appropriate small modifications
due to the individual local environments. The infra-red. absorption
of these ions is discussed. in sections 2. - 2,7 in relation to the
known or suggested position of the ions in the apatite lattice.
The intensity of a particular absorption band. is prop-
ortionaj. to the square of the scaler product of .P, where . is
the incident electric ve3tor and, is the transition moment for the
particular vibration involved in the absorption. The direction of
the transition moment with respect to the ion can often be deduced
from considerations of symmetry. Thus by determining the direction
of the transition moment from the absorption of infra-red radiation
polarised. with a known relationship to the crystellographio axes,
the orientation of the ion in the lattice can be deduced, The
manner in which this is done is explained in section 2.8.
22. Irifra-red absorption by isolated molecules and. ions
Consider a system of N interacting point masses represent-.
ing a molecule or ion containing N atoms. Assume that the force on
one particle depends, to a first approximation, only on the linear
displacements of all the particles. The component of the forces
on the particles will b given by a set of 3N linear equations as
given below; the displacements Xj y, Zj are measured from the
equilibrium position of the ith particle, and the force constants,
determine how the x-component of the force on the ith particle
depends on the y-component of the ith particle,
z	 ......Ic z,..P1 = - k11 x - ky1 kz - k12x - ky2 - 1C12	 IN	 24
xzi	 xx2	 xz2	 xzrx	 xxi
F1 - k1 1x - ky1 - k11 z	 k1 2x2 - ky2 - k1 2z	 INyz 2 .... .ekzN 2.1yzi	 yxy	 yxi
P1 = - k' 1x - k1 y1 - k11 z - k1 2x ky2 - Ic1 2z	
IN
zz 2 •...sekzi
zzl	 zxz	 zxi
and. similar sets of three equations for the other particles. We
look for solutions of these equations in which all the particles
have a sinpie harmonic motion of the sme frequency, so that the
displacement of the ith atom is of the form,
S = S?cos(211-)t + 4'),	 2.2I
where is the frequency and a phase angle.
Applying Newton s a second. law of motion to each compon-
ent of the force, and substituting for S i and S1 from equation
2.2, we have,
A-rr 2-)2m1 x1 = Ic11 x + k 1y1 + 1c11 z + kx200000. +
xxi xz I
4. -'m1 y1	 k11 x + ky1 + k' 1 z + Ic'1 2x ..	 . +yxl yzl	 yx2	 yz 2.3S	 •	 •	 S	 •	 S	 •	 S	 S	 I	 S	 I	 •	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 •	 I
NI	 NI	 NI	 kN2k x + k v + Ic z +	 x OO.00. +
zxl	 zy"l	 zzl	 zx2	 zz
This system of linear and. homogeneous equations for
y1 , Z1 X29 y2, z2, •OSZN cannot be solved for arbitrary values
of the coefficients occurring therein) but, as shown by the theory
of linear homogeneous equations, only if the determinant of -the
coefficients is equal to xero. Since the force constants k are
fixed for a given system, the only way to fulfil this condition is
by a suitable choioe of the freiency • Thus only for certain
frequencies, defined by the condition that the determinant of the
coefficients shou2d be zero, is a simultaneous simple harmonic
motion of all the particles possible. This determinant is of
order 3N in -'s), so that there are in general 3N solutions, giving
3N normal nodes with different frequencies. However, three of
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these solutions are zero, correspond.ing to the linear displace-
ment of the centre of gravity of the whole system, whilst a
fuher three (or two in the case of a linear molecule) are zero,
corresponding to rotation of the whole system bout the centre
of gravity0 Thus in the general case there are 3N - 6 normal
modes • It can be shown that any periodic motion of the mole-
cule may be resolved. into a sum of the normal modes with appro-
priate amplitudes. In a completely unsymmetrical molecule there
will always be an oscillating dipole .asociated. with each normal
mode, and we can anticipate that there will be 3N - 6 absorption
bands in the infra-red. spectrum. If the molecule baa elements of
symmetry, the determinant is symmetrical too, and. it may be,
although it is not a necessary consequence, that two or more of
the solutions are identical; these are called degenerate normal
modes. In this case there will be fewer bands in the spectrum
than might be expected. Furthermore, the presence of symmetry
may result in there being no oscillating dipole moment assoc-
iated with a particular normal mode and which will therefore be
absent from the infra-red. absorption spectrum. Again this is
not a necessary consequence of symmetry, but in any case the
oscillating dipole moment i.e. transition moment, will assuma a
special relationship with the symmetry elements.
The way in which, for any given system, the normal
modes are deduced is often complicated. and. is desoribed. fully
by Herzberg (i9i.5). The directicn of the transition moments
associated with these are often easily obtained by inspection.
The transition moment of a doub:Ly degenerate normal mode is
always confined in direction only to a plane, whilst for a trip]y
degerirate mode there can be rio restriction on its direction.
Rrom the preceding discussion, it is seen that the
consideration of symmetry elements in a molecule is important
in deducing, either the symmetry of the molecule from its spectriun,
or vice versa. Therefore the properties of symmetry elements
will now be discussed.. A symmetry/%tin a molecule when its
operation produces an identical molecule. Possible symmetry
elements aXe:ub rotation axas, rotation inversion axes, centres
and. planes of symmetry, Only certain combinations ot' these are
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mutually possible; these must in any oase al]. pass through
a point, These permitted combinatns are called point group
and any particular molecule or ion must belong to one of them.
The operatn on a non-degenerate mode of an individual symmetry
element within a point group, can leave the displacements Xji Yj
of equation 2.1 unchanged, or changed. only in sign: the non-
degenerate mode is described as being symmetrical or antisymmetrical
respectively, to the symmetry element in question. For degenerate
modes more than the sign may, but need. not, be changed. The
species of a normal mode is derived from the behaviour of all the
necessary symmetry elements in a point group on the displacements
x1, y, z of equation 2.1. There can be army number of normal
modes of the same species, but there are a finite number of species
in a given point group. Species are designated by symbols such
as A, B, C A, A' , etc. The letter A is used for all species
that are symmetric, the letter B for those that are antisymmetric
with respect to an axis of symmetry. Species that are symmetric
or anti-symmetric with respect to a centre of symmetry are
distinguished by the subscripts g and u respectively. The
letters E end F are used. for doubly and triply degenerate modes
respectively. Consider for example the point group C, which
has only a plane of symmetry. In this case a normal mode can
be only syinmetx'ical (Species A t ) or antisyrnmetrical (Species A
with respect to the plane. If a two-fold rotation axis lying in
the plane is added, the point group becomes C. There are now
two essential symmetry elements, so there are four possible
species, given the symbols A 1 , A2, B1 and B2. Norma]. modes of
species A1 are symmetrical to both symmetry elements; A2 is
symmetrical to the axis but anti-symmetrical to the plane;
sinilarly B 1
 is anti-symmnetrica]. to the axis but symmetrical
to the plane; and B 2
 antisymmetrica]. to both. axis and plane.
The situation becomes more complicated when d.egenQrate modes
are considered. The symmetry types and. characters of all the
possible species for a particular point group, and. the direction
of the associated transition moments are derived from group
theory. These results for the more important point groups have
been tabulated by Herzberg (191i.5).
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These ideas explain the main features of the vibrational
infra-red. spectra of simple molecules, i.e. the fundamentals,
'	
etc., but dQ not explain the presence of absorption
bands observed with frecjencies 2',
	
etc. and	
+ 2' 2
etc., These bands are referred to as overtone and. combina-
ion bands respectively and are usually much weaker than the
fundamental bands. They are explained in the classical theory
by the presence of mechanical or electrical anharmonicity. In
considering mechanical anharmoriicity the approximation that the
force on any particle is dependent only on the linear displacements
of all the particles is dropped, and it is assumed for a better
approximation that the force also depends on the square of the
displacements. Equation 21 is no longer valid, and must be
replaced by one containing cross terms of the form
.x1 .x1	and	 K.y20z3	 etc. The
resolution of the motion of the particles into a sum of the
normal modes with simple harmonic motions is no longer possible.
However it is possible to regard any periodic motion of the
particles as a sum of Fourier series in the frequencies of the
normal modes, and in frequencies of sums and differences of
the frequencies of the normal modes. All these frequencies
will absorb radiation provided that there is a dipole moxint
associated with them; this leads to the presence of overtone
and. combination bands. Even if the motion of an atom were
strictly harmonic, because the electric dipole moment is not
strictly a linear function of the displacement, the associated
oscillating dipole moment will not be sinusoidal, and, will there-
fore absorb harmonics of the fundamental frequency 0
 This is
referred to as electrical anharmonicity0
Quantum theory
For any detailed interpretation of the processes of
infra-..red absorption it is necessary to use quantum mechanics;
consequently this section will end with a brief description of
this approach.
The Schrdinger equation for a system of N particles
with coordinates Xj,
 y, z and. masses m1 is:
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[^	 +	 2.4
where	 is the wave function, E the total energy and. V the
potential energy0 To a first approximation the potential energy
as a function of the displacements of the particles from the
equilibrium position is:
V =	 +	 ^ kz1z 3 )	 2.5
+ kxz +
where the	 are constants. This may be substituted. into
equation 2.4. to give an equation in which the variables are
separable, so that the solution is of the form:
='ii' y1 , z1).2(x2, 2' z2)..uI\)3N	 2.6
This lead.s to 3N total differential eqyations, each of which is
a wave equation of a simple harmonic oscillator; the sum of
the energies of these oscillators Is equal to the total energy
E. The th simple harmonic oscillator has energy levels
given by:
E. = h- 1(n1 +1
where n = 0, 1, 2 etc., and E = E 1 + E2 +
The selection rule for a simple harmonic oscillator is that:
n1 =t1,O.	 2.8
Therefore the oscillator will absorb radiation of frequency -,
which corresponds to a fundamental absorption band.
Thus in wave mechanics, as in classical mechanics, the vibrational
motion of a molecule may be considered., to a first approximation,
as a superposition of 3N siw.ple haxmonio oscillators.
If account is taken of mechanical anharmonicity, then
terms of the type:
hS1x11 (^1)2 and. hl .x1 2(n1+2)(n2+2)
2.7
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where x11 arid. x12 eto. arihamonicity constants, are
introduced, intO equation 2.7. Both because of these
additional terms, and. the presence of electrical anharmonicity,
the selection rule given above will no longer apply, anI.
additional transitions will be permitted.; however, these new
transitions will be much less probable.
2.3 Infra-red. absorption by complex ions in crystals
The irifra-red. absorption spectrum of a. complex ion
in. a crystal differs from the hypothetical absorption of the
isolated. ion, because the ion is now situated. in an electric
fieli. The static part of this field. Will distort the bonds
in the ton, and so change its force constants; this will have
the effect of slightly changing the frequencies at which the
ion Will absorb radiation. However there may be more profound.
consequences of the d.istortion of the chemical bonds; these
will arise if the symmetry of the local electric field. is less
than that of the free ion, because the symmetry of the ion will
be lowered. to that of the local electric field.. For instance,
the degeneracy of solutions of the d.eterminantal equation
formed from the coefficients of equation 2.3 may be lOStD
This will mean, for instance for a two-fold degeneracy, that
a single absorption band. from the undistox-ted ion will be
split into two bands when the ion is in the crystal, A further
possible consequence of the lowering of the symmetry of the ion
is that normal modes which previously had. no dipole moment
associated with them, now do have one; that is to say that
transitions which were forbidden for the isolated ion, may
now become infra-red active. It was stated. in section 2.2
that a system of N particles has 3N normal modes, six of which
were trivial because they corresponded to the rotation and.
translation of the whole system; however, if the system is an
ion constrained. in 'a lattice, these modes are no longer trivial
and may absorb infra-red. radiation. Their importance is not
that they may be observed. as fundamental absorption bands,
for they usually have a low frequency of the order of 100 cu
but that they may form conibinatn bands with the internal nodes
of the ion. This can result in a broad absorption barid. which may
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be resolved into a series of closely separated peaks. A
characteristic of such bands is that they are sensitive to
a lowering of the temperature; this jO because the separation
of energy levels of the lattice modes (i.e0 the translational
and. rotational modes of the ions) are close to kT (where k is
the Bokmamconstant and T the temperature) and therefore the
populations of the energy levels are very dependent on the
temperature.
The effects which have just l3een discussed are mainly
the result of the static field in the crystal, however the local
electric field of an ion will also be influenced by the oscilla -
ting electric field from the internal vibratns of a neighbouring
ion. If Wese two ions are identical, then their internal modes
will have the same frequencies and can be coupled together. The
result of this coupling is that every energy level in the ion
becomes split into two closely separated ones, and two peaks
are observed where there was only one before. This is called
correlation field splitting.
There are three commonly used. ways in which the effects
discussed above are taken account of in the theoretical inter-.
pretation of the spectra of crystalU.ne substances; they are
the:	 -
i) oriented, gas model
2) site group approximation
3) factor group approximation
In the oriented gas model, all the effects due to tie -ystal
field symmetry are ignored and the ion is assumed to have the
full symmetry of the free ion. However the ions are assumed
to be correctly oriented, in the lattice 9 and this model can 'be
used to give the correct values of dichroio ratios; but it
usually leaves many bands in the spectrum unexplained.
In the site approximation, the selection rules for
the ion are derived fran the symmetry of the site which they
occupy in the lattice. This can be determined from the space
group, and tables given by Half ord. (1 96). With this approxima-
tion, it is possible to explain the splitting of degenerate
nos and the appearance of bands which should be forbidden
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if the ion had its full symmetry0 However it gives rio account
of the interaction between neighbouring ions. It is this
approximation which has been used in the analysis of the
infra.-red spectra of the carbonate ion in the carbonate-
containing apatites.
In the factor group -tpproxiinat ion, all the N atoms
ixi. the unit cell are considered to be interacting, and to give
rise to 3N-3 normal modes, including both internal and lattice
modes. The reason why only three of lie normal modes, instead
of six for the isolated system, are regarded as trivial is
because these are the three translational degrees of freedom
which must be identical for all the unit cells and. cannot
therefore result in a change of dipole moment. The other
three modes are the rotational degrees of freedom, and. although
these motions will be identical in each unit cell, there will
be an associated change in the dipole moment. The factor group
analysis gives a much more complete understanding of the infra-
red, absorption of crystalline materials, particularly as it takes
into account the interactions between neighbouring ions. The
infra-red. spectra of crystals has been recently reviewed by
Vedder and Hornig (i 961) rid this review is principally a
consideration of factor group analysis0
2.4..	 oxyl ion
The hydroxyl ion is linear and therefore has 3N-5,
where N = 2, normal modes; i.e,3 one0 This corresponds to the
stretching of the 0-H bond.,the direction of which will also
be the direction of the associated transition moment. The
hydroxyl ion belongs to the point group C. The freency
of the hydrorl absorption band is sensitive to the strength of
the hydrogen bonding and may va'y from a frequency of about
370 crn for the free ion, to 2000 cm for strong hydrogen
bonding. (Lord and Merifield., i953)
	
The width of the absorp-
tion 'band increases considerably with the strength of the hydrogen
bonding. Water is normally hydrogen bonded in the condensed
phase end. has a broad borption band at ca. 34.00 cm
	 a
weaker 0-H bending nlQde at da, 164
.0 cm'.
Assuming a simple harmonic oscillator approximation9 	 32
the frequency of the hydroxy]. absorption band is:
0H = K0m11
where IC is a constant and. xn the mass of a hydrogen atom. If the
hydrogen atom is replaced by a deuterium atom then:
-i
0D = K.xn 2
where K is the same constant as before because the electronic
structure is unchanged.
Therefore,	
oH/)oD =2 .	 2.9
Hydroxyapatite has two hydroxyl ions per unit cell with
the oxygen atoms situated on the six-fold screw-axis and separated
by 3.14 . The position of the hydrogen atoms have not been
determined by x-ray or neutron Wfraction. The hydrogen bonding
between adjacent hydroxyl ions should be very small arid, hence the
0-H stretching frequency will occur near 3600 crn unless hydrogen
bonding occurs with oxygen atoms of the phosphate 	 . The two
hydroxyl ions in the unit cell, if they interact appreciably9
'will give rise to a symmetrical and antisynmietrical mode. In
some cases the hydroxyl absorption can be very complicated as
has been found for the alkali and alkaline earth hydroxides,
such as brucite, Mg(OH) 2, which ias Sixteen hydrocyl absorption
bands (Mara and Sutherland, 1953)0 The origin of these bands
is at the present moment the subject of considerable controversy
(Hexter, 1958; Wickershein, 1959; Buchanan, Kinsey and. Caspsr,
1962). However it should be noted that in phiogopite, a mica,
there is a striking diffence in that only one hydroxyl abaorp-
tin band is observed (Boutin and Bassett, 1963).
2.5. The carbon dioxide molecule
One vould. not expect molecular carbon dioxide to be an
appreciable constituent of carbonate-containing apatites; however,
some baths have 'been observed in heated enamel and. synthetic
apatites, which for reasons given later, 'wi'l be interpreted as
indicating its presence.
Carbon dioxide is a linear molecule, 0=0=0, which
belongs to the point group 	 It has three normal modes,
one of which is doubly degenerate. The frequencies and. assign-
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ments of the normal modes are given in Table 2.1 • The frequen-
cies for the solid phase and	 13002 (for the gaseous phase)
are also given for comparison.
Table 2.1 The frequencies aria. assignments for carbon dioxide(from Herzberg, 1914.5)•
C-as	 Solid	 Assignment
- 1388 cm	 1388 cm1
	
' symmetrical stretch
	
667	 656	 2 benaing(doubly degenerate)
	
2314.9	 2288	 eiitisyin. stretch
	
22814.	 1300
athis is not strictly accurate because of the presence of
Permi resonance. Only this mode is irifra-red inactive.
Carbon dioxide has been detected in irradiated
calcite from its irifra-red. absorption spectrum at Ca. 2200
The length of the molecule was in the direction of the c-axis
(Wilkinson, 1962, private communication).
2.6. The aarbonate ion
In the undistorted state, the carbonate ion is planar
with three equal, symmetrically placed 0-0 bonds. Consetently
it belongs to the point group D3h which has three essential
symmetry elements: a vertical three-fold rotation axis; a
horizontal plane of symmetry; arid a horizontal two-fold
rotation axis. These symmetry elements generate two more
horizontal two-fold rotation axes and three vertical planes
of symmetry. As there are four atoms, the carbonate ion has
six ricrma]. mcdes; but because of the high symmetry, four of these
form two doubly degenerate pairs. These six normal modes are
illustrated in Pig. 2.1; the relative motions of the carbon aria.
oxygen atoms are not to scale. The z-axis is taken along the
three-fold axis, arid one 0-0 bond coincides with the y'-axis.
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Table 2.2. The normal modos, their species and diroction of transition
moment, of the carbonate ion with all possible point group
synme tries.
D	 a	 C	 C	 C	 C
	
3h	 3v	 2v	 a	 a	 I
Planar	 Non-planir
z-C3	z-4C3	 a-02	 x,y.-4	 One 0-0 No restric-
plane. of
	 bond in tion on aes
plane of	 ion	 x,y
ion
	
A1 toi A 1 Z 2 A 1 Z	 2 A XY	 A XT	 A
	
2 A 8792 
A 1 Z 6 B2 y	 A	 6 A Xf	 A
	
5a '	 1 A 1 
z	 A x,y -	 A x,y	 A
JE
	
B x	 A x,y ')4 A z	 A
A 1 Z	 ')3 A:	
A x,y	 A
80 4b)	 B1 x	 A xy	 A z	 A
Notes: i) The designation of 	 2 etc. for the point groups O and C is
that for 02v• Strictly they should be different to conform
with the convention that the symmetrical species are numbered
-', - etc. to - starting from the highest frequency,.
and ttie next most symmetrical
	
- 2 etc.2) The coordinate axes are defined so th.t z is the axis of
highest symmetry.
l.a. means infra-red inactive; x,y means the xy.-plane.
:b
Pig. 2.1. The nornal modes of the undistorted carbonate ion
(not tø scale; after Herzberg 1945).
By inspection, it is seen that there is no change in dipole
moment associated. with the normal, mode 	 , and this must there-
fore be ix)fra'-red. inactive. All the other modes are infra-red.
active with the transition moment of 2 being perpendicular to
the plane of the in, whilst the transition moments of ' and
are confined only to the plane of the ion.
The above discussion has been for the isolated ion;
it is now necessary to consider what iappens when the ion is in
a crystal lattice, this will be &rie using the site symmetry
analysis which was discussed in section 2.3.
If the carbonate ion occupies a position in the crystal
whose site symmetry is less than D3h, it will have only the
symmetry of the site. The degeneracy of)3 and may be lost
and. their transition moments will no longer occupy any direction
in the "plane" of the ion. Approximately, 3a and 	 will have
transition moments along the x-axis, whilst those for	 -
will lie along the y-axis (see Pig. 2.1). FurthermOre, the normal
mode	 may become infra-red active. It might be possible to
deduce the site symmetry of a oarbnate ion from observation of
the loss of degeneracy and the measurement of the orientations
of the transition moments; consequently it is necessary to
consider all the possible point groups to which a carbonate ion
could belong, and to deduce for each of them what conditions
there will be on. the orientations of the transition moments and
what loss of degeneracy there may be. There are in fact five
possible point groups to which the carbonate ion could. belong,
these are: D3h, C ,, C, C5 and C1 . But in addition, the
carbonate ion can have two possible orientations with respect
to the plane of symmetry of the point group C 8 ; either the ion
is planar and. lying in the plane of symmetry, or only one C-O
bond lies in. the p]ane With the other two symmetrically placed
on either side of it. The limitations on the orientations, and
species for all the possible point groups are given in Table
2.2. This table has been compiled with the help of the tables
given by Herzberg (i945)
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Table 22. shows for instance, that if the degeneracy
of the bands at 1 L.j 5 cni arid 680 cm is maintained, but a band.
at 1063 cm 1
 appears 9
 then the carbonate ion has symmetry C.
However, if the degeneracy is lost, then the symmetry must be lower,
i.e0 C , C or Ci	 Only a consideration of the directions
of the kransition moments will allow a distinction to be made between
these0 For instance, (using the assignments of
	
etc. from
C	 ), if	 and	 are parallel to each other and at right angles
to	
,	
)3 and.	 and ione of the angles between any
two of these last four is 9Q0, then we may assign the carbonate ion
to a point group C. Hence the carbonate ion must occupy a site in
the lattice in which there is only a plane of symmetry passing through
the plane of the ion0 Observations on only a few bands, . ,
	
and.
' 96 for instance, are required to assign the carbonate ion to the
correct point group, but it is in practice only possible to assign
the carbonate ion to a point group or any less symmetrical point
group because the experimental measurements may not be sufficiently
accurate to detect dspartures from orthogonal3-ity of the transition
moiuents.
If two bands near I 415 om are observed, and these are
due to the loss of the degeneracy of
	 , there is no way of telling
whether the high frequency one is to be assigned to
	 and the low
frequency one to	 or vice versa. This would not normally be
of any consequence, but does matter if the orientation of the ion
is to be determined. from the orientation of the transition moments.
This arises because ', the symmetrical mode, is in the direction
of a C-O bond, whilst that rf	 the an.tisyinmetrical mode, is at
30° to a 0-0 bond0
Short survey of literature on infra-red studies of the carbonate ion
The polarised. infra-red. absorption ad reflection spectra
of the ca'cium carbonates were the subject ofconsiderable interest
at the beginning of this century (see for instance; Nyswander, 1909).
However, interest declined because of the considerable experimental
difficulties, the lack of a suitable theoretical background and the
change in emphasis to the study of organic compounds. This early
work has been reviewed, by Schaefer arid Matossi (i 930); further
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references are to be found. in the bibliography of Barnes,
Gore, Liddel and Williams (1944)0 There has recently been.
a considerable revival of interest in the irifra-red absorption
of crbonates and. nitrates (nitrates are very similar to carbo-
nates because the ion is also planar), but there has been little
further work using polarised radiation0 The polarised. infra-
red absorption spectrum of single crystals of aznmonium and
thallous nitrates have been studied by newman and. Halford (i 950).
Uipolarised radiation has been used. for the study of samples of
nitrates by Vratny (1959), Ferraro (1960) and Thompson (1963)
and others. The powder irifra-red. absorption spectra of a number
of carbonates have been. given by Hunt, Wisherd. and. Bonhaxa (1950);
Miller and. Wilkins (1952); Gatehouse, Livingetone and Nyho].m
(1958); Schutte and. Buijs (1961); Weir and Lippincott (1961);
Adler and Kerr (1962, 1963); and others. Pobeguin (19514.) has
given the spectra of a number of different kinds of calcium
carbonates; the frequencies of their absorption bands are given
in Table 203 which has been coixrpiled. from the spectra given.
Schroeder, Weir arid. Lippincott (1962) have made a detailed.
study of the temperature dependence of the absorption bands in.
a number of carhonates arid, nitrates. They found that many
bands between 114.00 and. 700 cm were resolved when the temperature
was lowered to that of liqyid helium; they attributed. these 'to
sziuriation bands of fundamental frequencies with successive levels
of a librating oscillator with a frequency of about 15-30 cni.
Decius (i 955) has studied the coupling of the out-of-plane
besling mode in nitrates and. carbonates with aragonite type
structures. He studied this using the heavy isotopes of
nitrogen and carbon. Janz and. Mikawa (i 960) have discussed.
the calculation oC fox'ce constants for' the caXboriate and
similar' ions,
The polarised irifra-red spectra of single crystals of some
nitrates have been examined by Hfe1e (1959).
The results from some of the papers which have been mentioned
above have been assembled in the book by Nakainoto (1963).
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Table 2.3 Infra-red absorption bands for various calcium
carbopates; taken from spectra given by Pobeguin
(1954)
Calcium	
-1
carbonate	 Freency n
Calcite	 1130 VS	 1160 VW	 876 S	 714. W
10814. 11W
	 4.7 WI
kragoriite	 I 550VS	 1030 W	 857 S	 714. W
14.30 11S 	 1013 VW	 852 11W	 698 W
Vaterite	 lli.508V5	 1109 WI 873 S 74.5 WI
1070 8	 859 W
1020 11W
Hexahydrate	 not	 1084. W	 874. S
	
74.5 W
given	 1070 W 84.6 W
1015 11W
.Aiiiorphous	 11430 VS	 1075 W	 862 W
	
no
	
1018 11W 798 11W
	 band
afrequencies from; Wefr and Lippincott (1961)
VS = very strong 	 W = weak
S = strong	 11W = very weak
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2.7. The orthophosphate ion
The orthophosphate ion, P0 	 contains five atoms
and therefore has nine non-trivial degrees of freedom. There
are four normal modes, two of which are triply degenerate
and one is doubly degenerate. The undistorted ion belongs
to the point group Ta. The frequencies, species etc., of
the normal modes are given in Table 2.4-.
Table 2.4-. The normal modes of the b1thophosphate ion (from
Herzberg, 194-5).
Normal Mode Degeneracy Species Frequency cm	 I.ILactivity
-	
I	 A1	 980	 inactive
2	 E	 363
	
inactive
	
1,082	 active
B'2
	515	 active
There are six phosphate ions per unit cell of apatite,
and therefore there is a considerable possibility of interaction
between these which woula lead. to multiple structure of the bands.
A complete analysis of the expected spectrum of the phosphate ion
in apatite will not be attempted. Prom the structure of fluor-
apatite described in section 1.2, it is seen that the only symmetry
element possessed by the site occupied by the phosphate ions is
a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the c-axis. The phosphorus
and two of the oxygen atoms lie in this plane, whilst the remain-
ing oxygens are symmetrically placed above and below it. The
site symmetry is C5 and consequently all the modes are infra-red
active and all the degeneracies are lost. In particular, WiU
become active and as it was totally symmetrical with respect to
all the symmetry operations of T, it will be symmetrical With
respect to the plane of symmetry of C. Hence its transition
moment will be along the z-axis. The species and directions
of the other traxisiticn moments will not be considered.
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2.8. The determination of the orientation of transition
moments using polarised. infra-red radiation.
This section will deal with the manner in which the
orientation of the transition moment of an ion is calculated
from optical densities measured experimentally with radiation
which is polarised with a known relationship to the crystallo-
graphic axes This calculation is very difficult unless the
substance being studied is unial and the radiation travels
in a direction normal to the optic axis with the direction of
its plane of polarisation either parallel or perpendicular to
the c ptic axis. Fortunately, apatite is unaxial, and small
volumes of enamel are approximately unaxial with the optic
axis in the direction of the enamel rods; consequently all
these conditions can be obeyed. The most extensive use of
polarised. infra-red. radiation to determine the direction of
transition moments has been in the study of natural and
synthetic polymers. The formulae given in this section were
originally derived for these materials.
The relationship between the measured dichroic ratio
and the orientation of the transition moment, in a. unlazia].
specimen, assuming it had a constant inclination to the optic
axis, has been given byElliott, Ambrose and Temple (j9l-8a)
and details of the derivata°n by aser (1953, 1960), Higga
(1953) and Mathieu (i 955)0 Consequently, the derivation will
oniy be outlined here. The dichroic ratio is defined by the
expression,
____________	
2.9
E	 d
where \) is the frequency, and. 	 are the extinction coeff-
icients measured with plane pQlarised radiation incident norma].
to tie optic axis with the direction of the electric vector
parallel or perpendicular to this axis respectively, and. the
integration applies only to the vibration under consideration.
Provided the profile of the absorption band follows a Lorentz
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type equation, the integrals may be evaluated and equation 2.9
becomes,
R=	 2.10
where D1, arid	 are the optical densities at the point of
maximum absorption0
The absorption is proportional to the square of the
i
scalar product of the electric vector with the transition moment;
hence by using polar ccordinates arid. two straight forward inte-
gratioris, it can be shown that,
R = 2cot2(x	 2.11
where C is the angle between the transition imment and the
optic a.xis.
This equation can be applied to a uniaxial cry-stal of
a polycrystalline specimen with perfect fibre orientation.
Various methods have been suggested for dealing with the
situation when there is imperfect fibre orientation (see
Fraser, 1958 for a discussion of these) 0 The most convenient
approach is to assume that the specimen contains a certain
fraction f of perfectly oriented crystals while the remaining
fraction (i-f) are completely random (Fraser, 1953). Equation
2.11 then becomes,
6fcOs2O( + 2(1 - f)
R=
	
	 2.12
+ 2(1 -f)
Beer (1956) has shown that this expression represents any form
of partial orientation, subject to certain mild restrictions.
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CPR 3
ThE INPRA-RED SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION OP .P2ATIThS - EXPEPI!IENTL
301 • Powder specimens
The infra-red absorption spectrum of a powdered sample
can be measured accurately only if the amount of radiation
scattered by the sample has been reduced to a small fraction of
the incident radiation. Three of the more usual methods of
doing this are as follows:
(1) Reduce the size of the particles in the specimen
to a small fraction of the wavelength at which
the measurements are to be made; these are then
dusted over an infra-red. transparent material
such as rock-salt,
(2) Prepare an intimate mixture of potassium
chloride or bromide containing about of
the sample; this is then pressed together
to form a transparent disc about I inn thick.
(3) Make an intimate mixture of the powdered
sample with an oily liquid of similar refrac'-
tive index to form a 'imill', which is then
squeezed between two plates of rock-sa].t.
The first method was used in many of the preliminary
experiments in which the finely powdered specimen was brushed
onto plates of barium fluoride with water and dried at about
6000. It was not possible to study the spectrum at wave-
lengths shorter than 2 microns because the particle size was
insufficiently small. Severe grinding to reduce the particle
size further can influence the shape and. positions of absorp-
tion bands, Two such effects were observed when hydroxyapatite
was subjected to severe grinding in an agate mortar, They were:
(1) the sharp hydroxy]. band at 3565 cm disappeared, and was
replaced by a broader band. at about 31.00 cm, similar to the
absorption from hydrogen-bonded water; and (2) one of the
phosphate overtone bands at 2060 cm became much stronger.
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Although the alkali halide disc method has been used by
almost all other investigators who have studied the infra-red.
absorption spectra of apatites, it was not used in this study
beoause of it unreliability due to the possibility of pressure-
induced phase changes or reaction with the alkali halide.
Instead, samples prepared as nulls were used. There are two
difficulties associated with the use of mulling agents.
Firstly the refractive index of the mulling agent shou]d. be
equal to that of the sample. This i not possible at all
wavelengths because of the different dispersions of the solid
and liquid, particularly in the region of anomalous dispersion
associated with an absorption band. This effect vas noticed
with muUs of hydz'yapatite in bromoforin which have similar
refractive indices in the visible region (i 
.64- and 1.60
respectively) and gave apparently good nulls after very little
grinding. However, these nulls had an anomalously high
transmis:ion on the high frequency side of the hydroxyl absorp-
tion band, and. a much lower tra snusetn on the other side of
the band 0
 Similar effects were sometimes observed on the
low frequency side of the very intense phosphate band at
1050cm. The complete matching of the refractive indices
of a non-cubic crystal is impossible because they have more
than one refractive index. This is not important with apatites,
which although hexagonal, have a very small birefringence. The
second more important difficulty with nulls is that their own
absorption bands may interfere with the specimen absorption
bands. This severely limits the choice of liquids. Two of
the commonly used liquids are hexachlorobutadiene and nujol
(liquid paraffin). However, they have several absorption bands,
so that only the following regions are accessible,
Hexachiorobutadiene 	 <6.lJi	 6.7-8.Oji
Nujol	 <3.2J.1	 3.6-6.5j1
	 7.5->1511
Hexaohlorobutadiene has a sufficiently high refractive index to
give good nulls with apatites. The refractive index of nujol
is much lower, but this is of less importance because less
scatter is produced from the longer wavelength radiation for
which it is used. Both hexachlorobutad.iene and. nujol nulls were
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used. extensively for the preliminary work. However with neither
is it possible to observe simultaneously the hyth'oyl band. at
3565 cm 1 arid, carbonate bands near 1500 and 880 cm; therefore
comparisons of their relative intensities is difficult. Also the
region of transition from hexaohlorobutadiene to nujol lies in
the middle cf the carbonate absorption bands 0
 Brcmoform was
found to be a more suitable mulling agent9 free from these
complications. Its spectrum, in a 1/10 mm thick cell, is given
in Pig. 3.1 • The regions of the apatite spectrum of interest are
marked with a bar. The only inacceible region is near the
phosphate fundamental bands at about 550 arid. 1050 cm. There
is a weak band. at about 875 cm which could appear in the region
of the out-of-plane deformation mode of the carbonate ion. To
prevent this, a variable pathlength cell containing bromoforxn
was placed in the reference beam of the spectrometer. This was
adjusted so that the reference and sarriple beams contained an
equal thickness of bromoform: this would mean that no bromoforin
absorption bands would appear in the spectrum. The adjustment
was made by changing the variable pathlength cell until the
combination band at Zi2 00 cn did. riot appear in t1 spectrum.
A rather weak band was used for the adjustment instead of a
strong band because of the considerable loss of enerr which
would have resulted; this would have made accurate matching
inossible. The refractive index of bromoforin 	 = I • 60) is
sufficiently close to that of hydrorapatite (j = i.6i) to give
good. mulls • The only disadvantages of biomoform are that it is
rather volatile, and may contain a little water.
The synthetic arid, powder samples of the mineralogical.
apatites were ground in a small agate mortar to a fine powder.
Considerable difficulty was ecperienced with grinding up the
igneous apatites to a sufficiently fine powder; some of them
were milled in an agate ball-mill for up to fifteen minutes.
Dental enamel was too tough to be ground. up in this manner, so
powder samples were prepared by grinding the enamel under water
or alcohol with a diamond-Impregnated disc rotating In a. dental
hand-piece. The enamel dust was decanted off after allowing the
larger particles to settle. The suspension was filtered, off and.
dried at 11000 for about an hour0 Powders from the crystals of
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the mineralogical specimens of apatite were also prepared by thia
same method. MuUs were prepared from the powders by further
grinding in the agate mortar with the mulling agent. The final
particle size, estimated. under the light microscope, was about
5}1.
Two infra-red. spectrometers were used. to record the
spectra of the powdered. specimens. Most of the pre]±xthiary work
(about 100 spectra) was done with a Perkin-Elmer 'Infraoord'
spectrometer. This is a small instrument fitted with a rook-
salt prism. The dispersion is rather small and cannot, for
instance, resolve the two components of the out-of-plane
deformation mode of the carbonate ion in enamel (see 12.1.1).
Subsequent spectra of powder samples were made on a G .rubb.
-Parsons 'Spectromaster' spectrometer0
 This instrument us s a
diffraction grating th±th gives a greater resolution than a
rock-salt prism, particularly in the 3 micron region. The two
components of the carbonate band. in enamel referred to earlier
can easily be resolved. The frequency calibration of the
instrument was checked by measuring six bands in each of the
regions of atmospheric absorption at 3, 6, and 15 j. The
frequencies of these bands were taken from Thompson (i 960-61).
These frequencies wore within ±2, ± i and ±0.1 cm
near the 3, 6 and. f5 micron regions respectively. Hence
the breadtha of the absorption bands in the apatite samples
limits the accuracy, rather than instrumental factors.
Unless othex'vise stated, al]. the spectra are of
brcioform rnulls run on the 'Spectromaster' spectrometers
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3.2. Sections of enamel and. mineralogical apatites
As mentioned in the previous Chapter, much more
information can be obtained by the examination of single
crystals or well oriented. sections with polarised. infra-red.
radiation. The infra-red spectrometer used for this work was
fitted with a reflecting microscope with a magnification of
X8, so that the size of section required. was only about
1 mm x 001 mm.b	 The thicknesa of section required was from
250 p for one of the mineralogical apatites containing little
carbon dioxide, to	 for enamel containing nearly 3% carbon
dioxide.
The direction of the sectioning of the tooth was
determined from its external morpholor; the sections were
examined afterwards under the light microscope to determine the
exact direction of the enamel rods;
	
this is the direction of
the optic axis of the enamel at the point in the section (see
fool for rther details). The direction of the optic axis
in the mineralogical apatites was determined initially either
from the external xiorphology or the pleochroism of the crystal;
this was subsequently checked by the observation of the bire-
fringence of the sections under the polarising microscope.
The enamel and mineralogical apatite sections were cut
with a carborundum disc 125p thick, mounted in a 'Pultra'
instrument maker's lathe, This disc,which rotated at about
4000 r.p.m., was fed with a small stream of water. The enamel
or crystal, mounted on the tool-post with sealing wax, was
slowly advanced through the rotating disc. It was found that
enamel sections about 100 thick cou3d be cut without difficulty.
The more brittle apatite single crystals were embedded in plaster
of Paris, when sections 25Op thick coul3.. be cut,
In some cases the mineralogical apatite sections were
sufficiently thin for them to be examined without further thinning.
However the enamel sections had to be thinned considerably before
the hydroojl, water and. carbonate out-of-plane deformation modes,
could be examined, This was done by grinding the section
between two 'Aloxite' discs with a little water. This technique
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was capable of producing sections about 20p thick, a thickness
which was found. to be suitable for the above mentioned bands.
However, this was still much too thick for- the strongest
carbonate bands in the 1500 cin region. Thinner enamel
sections were, produced by cementing a 250 j thick section of
enamel onto a glass slide-with 'Lakeside 70' cement, and
polishing the section with metallurgical polishing papers.
When the tooth section was on the point of breaking up, a
small sheet of brass with a rectangular hole in it was cemented
over the section with 'Seccotine', so that the section was under
the hole which itself was free from the adhesive0 The purpose
of the brass sheet and. 'Seccotine' was to support the section
after it was removed from the glass by soaking the whole in
chloroform. Sections of enamel produced by this method had an
estimated thickness of jOji . These were still too thick for
the proper examination of the strongest carbonate and phosphate
hands. The difficulty of producing thinner sections is that
enamel is composed of approximately close-packed 'enamel rods'
which have an approximate diameter of 	 • When the section
approaches ' this d2mension, it loses its coherence and. falls to
pieces.	 emlin, Mathieson and Hardwick (1961) have described
a technique for producing enamel sections whIch may be as thin
as 3 p o In this method, enamel sections are stuck onto micros-
cope slides with 'Eastman 910' adhesive and. thinned down in the
usual manner, the final polishing being done with diamond. dust.
'Eastman 910' adhesive is used by placing a small drop of the
adhesive on one of the tvc surfaces to be stuck, and. squeezing
them together to remove as much of the adhesive as possible.
The act of squeezing initiates the polymerisation of the adhesive.
The bond is very strong, even though the layer of adhesive is
very thin0 This technique was adapted to make very thin sections
for infx'a-red absorption measurements by sticking the a ections
onto an infra-red. transparent material, Barium fluoride was found
to 'be very su±tble-; hé ' etention of the sections -onto rock-salt
during polishing was very poor, probably because of its deliques-
ant nature. There was very little or no interference from aba-'
C)
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orption of the adhesive itself because it was very thin and
because it has rather few absorption bands. The ectrum is
given in Pig. 3.2; the only band which could inter('ere is at
I 4.39 cm. The sections were thinned using standard metallur.
-gica]. polishing papers and were examined during the polishing
to see when they had become sufficiently thin. Seotiona pre-
pared by this method were found to be sufficiently thin for
measurement of the strongest carbonate bands.
No attempt was made to ieasure accurately the thick-
ness of the various sections made. These thicknesses were eat-
imated. by using a" micrometer screw gauge which could be read
to an accuracy of about ± 5p..
The infra-red spectra of these thin sections were
obtained. with a Grubb-Parsons nionoohroinator type S3 fitted with
a rock-salt prism arid a reflecting microscope giving a inagnif 1-
cation of X8. The specimen moves in and out of the beam, so
that the incident and transmitted. radiation are measured alt-
erriately. The mono chromator slits are driven by a. servo
system so that the background energy throughout the spectrum is
constant. The percentage transmission of the specimen is
proportional to the energy entering the instrument when the
specimen is in the beam. An instrument iini lar in principle
to the one used has been described by Ford. et al. (1958).
The instrument itself had. been described by Bradbury and Ford
(to be piblished). The sections were examined using polarised
radiation, the direction of polarisation being first along the
optic axis of the specimen, and then at right angles to it.
The radiation was polarised by passing it through an inclined
stack of thin selenium plates as described by Elliott, 1brose
arid Temple (194.8b) and Elliott and Bradbury (1962).
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PART II,
SYNTHETIC CAR BONATE- CONTAINING
APATITES
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CHtPR
PREVIOUS WORK ON THE PPARATION Mfl) PROPERTIES OF SYWE'HETIC
CARB0NATE-CNTAINING PATITES
4.. j , The reaction between calcium carbonate and. alkaline
phosphate solutions
According to Ames (1959), Irvine and Anderson (1891)
were the first to dam instrate the replacement of calcite by
phosphate. A preparation of a arbonateconta1ning apatite was
described by Romo (1954.) in which calcium carbonate was ref luxed
with an alkaline phosphate solution overnight.	 omo demonstra-
ted by x-ray diffraction that an apatite had been formed. He
compared the infra-red absorption spectrum of this apatite with
that of a mineralogical sample of hydroxyapatite; because the
bydroxyapatite had a sharp peak at 3600 crii, presumably due to
the hydroxyl ions, which was absent from the synthetic material,
Roino considered that hydroyl ions had been replaced by carbonate
ions in the synthetic material. He gave the formula of the
synthetic material as Ca 10(PO4.)6003 . Roino's work has never been
confirmed and has in fact been criticised by several authors,
namely McConnell (1955), Neuman, Toribara and Mairyan (1956)
and Ames (1959). McConnell pointed out that a recent analysis
of an apatite from the same locality as Rorr&s hydrcxyapatite
contained only O.13> water and 3e fluorine and that therefore
this was probably not hydroxyapatite but fluorapatite0 It is
a little difficult to understand why the synthetic apatite showed
no absorption in the 3 j.i region because it was dried at only
300°C and. must have contained several percent of water; to dry
an apatite completely it is necessary to heat it to at least
800°C. Romo has certainly not demonstrated that the reaction
between hot alkaline phosphate solutions and calcium carbonate
yields an apatite in which carbonate ions replace hydroxyl ions.
Ames (1959) studied the kinetics of the reaction of
the replacement of calcite by phosphate at room temperatures. This
was done by passing alkaline phosphate solutions through a column
of calcite labelled with	 or 4.5Ca and collecting the e±1fluent
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for study. Ames showed, that the external morphology of the
calcite was preserved, during the reaction and. that th"ere was
a quantitative retention of calcium in the apatite which was
fonned. By the tune there was less than 1C by weight of
carbonate in the column, calcite could no longer be detected
by x-ray diffraction. The structural formula of one of these
apatites, calculated from its chemical analysis was:-
Ca901Na11 2]
	
5.26°°31 .68] 20)2.001
He considered that Na' in calcium positions were electrostatically
balanced by co32 in phosphate positions. This apatite was
immersed in a O.3M alkaline sodium phosphate solution for two
weeks at room temperature; its structural formula calculated
from the chemical analysis was:-
[Ca9
 3aj .oj [05.zl6(003)1 3J EOH)o 67(H20)1 33]
Some of the lattice spacings of this apatite, determined by x-ray
diffraction, were given; but were not indexed. Ames also deter-
mined that the rate of replacement of calcite was a function of
the pH, phosphate and bicarbonate concentrations in the irifluent
solution, and the calcite grain size0 He considered that up to
1C by weight of carbonate could replace phosphate in the apatite
lattice. The chemical analyses are the only evidence that
carbonate can replace phosphate in the apatite lattice under
these conditions., The x-ray diffracticn studies do not show a
significant difference frcn hydroxyapatite. However it is possi-
ble to suggest alternative interpretations of the chemical analy-
ses0 The second structural formula given can be rearranged by
multiplication throughout by 6.00/5.16 so that all the phosphate
positions are filled by phosphate ions 0 The result is:-
[Ca1 3Na1 .2]
	
4)603)1 
.5 j [(OH)O 71(H2o)1
The 1.5003 could 'be regarded as forming I o5CaCO3 in an amorphous
form attached to the surrace of the ctystals. The structural
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formula would then be written:-
1.50a003 
+[caaai.21 (Po4) 6(oH) 07 + 1,6H2o
All the calcium and phosphate positions are filled., whilst there
are some vacancies in the hydroxyl positions. This arrangement
is as likely as the one suggested by iunes, He has certainly not
proved that the reaction between calcite and alkaline phosphate
solutions yields an apatite in wh'ich carbonate ions replace
phosphate ions in the lattice.
4,2. Precipitation of apatites in
or
lCLement, Hüter and Khrer (1 912) have studied the
slow precipitation of apatites in the presence of carbonate
ions. They precipitated a series of apatites from solutions
of trisodium phosphate and calcium chloride in the correct
proportions to form hydroxyapatite. Increasing quantities of
sodium bicarbonate were added to the phosphate solution. The
resulting precipitates were analysed for calcium, phosphorus
and carbon dioxide. They did not contain appreciable amounts
of sodium. The analyses were interpreted in the following
manner: the phosphate and. the carbonate were taken with the
calcium to form Ca3(PO)2 and CaCO3 ; any remaining calcium
was regarded as Ca(OH) 2. They found that the molecular ratio
of Ca3(PO)2:Ca(OH) 2 was independent of the carbon dioxide
content which had a range 0-8%, and was very near to 3f, the
theoretical value for hydroxyapatite, Srme of the specimens
were heated at 600°C under a pressure of four atmospheres of
carbon dioxide to improve the crystal size. This treatment
caused a loss of about water, but the carbon dioxide content
was unchanged. The precipitates before and after heating at
600°c were examined by x-ray diffraction and found to be poorly
crysta2sed apatites indistinguishable from hydrcxyapatite.
No diffraction lines of calcium carbonate were found, The
results were interpreted as indicating that the series of precip-
itates contained hydroyapatite with increasing amcunts of calcium
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carbonate up to a maximum of 14$
	
The absence of any diffrac-
tion lines from calcium carbonate was atfributed to its poor
crys tallisaticn0
No comparable series of experiments has been performed0
The interpretation of the ecperimental results is open to some
doubt 0
 For instance, it would be equa:Lly possible for calcium
hydroxide to have been precipitated instead of calcium carbonate,
in which case some of the hydrorl ions in the apatite could have
been replaced by carbcnate ions , i This would not have disturbed
the chemical analyses0 It is also possible that a calcium-
deficient apatite was precipitated instead of hydroxyapatite.
Montel (i 958) prepared a carbonate-containing apatite
by the drop-wise addition of an alkaline solution containing
sodium phosphate and carbonate1 to an alkaline solution of
calcium chloride0 The precipitate was dried at 60°C. Its
x-ray diffraction pattern was that of a very poorly crystallised.
apatite; there were no diffraction lines of calcite0 Montel
studied the infra-red absorption spectrum of the out-of-plane
deformation mode of the carbonate ion in this apatite. There
was a single peak at 873 oin ' , but after heating the apatite
at 625° in dry nitrogen, free of carbon dioxide, an additional
peak appeared at 880 cm. This new peak was in the same
position as that for the carbonate ion in the apatite prepared
by Wallaeys (to be discussed in section 4.6 this was prepared
by passing carbon dioxide over hydroojapatite at 9000C r and.
Wallaeys showed that this probably involved the replacement of
hyclroxyl ions by carbonate ions in the apatite lattice)0 Montel
thought that the carbonate in the precipitated apatite was in the
form of very finely divided calcium carbonate 1
 which was cc-
precipitated with the phosphate; this then reacted with the
phosphate precipitate when it was heated to 625°C.
Trautz and Zapanta (1961) studied two carbonate-
containing calcium phosphate precipitates prepared by adding
solutins of calcium acetate to a solution of sodium bicarbonate
and disodium hydrogen phosphate. The molecular ratios of Ca :
P : C were 1.5 : I : 5 arid 1.5 : I : 17. These contained
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many tames more carbonate than in the p!'evic'usly described
experiments of Kiement, et a10 The first preparation gave
an x-ray diffraction pattern with apatite lines just visible
whilst the second one was completely amorphous. No lines
from calc3.um carbonate were observed0 They considered that
the presence of the carbonate had disturbed the crystallisation
of the apatites, and thought that calcium carbonate was probably
present as an independent phase0 No evidence was provided to
support this statement except the comment that synthetic carb-
onate-containing apatites can be prepared with Ca/P ratios
greater than that for pure hydroxyapatite.
Trautz and Zapanta heated their products in an auto-
clave with a little water, overnight9 at 360°C under 200 atmos-
pheres steam pressure, and found that with a total Ca/P mol.
ratio greater than 1.67 the only products were hydroxyapatite
and well crystallised calcite. Belcw this, only hyd.roxyapatite
and monetite, Caf1PO, were formed.
G-ru et al. (1963), in a paper primarily devoted to
the effect of carbonate on the solubility characteristics of
apatites, described the precipitation of a series of apatites
from metastable solutions of calcium phosphate containing
increasing amounts of sodium bicarbonate. Precipitation was
started by seeding with an apatite. They found that9 with an
increasing bicarbonate content9 the carbonate content in the solid
was proportional to that in the mestastable solution; and. that
although in the solid, the calcium content remained nearly con-
stant, the phosphate content dropped slightly. AU the precip-
itates gave poor apatite diffraction patterns. The authors comm-
ented that the poor diffraction patterns did not allow the mode
of association of the carbonate with the apatite to be specified.;
but that it must at least be adsorbed on the surfaces of the grow-
ing crystals, interfering increasingly with their growth, and
causing distortion of the structure.
In summary then, the presence of sodium bicarbonate in
solutions in which hydrorjapatite is precipitated has a profound
effect on the crystallisation of the apatite which takes up consi-
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derable quantities of carbonate. Crystalline calcium carbon-
ate is riot precipitated. There is no evidence that the carbon-
ate enters the apatite lattice but rather that it is in the form
of amorphous calcium carbonate or adsorbed on the surface of the
apatite crystals0
4.3 ° The adsorption of carbonate ions by apatites
Newman, Toribara and. Muiryan (1956) studied the
carbonate/phosphate exchange of a synthetic hydroxyapatite in
aqueous systems containing sodium 1bicarbcnate. They found. that
steady state conditions were reached. rapidly; for instance the
carbonate content of the solid. in one experiment was the same
after 5 minutes as it was after 130 hours. The carbonate content
of the solid was approximately proportional to the concentration
of bicarbonate in the equilibrating solution,and. independent of
its ionic strength. The amount of firmly held water (the
hydration shell) fell with increasing carbonate content of the
apatite. There was a loss of phosphate to the solutioQ which
was approximately proportional to the amount of carbonate taken
up. The uptake of carbonate was increased if the apatite was
previously equilibrated with a calcium-containing solution.
The reversibility of the uptake of carbon dioxide was studied
by putting apatites, which had. taken up carbonate, into phos-
phate buffers at pH 5 or 6 with a. stream of nitrogen, freed. of
carbon dioxide, passing through. In all cases it was found.
that all the carbonate taken up by exposure to bicarbonate-
containing solutions was readily removed. The authors con-
sidered that the mechanism of carbonate fixation involved. a
partial displacement by carbonate ions of phosphate ions in the
surface of the apatite crystals; the remaining carbonate was
in the form of bicarbonate in the hydration shells of the
apatite crystals arid was in equilibrium with the bicarbonate in
the solution. They did. not consider that an appreciable amount
of the carbonate was in the form of adsorbed gaseous carbon
dioxide.
Emerson (i 961), in a brief abstract, noted the simi-
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larities between the infra-red. absorption spectrum of dental
enamel and hydroxyapatite which had been equilibrated with a
solution containing sodium bicarbonate.
Gxn et al. (i 963), in a paper alrea&y referred to
in 4,2, also studied the adsorption of carbonate by apatite from
solutions containing sodium bicarbonate. They found. that no
calcium was released.but that equivalmt amounts of phosphate
were lost to the solution, as carbonate was gained by the apatite,
They found that an appreciable frp.ction of the adsorbed carbonate
was lost when the apatite was heated to 300°C. They suggested
that this indicated that at least part of the carbonate adsorbed
by the apatite was in the form of bicarbonate; this agrees with
the suggestion of Neuman, et al. previously referred to at the
beginning of this section.
4.4. Hydrothermal reactions
Trautz (1955) reported that in the reaction between
-Ca3(PO4)2 and CaCO3
 in an autoclave at 36000 for i6 hours;
carbon dioxide was lost and the product was hydroxyapatite.
However, if the carbon dioxide loss was counteracted by a
carbon dioxide atmosphere in the autoclave, an apatite contain-
ing I .3$ 002 was produced, with slightly different lattice
coretanta, The lattice constants of the hydroxyapatite and.
the carbonate-containing apatite were given as:-
Hydroxyapatite
a-axis	 9.421 ± 0,0C3
o-axis	 6.881 ± 0.003
Apatito (1.3% 002)
9.148 ± 0,0O5
6.881 ± 0,005
Treatment of the carbonate-containing apatite in the autoclave
without a carbon dioxide atmosphere caused a loss of carbon
dioxide and a return of the lattice constants to those of hydro-
xyapatite. Trautz discussed the relationship between this synthetic
carbonate-containing apatite and. mineralogical carbonate-containing
apatites; in the mineralogical apatites the lattice seems to
contract rather than pand with increasing carbonate content.
He suggested that the change in the lattice constants of the
synthetic apatite might be due to water as well as carbonate ions
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entering the apatite lattice0
Hayek, Böhler, Lechleitner and. Petter (1958) prepared.
a series of apatites by heating hydroxyapatite with solutions
of sodium carbonate and. sodium hydroxide of various strengths
at 37000 in a hydrothermal bomb0 X-ray diffraction studies
showed. that the degree of sharpness of the diffraction pattern
diminished with an increase in carbonate content of the solut-
ion; however the carbon dioxide content of the apatite always
remained below 006 They concluded that this technique did.
not produce an apatite with carbonate ions in its lattice.
As mentioned in L.2, Trautz and Zapanta (1961) heated.
their 'amorphous' calcium carbonate phosphate precipitates with
a little water in a hydrothernl bomb. A mixture of hydrozy-
apatite and calcite or monetite was produced. However, in a
short abstract, Trautz and Zapanta (i 960) reported that treating
amorphous calcium carbonate phosphate precipitates in an auto-
clave at 36000 and 200 atmos0 steam pressure, produced. a crysta-
lline apatite with its a-axis shorter and c-axis somewhat longer
than in 1ydroxyapatite. As the mineral carbonate-containing
apatites also have a shorter a-axis (see 72), they concluded
that the apatite was similar to dahllite0 The same effeot
was produced. by heating the amorphous precipitates in 6
potassium hydroxide solution at 100°C. A similar product was
probably also prepared by Bredig, ank and FUidner (i 933) who
boiled for a long time, calcium carbonate or hydroxide with an
excess of a solution of sodium bicarbonate and. phosphate. This
preparation gave a poor apatite diffraction pattern; but this
had the characteristics associated. with the assumed substitution
of carbonate ions in the apatite lattice in francolite i0e.
presumably a reduced a-axis (see 7.2)
In conclusion, it appears that hydrothermal methods
can be used to prepare carbonate-containing apatites in which
there may be an increase or decrease in a-axis, compared with
hydroxyapatite.
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4,5. The reaction between calcium carbonate and calcium
phosphate at high temperatures
Eitel (1921k) investigated the phase diagrams of the
systems: 0a3 (PO,)2--Na2Ca(c03 ) 2; Ca3(PO)2—Na2Ca(CO3)2—CaCO3;
ca3(PO)2--CaCO3 ; and some similar systems containing strontium
and barium. He studied these by fusing together various
proportions of the reactants at temperatures up to about 1300°C
and. under a pressure of up to 100 atmos. CO 2. These were
cooled slowly, and the temperature 	 crystallisation determined
from the thermal effect on a thermocouple. Eitel thought that
the system,Ca3(P0)2--CaCO3 was a true binary one which, with
a composition of 18 Mce% Ca3(PO)2, formed a eutectic
at llli.0°C between calcite arid. carbonateapatite0 Beautifully
crystallised prisms of carbonateapatite, up to 3 mm in length,
could. be obtained by the slow cooling of melts in this system;
the refractive indices, in sodium light, of this apatite were:
E= 1.626±0.002,
	 0 = 1635-O.Oo2.
The synthetic carbonate apatites normally formed.
were long prisms with faces { oTo]-, F 01i) and {000i}. The
ariStes between these faces could not be accurately measured,
but appeared. to correspond to those of typical apatite crystals.
The crystals slowly evolved carbon dioxide when put into dilute
nitric acid. Eite]. considered that his synthetic apatite was
similar to dahilite, rather than to the carbonate-containing
apatite iinera.ls which had. been described with a positive
birefringence (see 7.1), because of its refractive indices
and. negative birefringence0 He gave the formula of the
synthetic apatite as, Ca10(PO)6CO3,but gave no chemical analyses
to support this contention.
Van Wazer (1958) has suggested. that the crystals
prepared. by Eitel were a spodiosite, a rare mineral with the
oompositioCaCO3(PO)2. He redrew one of Eitel's phase
diagrams to coincide with this idea, but gave no evidence or
references to indicate that spodiosites, rather than apatites
had been prepared. by Eitel. Chlcr-spod.iosite has been studied
by Mackay (i 953) and is orthorhombic with refractive indices,
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1,670, 10663 and 1.650; even taking into account the effect of
replacing chloride by carbonate ions, these do riot agree with
those determined by Eitel for his uniaxial crystals, therefore
van Wazer's idea cannot be correct.
Pranck, Bre&ig and Prank (i 936), in a paper primarily
devoted to Ca4
 (PO4)4CO3 (a rhenanite), described an apatite
which they thought had the composition, Ca 1 0(PO4)6(NaCO3 2°
This was prepared by fusing together a mixture of sodium
carbonate and. tricalcium phosphat, foil 0 wed by a slow cooling
of the melt, This was then extracted with 	 citric acid to
remove CaNaPO the diffraction pattern had the same characteri-
stics which had been associated with the entry of carbonate ions
in the franoolite lattice (they did. not give any lattice constants,
but they must mean that there was a reduction in the a-axis, see
7.2). They gave the ratio of Ca:Na:P0:O03 in this apatite as
10.5:2.2:6.0:1.9 respectively. In 1938, Frank et al des-
cribed the formation of similar potassium calcium phosphates.
They described an apatite which was prepared by the slow cooling
of a melt of tricalcium phosphate and potassium carbonate; but
they were 8urprised to find, that this apatite did. not contain
any potassium. They gave the ratio of Ca:PO4:003 for one of
these apatites as,ii.08: 6.00: 2.05 respectively; and. the formula,
Ca11 (po4)6(cx3 2• The x-ray diffraction pattern of this apatite
did not have any of the characteristics of francolite (ice. ø
reduction in the a-axis); they therefore revised their earlier
statement (Prancic et a].. 1936) that the changes in the diffraction
pattern of francolite (compared with fluorapatite) were due sole-
ly to the entry of carbonate ions into the apatite lattice; they
now considered that there must be a simultaneous entry of sodium
ions for the changes to be observed.
The formulae given by Prancic et al. for their two ape.-
tites are very improbable, but there are no reasons for do1bting
their observations on the x-ray diffraction patterns, although
their interpretation may be incorrect. It is not surprising
that sodium could replace calcium because of their s:Imilar ionic
radii (0.95 and. 0.99 respectively); and that potassium could. not,
*These latter authors were: Pranck, Bredig and Kanert.
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because its ionic radius (1033 .) is appreciably bigger.
Newesely (1962) has repeated part of Eitel's work.
.zll details have not yet been published,but the lattice constants
of an apatite prepared by fusing calcium carbonate and. calcium
phosphate were given as:-
a =0
0 = 6.890
The a-axis is consideraily reduced from that for
hydroxyapatite, a feature also found in mineralogical carbonate-
containing apatites (see 7.2). This fact, taken in conjunction
with the measurements of refractive index, strongly support
Eitel's original contention that this synthetic apatite is
similar to dahllite.
The carbonate-containing apatites prepared by Eitel,
Franok et all and. Newesely involved the preparation of apatites
from the molten state. The solid state reaction between calcium
carbonac and calcium phosphate has also been used to prepare
carbonate-containing apatites. Brasseur and Dallemagne heated
calcium carbonate and calcium phosphate in a closed crucible at
about 900°C for a few hours. They examined the product by x-ray
diffraction and. found that the lattice constants were very similar
to oxyapatite. They gave the lattice constants of oxyapatite as:
a = 9.1-55
= 6.875k
Wallaeys (i 95).) also studied the reaction betweei
calcium carbonate and. j3-tricalcium phosphate at 900°C. He
found that the norma]. product was hydroxyapatite formed by loss
of carbon dioxide and. absorption of atmospheric water. However,
if the reaction was performed in a current of dry carbon dioxide
at atmospheric pressure, then an apatite was slowly formed whose
lattice constants differed marked.ly from hydroxyapatite. In
contrast to the apatite prepared by Newesely by fusion, the a-axis
had increased considerably. Wailaeys also produced a cax'oonate-
containing apatite with an increased a-axis by passing dry CO2
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over hydroxyapatite at 900°C. This reaction forms the subject
of the next section.
).-.6e Th reaction between carbon dioxide and. hyaroxyapatite
at high temperatures
Bredig, ank and. Püldner (i 933) were the first to
study the reaction between carbon dioxide and hyd.roxyapatite.
They czncluded that there was no reaction at 60000.
The first evidence that carbonate ions could substitute
for hydroxyl ions in the apatite lattice was given by Wallaeys
(1954). He passed dry carbon dioxide over hydroxyapatite at
9000C in a thermo-gravimetric balance to determine the thange
in mass with time. There was a slow increase, so that after
18 hrs. the increase was about 20 n per gm mole of hydroxy-
apatite i.e. about . The unit cell dimensions, determined
by x-ray d.iffraction D before and after the reaction are given
in Table 4.10 There was an increase in the unit cell volume
of 2..
Table li-.1 • Lattice constants and percentage hydroxyl ion
replacements in alkaline earth carb'nate-cntaining
apatites prepared by the reaction with carbon
dioxide at high temperatures.
Max. % replacement 	 Lattice constants
of hydroxyl loris
	
Before After
Ca	 60	 a 9.L1.2	 9.518	 Wallaeys (19514)
c 6.88	 6.851
Sr	 90	 a 9.76	 9.88	 Akhavan Niaki
C	 7.28	 7.2L.	 (1961)
Ba	 100	 a 10.15	 10.20	 Mohseni-Koutch-
	
o 7,69	 7.65
	
esfehani (1961)
Wallaeys studied the thermal stability of the apatite
by heating a sample at 1100O in an evacuated vessel. He found
that there was a loss of 2.E$ by weight of a gas 'whith was
completely absorbed by sodium hydroxide. This corresponded to
a loss of 27 gin per n mole of apatite. Heating the carbonate.-
containing apatite at 100000 with calcium fluoride, to form
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fluorapatite and expel all the carbon dioxide and structural
water, resulted in a. loss in znae of about 	 Wallaeys
interpreted these results as indicating that the reaction
between dry carbon dioxide and hydxxyapatite at 90000 resulted
in the 6C replacement of hydroxyl ions by carbonate ions in
the lattice according to the equation:-
900°C	 O.6c0
Ca10(P0)6(OH)2 + 006002	 ) Ca10(P011)( 3	41
Wal].aeys found that the rate of reactiot between dry carbon
dioxide and hydrocyapatite was independent of temperature in
the range 850 - 1050°C0 He prepared apatites whose lattice
constants were intermediate between those of hydroxyapatite
and the carbonate-containing apatite with 6 replacement of
the hydroxyl ions, although the dependence of lattice constants
on the degree of replacement was not given. Wallaeys did not
discuss the position of the carbonate ion in the apatite lattice;
but he noted that McConnell (i 952b) had. contested., for crys tall'..
ographic reasons, that carbonate ions could stbstitute for hydr-
oxyl ions in the apatite lattice0 McConnell (1960a) has suggested
that the reaction possibly invo].ved the formation of (OH)
ions which replaced phosphate ions; no evidence was given for
this suggestion which seems highly improbable0
.Akhavan Niaki (i 961) and. Monseni-Koutchesfehani (i 961)
have studied the reaction between carbon dioxide and strontium
and. barium hydroxyapatites respectively at 900°C. They measured
the increase in mass of the apatite and. water evolved, and. con-
cluded that e quation .1 was accurately obeyed. The lattice con-
stants of these apatites are also given in Table 1-.1
.7.	 !&Y
Only three methods have been suocessfully used to
prepare carbonate-containing apatites with lattice constants
different from those of hydroxyapatite, they are: hythothermal
reactions; the reaction between oalcium carbonate and. calcium
phosphate at high temperatures; and the reaction between carbon
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dioxide and. hydrorapatite at 1000°C. With the first two of
these methods it has been possible to synthe!ise carbonate-
containing apatites whose a-axis is either :longer or shorter
than hydroxyapatite. Assuming that both these changes in lattice
constants are predominantly due to the carbonate ion, one is
forced to conclude that there are two independent ways in which
the carbonate ion can substitute in the apatite lattice. Chemi-
cal evidence is available for only one of these substitutions;
it indicates that one carbonate lc9n substitutes for two hydroyl
ions, causing an increase in the a-axis. The other fern of
substitution appears to occur also in the wefl crystallised.
mineralogical carbonate-containing apatites, aich as francolite.
All other methods which have been used. to prepare
carbonate-containing apatites, yield products whose x-ray diffr-
action pattern is indistinguishable from that of hydroxyapatite.
Crystalline calcium carbonate has never been found in apatites
precipitated in the presence of carbonate ions, rather the
presence of the carbenato disturbs the crystallisation of the
apatite so that it becomes almost amorphous. It has been
suggested that in these carbonate-containing apatites, the carbon
dioxide is in the form of amorphous calcium carbonate or absorbed
as HCO or C0 on the surface of the crystals. The evidence for
either of these is by no means complete.
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CHAPTER
EERIMENTM. METHODS SYNTHETIC APATITES
5.1 • Preparation of pure hydroxyapatite
Many methods have been described for the preparation of
hydrorapatite (Kazokov, 1937; Rathje, 1939; Arnold, 1950; Egan et a]..
1950; WaJ.laeys, 1952; Hayek, Lethleitner and. Bohler, 1955; Hayek
and. Stad3.mann, 1955; Perloff and. Posner, 1956; Coll].n, 1959;
Bjerrum, 1958; and many others).
The preparation of hydroxyapatite was attempted by three
methods, namely those described by Hayek and StadJ.mann, Egan, and.
Wallaeys. The purity of the hydroxyapatite was checked by exami-
ning its x-ray dfffrE otion pattern, after the hydroxyapatite had.
been heated. at 10000C, for the absence of-tricalcium phosphate
(see 1.3); and. by checking for the absence of carbon dioxide. Th
Egan's method, the theoretical quantities of solutions of MH2PO
and. Ca(NO3 2 are slowly added to a large volume of water maintained
at a pH above 4.. Wallaeys' method consists of neutralising rflJe
of lime with phosphoric acid9
 using phenolphthaJ.ein as the indi-
cator. The most satisfactory method was that given by Hayek
and. Stad.lmann. In this method. the theoretical quantities of cal-
cium nitrate and ammonium phosphate react in solution at pH 12.
The high pH depresses the quantity of acid phosphate ions avail-
able, and thus prevents the formation of a less basic calcium
phosphates than hydroxyapatite. Details of this preparation
are now given in the following paragraph.
Ainmonium d.ihydrogen orthophosphate and. calcium carbonate
were analysed. in duplicate for phosphorus and calcium as described
in section 5.2. Prom these results, their precise phosphorus anti
calcium contents coul5. be
 calculated.0 Precisely 6/25 moles of the
ammoniuin phosphate were dissolved. in water and. brought to pH 12
with ammonia solution (sg 0.88) so that t} final volume was
about I litre. Likewise, precisely /5 moles of caJ.ciurn carbonate
were dissolved. in 26 ml of concentrated. nitric acid, boiled, arid
brought to pH 12 with ammonia solution. The final volume was made
up to about 1/2 litre with distilled. water. The phosphate solution
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was added., with stirring, to the calcium solution,ath then
boiled for about 10 minutes, filtered at the pump and. washed
with I litre of water. The hydroxyapatite was dried at 1100C,
ground up and then dried at 1000°C for 5 hours. This sample of
hydroojapatite is referred to as preparation 63b.
5.2. Chemical analyses 	 p
Calcium was estimated, as the carbonate, by the standard
method/ecipitation of calcium oxalate by the dropwise addition
of ammonia to a hot acid solution containing ammonium oxalate.
The calcium oxalate was filtered into a porcelain filter crucible,
and heated to 500°C in an electric muffle furnace to form calcium
carbonate. The estimations were carried. out on duplicate samples
of about 0.5 gm and usually agreed. with each other to within
±0.05%.
Phosphorus was estimated, as magnesium pyrophosphate,
by the double precipitation of magnesium axmnonium phosphate by
the careful addition of ammonia to acid solutions containing
magnesia mixture. The second. precipitate of magnesium arnmonium
phosphate was filtered into a porcelain filter crucible and heated.
to 105000 in an electric muffle furnace to form magnesium pyro-
phosphate, The estimat.ans were carried out on duplicate samples
of about 0.5 gm and usually agreed with each other to within ±0.
The actual procedure followed, for both the calcium and phosphorus
estimations, is described. by Vogel (1951 )o
Carbon dioxide was estimated. by a micro diffusion tech-
nique (Conway, 1962). In this method a special dish with two
concentric compartments and a cover is used. (Conway Unit No. i).
The central compartment contained I ml of approximate:Ly 0.2N
barium hydroxide and the outer one the sample to be analysed.
The carton dioxide was released from the sample by 2 ml of
2N hydrQchlOrio acid. The barium hydroxide absorbed the carbon
dioxide liberated. Py titrating the barium hydrcide with
hydrochloric acid. of known strength, before and. after the reaction,
the amount of carbon dioxide absorbed can be calculated., and hence
the percentage of carbon dioxide in the sample. Cuplicate analyses
(on 5mg 002) agreed. with each other to within 5,
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5.3. X-ray diffraction methods
The x-ray diffraction camera which was used for the great
niaority of the work was a Huger and Watts 9 cm Debye-Scberrer camera
with a oollimator slit 0.3 x 1.5 mm. The x-ray set was built from an
old x-ray set loaned from the Physics Department of Birmingham Univer-
sity. The x-ray tube was a sealed off tube with a water cooled copper
anode, General Electric type OA-6. It was supplied with an alternating
potential of about 35 kV and run with a tube current of 10 na. The
radiation was filtered with a 20 icron nickel foil. With these opera-
ting conditions it was found that satisfactory exposures could be made
in 2 hours using Ilford Industrial G film or in 6 hours using Ilford
Industrial CX film. Industrial X film was used. for all the routine
work to check the purity of the samples, whilst Industrial CX film7
which has a much finer grain, was used for photographs from which lattice
constants were calculated1
The apatite samples were mounted in 0.2 mm diamet Lindemn
type glass capillary tubes and carefully centred in the camera with the
aid of a low power microscope.
The films were calibrated with sodium chloride which had been
mixed with the apatite samples. The sodium chloride was 'Analar' grade
which had been ground up and annealed at 600°C. The lattice constant
of sodium chloride was taken as a0= 5.639 and the wavelength of the
Cu radiation as 1,5418 (this is a weighted mean from the wavelengths
of 0uI(	 and Cuiç 2 asurnin that the former is twice as intense as the
latter). The use of a weighted mean for the wavelength was required
because the two components were not resolved at the low angle of diff -
raction used; in ary case errors in the wavelength will only have a
second order effect on the measurements of lattice conatantB.
The lattice constants were calculated from the spacing of the
(410) and (004) reflections by the use of equation 5,1. These spac-
ings were determined by measuring their separation from the (222)
spacing of sodium chloride. This separation was measured with a 1 cm
engraved scale divided into 1/10 mm and 8X eyepiece. This measurement
could usually be made with an accuracy of t 0.05 mm. The linear die-
placement was converted to an angular displacement using a value of the
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camera radius determined from the pvsitions of the (222) sodium chlo-
ride spacing.	 An error of ± 0.05 mm in the value of the separation
will result in an error of about ± 0.008 in the lattice constants.
The use of an internal standard avoided errors due to the absorption
in the specimen which would be quite appreciable in a specimen of
0.2 mm diametre made from a fairly absorbing substance such as apatite.
Although the lattice constants of the apatite samples were
calculated from measurements made on photographs taken wIth the 9 cm
powder camera, the actual illustrations given in Pig. 6.2. (page 81 )
were taken with a Nonius Guinier camera using CuK radiation from
a quartz monochromator. This type of camera has the advantage that
as the continuous x-ray spectrum is absent, the background due to
scattered radiation is much less. Furthermore, the dispersion and
re s olution is higher. These particular photographs were very kindly
tal:cn by Dr. C.J. Brown at University College.
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5.1g.. The passage of carbon dioxide over hytiroxyapatite at high
temperatures
The apparatus used for studying the reaction between
hydroxyapatite and dry oarbn dioxide is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Fig. 5.1.
Either air or carbon dioxide from cylinders could be
passed through the apparatus • Carbon dioxide was removed from
the air by passing through a soda-lina tube. The gas was dried
by passing through the tower A containing anhytIrous calcium sul-
phate and then through the tube B containing phosphorus pentoxide
dusted on to 3 mm diameter glass balls to increase the surLaoe
area. The gas then passed through a fused silica tube 4 . cm in
diameter and 70 cm long. This was sealed at both ends with rubber
bungs hjch had been soaked in paraffin wax. The hydroxyapatite
saznple,in a silica boat, was placed in the tube which was heated
by an electric tube furnace. Thermal radiation was prevented from
beating the rubber bungs by glass-wool plugs at C and D. The temp.'
erature of the boat was measured with a chrome-alumel thermocouple
(riot shown). The accuracy of this was checked by measuring the
melt irg point of pure sodium chloride, and. was found to be correct
to within ± 300C. The out-flowing gas passed through a glass tube
E about 20 cm long, to allow it to cool completely, arid then through
the water ebsorption tube F. This tube was filled with about 5 gin
of magnesium perchiorate • A guard tube G containing anhydrous cal-
cium sulphate prevented back diffusion of water from the atmosphere
into the absorption tube. Blarik determinations with carbon dioxide
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flowing through the hot tube gave the increase in visas of the
water absorption tube as about 0.2 xng in 12 hours.
The procedure adopted was as follows: The hydroxyapatite
and. water absorption tube (filled with carbon dioxide) was weighed.
Air was flushed through the hot furhace for an hour, then the oo-
bustion boat arid the water absorption tube were added. The air
was replaced by carbon dioxide and passed through for about fif-
teen hours after which the furnac? was turned. off. The furnace
was oocil&.with the carbon dioxide stifl flowing through, and then
the oonbustion boat and water absorption tube were removed and.
weighed.
5.5.	 tea
Preparation 35b
Mar.y of the atteiupts at preparing pure hydroxyapatite
wcre unsuccessful because the apatite contained appreciable quan-
tities of carbon dioxide which had been inadvertently incorporated.
One of these, prep.35b, contained 1.3% carbon dioxide, and. was found
to be interesting in its own right as a carbonate-containing apatite.
About 5 litres of a saturated solution of calcium hydroa.
xide was prepared and. filtered into a flask through which a stream
of carbon dioxide-free air was flowing. 25 ml portions of the livie
water were titrated. against 1/1 0 by1rochloric acid. The normality
was 0.03 92N. An approxiviate].y 1/5N solution of phosphoric acid
was prepared and standardised by titration against an inlioator
containing 2 parts of phenolphthalein and I part ofc-naphthola
phthaleiri. The normality was 0.285N. The theoretical quantity
of phosphoric acid (Z91. ml) was poured slowly into 4. litres of lime
water at room ten:rperature. The liquid was boiled gently for 5 br,
filtered and dried at 110°C for 2 hr.
Subsequent investigation showed that the carbon dioxide
probably came from the original calcium hydroxide. This contained
small particles of calcium carbonate which passed through the filter
paper. If the lthm water was allowed to stand for a week after fil-
tration, these settled out arid apatites prepared from the supernatant
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were free of carbon dioxide.
Preparation fQ5
100 ml of a 0.3 molar solution of trisodluin orthophos .
-phate contatith,g I gin of sodium bicarbonate and 100 ml of a
0.5 molar solution of calcium nitrate were run into I litre of water
at 8C)°C at the rate of I ni]/min from two burettes. The phosphate
and calcium are in the theoretical ratio to form hydroxyapatite.
The final pH was 7. The apatite was filtered and. dried at 120°C
for two hours. This method cf prparaticn is similar to those of
ICLement et al. (194.2) described in section 4.2.
Preparation 90
1.5 litres of water containing 23 gin of calcium acetate
were added to 8 litres of water containing 14. gin of disodium hydro-
gen phosphate and 14 . gin of sodium bicarbonate. The calcium-contain-
ing solution was ac.ded, fairly rapidly, with intermittent shaking
at room tenerature. The apatite was filtored off, washed and dried
at iidc for 5 hr. The molecular ratios of the reagents Ca:PO4.:CO3
is f .5:1 : 5. This method of preparation is similar to one of these
of Trautz and. Zapanta (1961) described in section li..2.
reparation 76
A nuniber of samples of carbonate-containing apatites were
prepared by the reaction between aimiioniuin phosphate and calcium car-
bonate. Preparation 76 was made by ref luxing, for i4 hr, 37 gin of
calcium carbonate in 4. litres of water containing 750 ml of a 0.5
molar solution of triaimnoxiiurn phosphate. The pH of this solution
was 10, but fell a little during the reaction because of loss of
ammonia. The apatite was filtered off arid, dried at 130°C for 20 hr.
5.6. Preparation of apatites containing molecular carbon dioxide
It was ftund that heating between 100 - 300°C, oarbonato-
containing apatites which had been prepared by the reaction between
a]icaJ.ine phosphate solutions and calcium carbonate, produced. an
apatito which had absorption bands in the range 24.00-2200 om; it
was thought that these bands might be due to molecular carbon dioxide.
In order to test this hypothesis, similar apatites were prepared.
containing the heavy stable isotope of carbon, carbon -13. This iso-
tope is available with bout a 5 atomic enrichment, in the form of
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barium carbonate. TW preparations will he described, identical in
all respect, except that in one, Ba 13003 was used instead of Ba1 2CO3.
Preparation 95 (containing carbon-1 2)
100 mg of calcium carbonate were calcined at 100000 for
about three hours; the calcium oxide formed was added to about 8 ml..
of ater in a 25 ml pear-shaped flask. Carbon lioxide was bubbled
through the suspension of calcium hydxoxide so that calcium carbonate
was formed: the carbon dioxide was'generated by the reaction of dil-.
ute hydrthloric acid with 198 ng of Ba'2CO3 (this is the theoretical
equivalent of 100 mg of CaCO3 ). 120 mg of MH2PO were added to
the calcium carbonate in the pear-shaped flask and made stxongl.y
alkaline with concentrated ammonia solution. The flask was fitted
with a I.ebig condenser and the reactants refluxed for 4- hours,
after 1th the solid was filtered off, washed and Iried at 300°C
for two hours.
Preparation 106 (containing carbon-I))
This was identical to prep.95, except that barium carb-
onate, with a 5 atomic enrichment of carbon-13, was used.
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OEAPER 6
SIJLTS AIW DISCUSSION - SYNTHETIC ftPATITHS
6. j . The replacement of hydroxvl ions by carbonate ions in the
apatite lattice0
6.i.i. Introduction
One of the synthetic carbonate-containing apatites
which has been shown to have an x-ray diffraction pattern easily
distinguished from hydroxyapatite *às prepared by the reaction
between hydroxyapatite and dry carbon dioxide at 1000°c (Wallaeys,
I 95L); he thought that in this apatite, one carbonate ion subst-
ituted for two hydroxyl ions in the apatite lattice (see ii.o6).
It is inportant to attempt to verify this because of the generally
held opinion that the carbonate ion is too big to substitute for
a hydroxyl ion in the apatite lattice (see for instance; Gruner
and McConnell, 1937)0 It has been possible to verify that this
reaction involves the substitution of carbonate ions in the apa-
tite lattice. This required:
j ) Preparation of pure hydroxyapatite.
2) The measurement of the change in mass of the hydroxy-
apatite, and. water evolved, when it was heated in dry
carbon dioxide at 1000CC.
3) Accurate chemical analyses of the carbonate-containing
apatite produced.
4.) Confirmation that the carbonate ions substituted in the
apatite lattice by measuring the lattice parameters as
a function of carbonate concentration0
5) The determination of the orientation of the carbonate
ion with respect to the lattice by using polarised
infra-red radiation.
6) The dsduction that with this orientation there is
sufficient room in the lattice for the carbonate ion.
61.2 Analysis D irifra-red spectrum and lattice constants
of hydroxyapatite
The chemical analysis of prep.63b is given in Table 61.
The analyses agree with the theoretical values for 1ydroxyapatite
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to within ±o.j%.
TabJ.e 6.1 • Composition of prep0 63b compared with the
theoretical values for hydrorapatite.
Composition	 Mean	 Theoretical
The infra-red. spectrum of hydroxyapatite is given in
Pig. 6.1 with the frequencies and. assignments of the bands in
Table 6.2, The spectrum of the nujo]. mull (Pig. 6.ia) is much
thinner than the b Dnform mull (Fig. 6.lb) as can be judged by
the relative strengths of the phosate band at 960 cni.
Thble 6.2. The frequencies and. assignments for the infr-re.
absorption bands of hydrcjapatite shown in Fig.&.1.
'equency	 Strength	 Assignment
The hydror1 ions give rise to a single very narrow
absorption band. whose frequency (3570 cm 1 ) is near to the
value (3700 cia') expected. for the free 0-H stretching modes
this indicates that the hydroxyl ions in hydroxyapatite do
not partake, to a marked extent, in hydrogen bonding. This is
to be expected from the separation (3.44 ) between the hyth'oxyl
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ions, as found by x-ray diffraction methods. There is no indic-
ation of any multiple structure of the hydroxyl band as is found
in brucite (see 2.4) and therefore whatever is the cause of the
multiple structure in brucite, cannot be operative in hydroxy-
apatite,
The lowering of the symmetry of the phosphate ion from
-1
to	 causes	 at 960 cm to become infra-red active, as
was predicted in section 2.7. Th,einormal mode )2 at 363 cin
should also become infra-red active, but this was at too low a
frequency to be examined on the available spectrometers. The
triple degeneracies of .)3 and \)4 are both lost, but it would be
unwise to relate the number of components observed to the degen-
eracies of the normal modes because of the strong possibility
of interaction between neighbouring phosphate ions.
The x-ray diffraction pattern of prep. 63b is given in
Pig. 6.2. (page 81 ).
	
There is no evidence of any impurities
and in particular (3 -tricalcium phosphate is absent; this is in
agreement with the chemical analysis which showed that the aa/p
ratio is that of hydroxyapatite.
The lattice constants of prep. 63b were measured from
pictures taken with the 9 cm powder camera. The lattice constants
were determined from the (004) and (410) spacings using the (222)
spacing of sodium chloride as an internal standard (see section 5.3
for further details). The lattice constants found are given below,
with other recent determinations for comparison.
Trautz (1955)
	
9.421 .	 6.881 .	 ± 0.003
aaristrgm (1955)
	
9.421	 6.882	 ± 0.001
A,S.T.M. Index	 9.418	 6.884
This work	 9.412	 6.878	 ± 0.0G8
The values found for both lattice constants are lower than
other determinations, but are within the experimentaL errors.
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6.1.3. The reaction between hydroxyapatite and dry carbon
d.ioxid.e at 1000 C
The reaction between carbon dioxide and. hydroxyapatite
was studied in the apparatus described in section 5.4.  The hydro-.
xyapatite was first dried by heating it to 100000 in a muffle
furnace or in the tube furnace with dry air, free of carbon dioxide,
passing over it It was found. impossible to heat it to a constant
weight, Pca instance, 3.227 gin	 prep. 63b were placed in the
heated tube furnace with air, free of carbon dioxide, flowing through.
The water absption tube continu.Uy gained in mass, so that after
six days 30 mg of water had. been lost from the hyd.roxyapatite. A
contraction of the lattice was just detectable in the x-ray diffrao-
tion pattern. The loss of water from hydroxyapatite at high temp-
eratures has been evious ly observed by Lrt&, r'ank and. Pilildner
(1933). Lagergren and Carlstrtm (1957) have measured the decrease
in the a-axis of hydroxyapatite heated at various temperatures from
900 - 1300°C. At temperatures above 1 050°C there was a gradual
reduction in the a-axis; at 1300°C the a-axis was only 9.4.05 ,
compared with 9.423 for hydroxyapatite.
The instability of kydroxyapatite at high temperatures
makes the quantitative confix,nation Cf equation 4.1 difficult. The
results of four experiments, in which t1 change in mass of the
hydroxyapatite and water evolved were measured, are given in Table
6.3,	 om the carbon dioxide content after the reaction and the
mass cf the sanple, the ma carbon dioxide in the sample caft be
a1c,ulted..	 i tabulated i.n eo1.rxz 9 ax4 shtU equal the cain
in mass of the hydroxyapatite (column ) plus the loss in mass of
water (column 6): this sum is tabulated in column 10. Column 9 and
10 are only approx±mately equal, indicating noticablc errors in
the experiments. The precise origin of these errors is unknown,
but could be due to the presence of a small quantity of carbon dio-
xide in the apatite before t1 reaction or to the incomplete absor-
ption of the water in the absorption tube.
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Table 6.3. The reaction between hydroxyapatite and carbon dioxide
at high temperatures.
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
Prep	 Mass Time Temp 1 Gain in Loss of Ratio
	 02 Mass of 5+6
mass	 water	 5:6	 002
	
gm	 hr	 00	 mg	 mg	 mg	 mg
57	 4.862	 19	 1000	 72,3
	 49.9 1.45	 2.97
	
145	 122.2
60	 6.130	 17	 1000	 6O.8	 64.3 0.95	 2.0	 122	 125.1
61	 6.362	 15	 940	 22.7
	
27.7 0.81	 1.0	 63	 50.4
65b	 3.227
	
15	 1000	 66.9	 39.8 1.68	 3.69
	
119	 106.7
Assuming that equation 4.1 is obeyed exactly, the ratio of the
gain in mass of the hydroxyapatite to the quantity of water evolved should
be 1.44. Those ratios are given in column 7, but are only approximately
1.44. The last sample, referred to earlier, was dried at 100000 before the
reaction for six days, and lost 30 mg water; this undoubtedly explains the
low ratio observed in this case. The experimental uncertain-ties associated
with the thermal instability of bydroxyapatite made it impossible to verify
equation 4.1 exactly, however the reaction between hydroxyapati-te and carbon
dioxide at 1000°C certainly involves the evolution of water and-the absorption
of carbon dioxide. Consequently a chemical analysis 0±' prep.65b which con-
tains most
	 carbon dioxide, was undertaken.
Table 6.4. Composition and unit cell contents of prep.65b, prepared by
passing dry carbon dioxide over prep.63b at 1000 C for 15 hr.
(see Table 6.1 for the analysis of prep. 63b).
Composition	 Mean	 Unit cell contents
(on the basis of 10 Ca2)
Ca	 54.63%
	
54.63%
	
Ca2	 10.00
54.64
	
41.49
	 41.45	 P03	 5.99
41.42
002	 374	 3.69	 oo2	 0.86
3.64
H20	 0.23
	
OH	 0.26
(by subtraction)	 2-0	 0.02 (from the
ehcrge balance)
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Prep. 65b contains five elements, three of these have been
determined directly. The quantity of vter, winch gives the hydrogen
content, was determined by the condition that the total analysis must
be 100%; the quantity of oxygen was determined by the condition that
the charge balance must be zero. The analysis is given in Table 6.4,
with the ionic composition on the basis of ten calcium atoms per unit
cell. The amount of oxygen not associated with a complex ion is very
small, and probably arises from aç€umulated errors in the analysis.
The number of phosphate ions is very nearly six; this indicates, as
might be expected, that the Ca/P ratio has remained constant during
the reaction. The total negative charge from the carbonate and hydroxyl
ions is 1.98; this is very near to the theoretical value of 2.00 for
the ions on the six-fold screw axis of apatite. Tins confirms that one
carbonate ion has replaced	 two	 hydroxyl ions during the reaction.
Verification that this substitution has taken place in the apatite
lattice comes from x-ray diffraction studies described in the following
section.
6.1.4. Variation of the lattice constants with carbonate concentration
Samples of apatites with varying proportions of carbonate ions
replacing hydroxyl ions were prepared by passing carbon dioxide over
hydroxyapatite (prep. 63b) an the apparatus described in section 5.4.
(page 70) for different times. The times and the carbon dioxide contents
are given in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5. The time of reaction, carbon dioxide contents and lattice
constants of carbonate-containing apatates prepared by
passing carbon dioxide over hydroxyapatite at 100000.
	
Prep.	 Time	
°°2	
replacement of Lattice constants
	
________	 hr.	
-	 hydroxyl iOflS	 a0
63b	 0	 <0.1	 0	 9.412	 6.878
78	 0.25
	
1.3	 30	 9.457	 6.878
77	 0.75	 1.5	 35	 9.457	 6.874
79	 2.0	 1.7
	 39	 9.469	 6.874
81	 2.5
	
2.7
	
62	 9.492	 6.867
82	 3	 2.7	 62	 9.492	 6.867
80	 4	 3.3	 77	 9.533	 6.867
65b	 15	 3.7	 85	 9.544	 6.859
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The x-ray diffraction patterns of the apatite sampiss
taken by Dr. C.J. Brown with a Nonius Guinier camera are shown in
Pig. 6.2., and show a continuous chaige in lattice constants with
the carbon dioxide content. The lattice constants of these apatites
determined from photographs taken with the 9 cm powder camera (see
page 68 ) are given in Table 6.5. and have been plotted against the
percentage replacement o± the hydroxyl ions in Pig, 6.3. It is seen
that 'there is a linear change 
in 
the lattice constants and that the
a-axis increases much more than the c-axis decreases. This result
shows quite conclusively that the carbonate ion enters the apatite
lattice. The lattice constants found by Wallaeys (1954) for his
apatite with approximately 60 replacement of the hydroxyl ions were,
80 = 9.518 and	 = 6.851 (the dimensions are probably kX units,
but this was not explicitly stated). These are in reasonable agree-
ment with the figures in Table 6.5.
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Percentage replacement of bydroxyl ions by
carbonate ions.
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Fig. 6.3. The variation of the lattice constants of apatite
with the percentage replacement of hydroxyl ions
by carbonate ions.
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6.i .5. Infra-red spectrum of the carbonate ion arid, its orientation
The irifra-red. absorption spectra of hydroxyapatite, before
and after 'the reaction with carbon dioxide, are given in Figs. 6.4a
and b, with the assignments and frequencies of the bands in Table 6.6.
The degencracy of "s, the C-C asymmetrical stretching mode of the
carbonate ion, has been lost; 	 appears at 14.lScrn in the undia-
torted ion, but has been replaced by a band at I 4.63 arid. 1528 cm.
This indicates that the s.te symmetry of the ion has been red.uoed
from D3h; examination of Table 2.2ind.icates that it oDu]d now be
C, C5, or C1 . The assignments in Table 6.6 are based on the
eaump1icn that the site symmetry is Co The bands at 1463 arid
1528 om have been arbitrarily assigned to, the anti-symmetrical
mode, and. , the symmetrical mode respectively. As noted in section
2.6, there is no easy way of distinguishing between these.
Table 6.6.	 equenaies and assignments for the bands in Fig. 6.4.;
for hydroxyapatite before and. after the reaction with
carbon dioxide at 1000°C.
equcncy cm1
efore	 After	 Assignment
(Prep.63b)	 (Prep.65b)
3570	 Not observable	 OH stretch
1528	 ['1 o3 sym.stretch
1L3
	 IN4 CO3 asym.stretch
878	 "6 CO out-of-plane
defornation
Note: the assigments for the carbonate ion assume that it has
point group symmetry C; the order of the assignments for
are arbitrary.
The absence of the 0-H stretoning mode and. the presence of
the carbonate bands in prep0 65b is evidence, supplementary to the
chemical analyses presented. in section 6.1.3, that carbonate ions
have replaced hjdroxyl ions. The frequencies of 	 6 are in-
dependent of the degree of substitution of carbonate ions for hydroxyl
ions to within * l. cm but'91 varies with the degree of substituiorx
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in a non-linear way, between about 1527 and 1565 cmi 1 . No bands
were observed near 680	 which could be assigned to the in-plane
deformation (or rocking) mode of the carbonate ion.
The approximate angLes which the transition momenta of
and. - make with the c-axis have b3en determined by using
the fact that enamel provides an oriented sample of apatite. As
explained. in section 10.1, the apatite crystals have a well develop-
ed fibre orientation about thet1irection of the enamel rods. By
heating enamel in dry carbon dioxide at 100000, we may expect that
the hydroxyl ions in the apatite wiU be replaced by carbonate ions
in the mariner described in section 6.1.3. It was found that enamel
sections withstood this treatment provided that there was no attached
dentine.
The polarised. infra-red spectrum of the two characteristic
in-plane stretching modes of the carbonate ion, which has replaced
two hydroxy]. ions, is shown in Fig. 605a. These were measured on
a 100 micron section of enamel which had been heated in air at
110000 for two hours. This raiJier severe thermal treatment was
required to remove the principal carbonate absorption bands present
in unheated enamel. Because the action was heated in air, the
carbon dioxide which replaced the hydroxyl ions was derived from
that already present in the enamel. This 1-irrr5 ted the amount of
substitution, so that the absorption bands were not too strong to
be measured, The infra-red. spectrum of the out-of-plane deformion
mode was measured in a 50 micron section. This is given in Pig. 6.5b.
This band required a. thinner section because of the strength of the
phosphate band. It was necessary to heat this at 900°C for half an
hour in carbon dioxide so that the carbonate band was sufficiently
strong to be observed. The frequencies arid. d.ichroic ratios of t1
hydroxyl and. carbonate bands which are shown in Pig0 6.5 are tabulated
in Table 6.7. The frequencies of the carbonate bands agree with
those measured on the synthetic carbonate-containing apatite; this
verifies that the carbonate ions have substituted for 1ydroxyl ions
in the sections of enamel.
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Table 6.7. The frequencies, dichroic ratios and angles, 0,
between the transition moments and the o-xis for
the bands shown in Fig. 6.5.
Frequency cm	 Assignment Dichroio ratio
3570
	
OH
	
2.4.(b) 2.0(a)
]54g
	
[ 1 003 -
	 0025
	
>71
1457
	
k1 003	 <32
879	
'6 
003	 0,51
	
>63
The angles between the transition moments of the norma].
modes of the carbonate ion and the c-axis have been calculated from
the dichroio ratios using equation 2.11, page 4.1 • These angles are
given in the fourth column of Table 6.7. The 0-H bcnd of the hydroxy].
ion in apatites lies in the direction of the c-axis (see 9.2.2 and
12.2.2) therefore, if the enamel after heating were perfectly orient-
ated, the dichroio ratio of the hydroxyl band at 3570 cm should
be infinite. This is not so, indicating that the enamel was not
perfectly oriented, Consequently, the &ichroic ratios of the carbonate
ion will be incorrect, causing the angles calculated from them to
move towards 54.°41,.'. It is possible to correct for the ladc of
perfect orientation by the measurement of the clichroio ratio of a
band for which the true orientation of the transition moment with
respect to the crystallographic axes is known (see 2.8). An attempt
was made to apply this type of correction by calculating a parameter,
represezating the lack of perfect orientation, from the dichroic
ratio of the hydroxyl absorption band, assuming that the ion was
oriented parallel to the c-axis; this was used to correct the
d.ichroic ratios of the carbonate absorption bands. However this
calculation was not successful because the degree of orientation
deduced from some of the carbonate bands was already higher than that
calculated fran the hydroxyl absorption band. This shows, either that
the 0-H bond. is no longer oriented in t} direction of the o'-axis when
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carbonate ions substitute for hydroxyl ions, or more probably,
that there was an appreciable amount of hydroxyapatite present
in which no substitution by carbonate ions had taken place.
Because of this uncertainty, the angles in Table 6.7. have only
been given as limits, without any corrections having been applied.
It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that
the frequency of varied within a range of about 30 cm , whilst
the frequency of remained constant to within * cm; an explana-
tion of the different behaviours of these two moles can now be offered.
The band whose frequency varies has a transition moment nearly per-
pend.icular to the c-axis, this is just the direction in the crystal
in whiah the largest dimensional change takes place during the
replacement of h'x3.roxyl ions by carbonate ions (see 6.1 .l i ). These
changes in dimension will principally effect the local electric
field in a direction perpendicular to the a-axis, and hence change
the frequency of a band whose transition moment is also in this
direction. The local electric field in a direction parallel with
the c-axis will remain almost constant because the dinienoional change
in this direction is small; therefore the frequency of , whose
transition moment is approximately in this direction, will also
remain nearly constant. The fact that the frequency of -, whose
transition moment is approximately perpendicular to the c-axis is
nearly independent of the carbonate content, does not invalidate
this argument because this band may be less sensitive to changes in
the local electric field.
The approximate orientations, with respect to the apatite
lattice, of the transition moments of three of the normal modes of
the carbonate ion have been determined experimentally: the relation-
ship between the directions of these transition moments and the carbo'-
nate ion are known from theoretical considerations (see Table 2.2),
hence the orientation of the carbonate ion with respect to the apatite
lattice should be known. The transition moment of 	 is approxi-
mately perpendicular to the c-axis, and. is also approximately perpen-
dicular to the plane of the carbonate ion, hence the plane of the ion
must be approximately parallel with the c-axis. It shoul5. be  possible
to determine the orientation of the carbonate ion in its own plane from
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the direction of the transition moments of - arid.
	 The transition
moment of
	 lies approximately along a C-O bond and - is approximately
at right angles to this, both in the plane of the ion. However, the
respective assigrEnents of	 and	 are ambiguous and. this leads to
an uncertainty of 900 in the orientation of the ion (the ambiguity
as regards the direction of a 0.-0 bond is only 300 because of the
pseudo three-fold rotation axis). This uncertainty, coupled with
the inaccuracy of the measurements of the dichroic ratios of
	 and.
means that no useful statements can be made about the orientation
of the carbonate ion in its own plane0
6.1.6. The position of the carbonate ion In the apatite lattice
The chemical analyses and. x-ray diffraction studies show
that water is lost when carbonate ions enter the lattice. Therefore
the carbonate ions must be situated somewhere in the channels, running
through the structure, which have been left vacant by the hydroxy]. ions
(see 1.2 for a description of these).	 In order to study the possible
sites which could be occupied by the carbonate ions, a scale space-
filling model was constructed0
 The oxygen atoms of the phosphate ion
were represented by table-tennis balls which were threaded onto six
upright rods mounted in a wooden board. The scale of the model was,
E f .54 cm;	 this was determined by the condition that the phoss-
phate ion was to be represented by four touching spheres of the diam-.
eter of the table-tennis balls (3.8 cm). These balls were adjusted
to the correct height so that adjacent balls on the seine upright touched
each other; these pairs of balls represented oxygen atoms from the same
phosphate ion. The positions of the calciun atoms, which fit into the
, in the channel lined with oxygen atoms, were marked, by the ends
of rods fitted into the board. The carbonate ion was represented by
three table-tennis balls which were stuck together; this would make
the carbonate ion a little larger than it shou3d be. Various positions
of the carbonate ion were tried in the channel. It was found that with
the plane of the ion norma]. to the c-axis, it was quite impossible to
fit the carbonate ion anywhere in the channel without removing some
of the calciun or oxygen atoms • This confirmed the observations made
by Gruner and McConnell (1937). However, if the plane of the ion was
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tilted, so that it was nearly parallel with the c-axis, there was
much more room for it. There was no obvious position into which
the tilted carbonate ion fitted most readily, although there seemed
to be more room if the centre of the carbonate ion was near the centre
of a triangular array of calcium atoms (i.e. at z=) rather than midway
between two triangular arrays (i.e. at z=), In the former position
there was less interference with the oxygen atoms of the phosphate ions.
However, in any position which iie carbonate ion might occupy, even if
tilted, there was still some interference with both the oxygen and
calcium atoms. The observation that the carbonate ion can only fit
into a channel if its plane is nearly parallel with the c-axis is in
complete agreement with the determination of the approximate orienta-
tion of the ion given in section 6.1.5.: it was found. that the plane
of the ion must make an angle of less than 32° with the c-axis.
A tilted carbonate ion situated in one of the channels cannot
conform with the symmetry of the 63 screw axis Which passes down their
centres. This arises not only because of the tilt of the ion, but also
because there is only one ion per unit cell translation: the operation
of the symmetry element requires that there be an even number of ions
per unit cell translation. There are two alternative ways out of this
difficulty, either the carbonate ion occupies positions randomly so that
the symmetry is maintained in a statistical sense only, or the symmetry
of the lattice is lowered. In the former case, there must be a random
occupation of two possible sites per unit cell translation, so that half'
the sites are left vacant. In addition, it is necessary that the carbo-'
nate ion should occupy each of these sites with one of three possible
orientations about the 63 screw axis, these three possible orientations
being separated by I 20g. This last requirement arises because of the
tilt of the carbonate ion. The other possibility, namely that the
syimnetry of' the lattice is lowered, occurs in the only other example,
which appears to have been studied, of a divalent ion replacing the two
monovalent ions present on the six.fold screw axiS of apatite. This
occurs in. lead oxyapatite (oxy.pyromorphite), Pb10(PO4)60, (Wondratecheic,
1963). This substance could be studied in some detail by x-ray diffrac-
tion because single crystals could be synthesised.. Wondratachek found.
that additional layer lines were visible at large diffraction angles on
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rotation photographs taken With the c-axis as the axis of rotation.
This indicated that the c-axis was doubled. He also found, from other
rotation photographs, that a weak reflection (0007), referred to the
dcubled unit cell, was present. This showed that the 63 screw axis was
no longer present. He was able to deduce from these observations that
the oxygen atoms did not occupy positions randomly, but rather that
they occixpied positions at z 0 and z = (expressed as fractions of
the doubled unit height cell).
Although it is probable that the carbonate ions have a
statistical distribution which maintains the symmetry, the possibility
of an ordered arrangement of the kind found in oxypyromorphite, result-
ing in a lowered synmietzy, cannot be xi.led out. The difficulty in
determining the exact arrangement results from the lack of single
crystals for x-ray diffraction study. It is possible that this
could be overcome by using sections of enamel which have been heated
in carbon dioxide, and from which specinens could be selected which
would have a well developed fibre orientation.
6.2. Consideration of the carbonate-containing apatites
precipitated in aqueous systems
The infra-red spectra of the four precipitated carbonate-
containing apatites whose preparation was described in section 5.5
are given in Pig. 6.6. together with the spectra of prep. 78 and
enamel for comparison. The frequencies and assignment of the barix1
are given in Table 6.8, together with the carbon dioxide contents
of the samples.
The x-ray diffraction patterns from the four samples
showed them all to be poorly orystallised apatites, indistinguishable
from hydroxyapatite; no crystalline calcium carbonate could be det--
ected0
 These two results are in complete agreement with previous
work on the x-ray diffraction of precipitated carbonate-containng
apatites. The similarity of the x-ray diffraction patterns con-
trasts strongly with the differences observed in the infra-red
spectra: in the latter the positions and. intensities of the car-
bonate absorption bands vary considerably from one preparation to
another.
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Table 6.8 Preguencies and assignments for the bands in
Pig. 6,6 2 with the carbon dioxide contents of
the samples used,
Prequency cm1Pig. Sample	
an	 COØ1PO4. 1120
a Prop. 35b
	 1.3
b Prop, -105
	
3.9
c Prep. 76
	 0.77
d Prep. 90	 2.3
e Prep. 78	 1.37
f Enamel	 2.2
873
873 877
872 878
873 879
878
872 879
14.16 144.7	 961
14.64.
14.87
14.13 14.50 154.3 960
14.15 14.50 154.1
14.97
14-15 14.53 154.5 960
14.57 154.2 958
14.10 14.50 154.1 960
1631
1633
1631
164.2
Note: the assignments for the carbonate ion assume that it has
point group symmetry C2
There are three marked regular changes in the sequence of
spectra from props, 35b, 1059 76. to 90 (see Pigs. 6.6a d) these
are the apatites that wore prepared in aqueous systems • The changes
are as follows:
i) the intensity of the band near 879 oui increase with
respect to that near 873 oxn.
2) the intensity of the band. near 14.50
	
increases in
intensity with respect to that near 14-15 cui.
3) the intensity of the band near iSZi.5 c1n' increases in
intensity with respect to the other bands.
The three bands whose intensities increase havo the same
frequencies as the carbonate bands in prep. 78 (see Pig. 6.5e) which
was prepared by passing carbon dioxide over hytlroxyapatite at 100000.
In fact, all the bands in props. 105, 76, and 90 can be accounted for
by adding the bands from prep. 35b (the first in the sequence of fota
apatites prepared in aqueous conditions) to those from prep.78 (the
apatite which was prepared by passing carbon dioxide ovr hydroxy-
Replacing hyclroxyl loris
in the lattice (Prep.78)
88	 1457 1542
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apatite at 10OüC), provided, that they are added together in the
appropriate amounts. This leads to the hypothesis that, in general,
carbonate-containing apatites Which are prepared in aqueous systems
contain carbonate ions in two different environments, represented
by preps. 78 and 35b. The approximate frequencies of the absorption
bands of the carbonate ions in the two environments are given in
Table 6.9. It is seen that the band at about 1450 c1n, in precipi-
tated apatites, will usually be ct)ntrlbuted. to by carbonate ions in
both environments.
Table 6.9. The approximate frequencies which are characteristic of
the carbonate ions in the two different environments
which are thought to be present in carbonate-containing
apatites prepared in aqueOus systems.
Environment	 Preq.uency cm"1
Adsorbed on the surface	 873
	
1416	 1450
of the crystals (Prep.35b)
The carbonate ions in prep.78 are known to replace the
hydroxyl ions because it was prepared by the reaction between
and hydrorapatite at 1000 C (see 6.1 )e The nature of prep. 35b is
not known, but as it contains an appreciable amount of carbon dioxide
and has lattice constants indistinguishable from hydroxyapatite, it
is provisionally suggested that the carbonate (or bicarbonate) ions
are adsorbed onto the surface of the apatite crystals. (The possib-
ility that the carbonate ions are in the foim of norphous calcium
carbonate is rejected because these carbonate ions are oriented. with
respect to the apatite lattice, see section 12.2.4). A consideration
of the relative intentities of the absorption bands between prep. 78
and prep. 35b, together with their carbon dioxide contents, leads to
the conclusion that only a small fraction (probably up to a maximum
of about 0.q'rweight of apatite) of the carbonate ions replace
hydroxyl ions in the apatite lattice in precipitated. carbonate-con-
taming apatites.
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The hypothesis outlined above, namely that the carbonate
ions are in two well defined environments, each of which has its
own characteristic absorption spectrum, must be an over simplifi-.
cation; first, because the ofiles arid frequencies of the iridivi..
dual bands are not quite constant; arid secondly, because the dJ.ff-
erence in intensity of the band. at out 11-5O cm
	 between an apa-
tite with a low and a high substitution of carbonate :krns for hydr -
xyl ions seems too large to be atributed solely to this substitu-
tion: the .ditional absorption of the band at about 1450 cm,
due to the substituting carbonate ions, should be comparable with
the absorption of the band. at 154.5 cm.
It is pertinent to point out here a. very marked differ.
-ence in the character of the absorption spectra between preps • 35b
and. 78; nemely that the absorption bands in prep. 78 are very sharp
and do not have any multiple struo±ure, whilst those in 35b are
broad and do have multiple structure, This difference oan be
ezplalned on the basis of the different kinds of environments
occupied. by the carbonate ions0 In prep. 78, the carbonate ions
arewell spaced out, arid with only one ion per unit cell; while
in prep, 35b, the carbonate ions are probably on the surface of
the apatite crystals, in which case the ions will be much closer
to each other, arid, will occupy much less well defined positions.
Both these differences, namely that the ions are much closer to
each other so that they will interact, and that the positions that
they occupy are less well defined, will make the absorption bands
of the carbonate ions much broader in prep. 35b.
The infra-red absorption spectrum of enamel is shown in
Fig. 6.6f and shows many similarities 'with the sequence of synth-.
etic precipitated carbonate-containing apatites, although the water
absorption band. is displaced by about 10 an; it in fact fits
between prep. 76 and prep. 90. This resemblance is not surprising
because of the general similarity of the conditions of preparation;
enatnel and. the four synthetic apatites were all precipitated in
aqueous systems, at comparable temperatures in the range 20 - 90°C.
It is riot oorisiderec3. profitable to continue further the theoretical
interpretation of the spectra because of the similarity with the
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spectrum of enamel. The interpretation will be continued in
Capter 12, when the polarisod. infra-red. spectrum of enamel is
discussed, since the additional information from the dichroic ratios
of the absorption band.s makes the theoretical interpretation more
certain.
The previous discussion has indicated. that the carbonate
ion can replace hydroxyl ions to a limited extent in precipitated
carbonate-containing apatites; btt the degree of substitution was
rather small in the apatites which were studied., and insufficient
to cause a detectable increase in the a-axis, as must take place
for this substitution (see 6.il..). The inability to detect this
increase arises not only from the small change to be expected, but
also from the very poor crystallinity of apatites precipitated from
solutions ccmtaining carbonate ions (see i ..2). However, Trautz (1955;
and section li.2) prepared a well crystallised. apatite by a hydrother-
inal bomb method which contained •
	 2 and. whose a-axis was about
0.27 longer than in hyroxyapatite. Trautz was unable to explain
this increase, but in the light of the work which has just been
described, it seems very probable that it was due to the partial
replacement of hydroxyl ions by carbonate ions in the apatite
lattice. This could only be verified by examination of the infra-
red. absorption spectrum of this apatite.
Carbonate absorption bands in an apatite containing oarbon-13
The study of an apatite containing carbon-13 confirmed
that the carbonate absorption bands, which have just been considered,
did all originate from the carbonate ion. The absorption spectrum
from this carbonate-containing apatite is given in Fig. 6.7. The
The apatite (prep. i06) was prepared. by the reaction between calcium
carbonate and an alkaline phosphate solution (see 5.6 for details
of the preparation). The frequencies and. assignments are given in
Table 6.10.
Examination of Table 6,10 shows that the replacement of
carbon-I 2 by carbon-I 3 causes the frequencies of the in-plane stretch-
ing modes of the carbonate ion to be lowered., on the average, by
i an' , and the out-of-plane deformation mode to be lowered by 27 an.
It happens by chance that the two strongest bands of the in-plane
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deformation mode of the carbonate ion 'with carbon-I 2 are also sep .
-arated. by about 14.1 an1 , so that i. the isotopically enriched, prep..
aration, a band due to carbon-I 2 arid carbon-I 3 ooincides at I 4.12 om1
Table 6.10. Frequencies arid assignments of the bands in a carbon-13
enriched carbcnate-oontaining apatite (prep.106), whose
spectrum is given in Fig. 6.7.
Frequency an
Carbon-I 2 bands	 Carbcn-13 bands	 Assignment
6.3. Apatites containing molecular carbon dioxide
The absorption spectra of preps. 95 and. j06 are given in
Fig. 6.8 These t apatites were prepared in an identical mariner
except that in prep. 106, some carbon-13 has replaced carbon-I 2
(details of the preparations are given in section 5.6). Thefrequencies
and assignments of the bands are tabulated in Table 6.11.
Table 6.ii. Frequencies and assignments of the carbon dioxide
bands shown in Fig. 6.8.
Prep.	 Frequency cm	 Assignment
95	 234.0	 200
106	 234.0	 2 200
2277	 2 1300
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The ratios qf the atmospheric absorption bands due to 12002
13	 I .028. (calculated from the values in Tahie 2.1). The
same rati for the frequencies in Table 6.11 is 1.0276. These tvo
ratios are in close agreement (the small difference could be due to
an error of 2 cm in. any of the frequencies). This confirms the
assirnent that the bands originate from molecular carbon dioxide.
A rather curious feature observed is that the band due to
is much sharper than that ue to 12002. It is unlikely that
this difference arises because of the different masses of the two
atoms; a possible oause might arise if the carbon dioxide molecules
did not occupy well defined positions (this is rather probable because,
as will be mentioned later in this section, the carbon dioxide mole-
cules in this environment are not oriented with respect to the apatito
1attice)	 It could then be supposed that some CO2 exchanged with
atmospheric I 2 during the drying; this vou:]d very probably result
in an inhomogenou.s isotopic distribution of the 22
	
1300 mole-
cules, arid, hence a difference in the profiles of the two bands.
Nujol mulls of prep.95 and other similar apatites were
examined in the 15 micron region in an attempt to observe the carbon
dioxide bending mode near 675 cm 1 : no sign. of it was found. Various
other carbonate-containing apatites were prepared. in a similar manner
to prep. 95, i.e. by ref luxing calcium carbonate with alkaline phos-
phate solutions for some time; most of these had a carbon dioxide
absorption band at 2314.0 cin, this was sometimes as intense as the
hroxyl absorption band at 3570 cm. One of these preparations
was kept in a high vacuum for a day, but this did not reduce the
intensity of the carbon dioxide absorjtion band at 23 14.0 cm1.
Various other bands have been observed which are very prob-
ably also due to molecular carbon dioxide. An apatite prepared by the
reaction between calcium carbonate and. an alkaline phosphate solution
was heated in carbon dioxide for one hour ' 950 C : this caused the
band. at 2,314.0	 to disappear, but two new bands appeared, at 2208
and 2018 cm; two s-tnii lar bands appeared if enamel powder was given
the same treatment. In contrast to this, an enamel section heated in
air for half' an hour at 80000 also had two absorption bands, but these
were at 2330 and 2200 cm. These two peaks almost certainly correspond
Enamel section
heated. 19950°C
in 002
I,
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to the peaks at 234.0 arid 2208	 mentioned. above, the differeces
in frequency being due to errors of measurements, The band at
2330 cm showed. no dichroism, indicating a ran1cm orientation of
the carbon dioxide molecules (excluding the unlikely possibility
of them being oriented at 54-a but the band. at 2200 cm had
aJ.most complete parallel dithroism, showing that the carbon dioxide
molecules were lying accurately in the direction of the o-axis.
A summazy of details of the thre hands which have been assigned to
molecular catbon dioxide is given in Table 6.12.
Table 6.i 2. Summary of details of the I 2 bands observed in
carbonate- containing apatites.
requency cn 1	0 i tation	 Occurrenoe
234-0	 Random
2208	 Molecule lying
in direction
of the c-axis
2018	 Not known
Prep. 95 dried at
105 - 300°C
Prep. 95 and. enamel
powder heated to
950°C in air
I,
The presence of ulecular carbon dioxide in carbonate-contain-
ing apatites that have been heated to comparatively low temperatures
(300°c) indicates that the carbonate ions fxom which the carbon dioxide
must be derived, are thermally unstable. This suggests that the carbon
dioxide is in the form of bicarbcnate, rather then carbonate ions in
the unheated apatites. This same suggestion has been previously made
by 0r,6n et aJ. (1963; see also section 4-.3) who nbserved the loss of
carbon dioxide from a carbonate-containing apatite which had been
heated to 300CC.
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PART III
MINERALOGICAL CARBONATE- CONTAINING
APATITES
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CHAPTER 7
INTIDUCTION D CONSIDERATION OP PREVIOUS WORK ON flER!4LOGIC.AL
.APATITES
7.1. Mineralogy of the apatites
Apatite occurs as a minor constituent of many igneous
rocks in amounts equivalent to about o,i% phosphorus, although a
few large igneous deposits of apatite are known. Apatite is also
present in most metamorphic rocks, especially in crystalline lime-
stes. Less well crystallised. apatites of rather variable chem-
ical composition, usually referred to as rock-phosphate or phos-
phorite, occur in large deposits. Some of these were formed. as
replacement deposits, in which the original phosphate has been
leached from overlying guano beds and has replaced the underlying
calcareous rock; some are sedimentary deposits of fossilised
bones or precipitated phosphates. The precise origin of many of
the rock-phosphate beds is somewhat uncertain.
Fluorapatite
Fluocapatite, Ca10(PO4.)6F2, occurs in igneous rocks as
small prismatic crystals, giving lath-shaped longitudinal sections
and hexagonal basal sections, Often part of the fluorine has been
replaced. by chlorine, giving slightly variable refractive indices
(o = 1.633 - 1.667, = 1.630 - 1.664.). Large well formed crystals
of fluorapatite occur at Durango, New Mexico,
ydroxyapatite
Hydrojapatite, Ca10(PO4.)6(OH)2, occurs as a rare mineral
at Hoapenthal, Switzerland (Burn, Jakob, Parker and Strunz, 1935)
and. in the hydrothermal deposits at Holly Springs, Georgia, U.S.A.
(Mitchell, Faust, Hendricks and. Reynolds, 194.3). The birofringence
of hydroxyapatite is a little higher than fox' fluorapatite (0 = 1.64.52,
1.64.13 for hydroxyapatite from Hospenthal).
Prancolite
rancolite is a crystalline fluorapatite-like mineral
but containing up to carbon dioxide. Sandell, Hey arid McConnell
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(1939) have discussed. the history of this mineral0 According
to Henry (1850) the name was given by H.J. Brooke to a mineral
from Theal Franco, Tavistock, Devon0
Henry gave an incomplete analysis of a mineral which
he thought was a type specimen, but which subsequently was shown
to have come from the Fowey Consols mine, St. Blazey, Cornwall
(sofly, 1886). Sandeil et al. (1939) pointed out that Henry's
description was not the earliestappearance of the name franco-
lite, as a sample of francolite was offered for sale in a printed
catalogue by H0 Heuland. on May 15th, 184.3. Sandell et al. des-
cribed, and. gave the chemical analysis of, a sample of francolite
which was almost certainly from Wheal anco and. obtained at
Heuland.'s sale. They described the mineral as a colourless,
thin, confusedly crystalline crust on a fibrous quartz mass,
heavily impregnated with haeinatite. The refractive indices were:
0 = 1 .629 and. E = I .624.,with a carbon dioxide content of 3.3%
and. fluorine content 3.71% No trace of calcite or other carbo-
nate could be seen.
Stein (1866) described a mineral from Staffel, Nassau,
introducing the name Staffelite for a calcium phosphate contain-
ing fluorine and carbon dioxide. Lacroiz (1910) compared the
published data for francolite and staffelite and. concluded that
they were identical, a view confirmed by an analysis of staffel-
ite by Gruner and Mcconnell (1937)0 Consequently tthe name
staffelite should be dropped, along with other terms such as
cjuercerite etc., which almost certainly describe forms of franco-
lite. The mineral from Staff el often has a fibrous habit.
Francolite has often been described in a more perfectly
crystalline form than that described by Sandel]. et al. in which
the optical properties, which are often anomalous, can be studied.
better0 Deans (1938), for instance, described specimens of
francolite in sed.unentary ironstones from the Yorkshire ooalfie].ds
which were up to one millimetre diameter hexagonal plates, consist-
ing of the basal plane and a low pyramid, twinned in six triangular
sectors0 The crystals were biaxial (ott o), with(= 1.620, (3 = 1.627,
= 1.628 and	 -cX = 0.008. The angle between	 and the hexa-
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gonal edge occurred with either of two values, namely about 4.00
0
or 50 , These two values frequently occurred. in different sec-
tors of the same crystal. The value of 2V varied from 25° at the
centre of the crystal, to 400 at the hexagon edge. Cross-sections
of the plates indicated, further twinning about a composition-
plane parallel to the basal plane, but with the differences in
optical orientatiLn about this plane being very slight. Many
of the crystals showed an anomaloli wavy extinction in polarised.
light. This sample of francolite contained about 00 	 2,8% F.
The chemical analysis of this sample of francolite will be discussed
in more detail in section 7.2.
Prancolite can come from different sources such as hydro-.
jherxnal ore-deposits, marine phosphorites (i.e. those from Staffel)
or freshwater sediments in oolitic ironstones (Deans 3 1938).
Dahilite
The name dahilite was introduced by Broegger and.
Backstroem (1888) for a carbonate-containing, fluorine free,
apatite-lilce mineral found at Bamle, Norway. This reference
has not been consulted, but rather its abstract in: Broegger and
Bacicetroem (1890). Broegger and. B g,ckstroem (1890) described
this mineral as occurring as a pale yellow crust on apatite, Un-
ixial negative with a birefringence somewhat greater than that
of apatite. The mineral contained 6.3% carbon dioxide,but there
was no calcite visible which could account for this. FLuorine
dies not appear in the chemical analysis given,and was therefore
presiably absent.
Tsclurwinsky (1907) described a new mineral, podolite,
from Podolia, Russia, which also contained carbon dioxide and in
which fluorine was absent. A few well-formed. hexagonal crystals,
1-3 mm diameter, occurred in a watrix of much less well crystall-
ised. phosphorite, containing up to 0, organic material and. 0.26%
fluorine. The birefringence was greater than th.t for apatite
being 0.0075 and the refractive index was 1.635. Schafler (i 911)
compared the published physical and chemical properties of dahilite
and. podlite, and concluded that they were identical minerals.
Tschirwinsky (1913) replied to Schafer's criticism and said that
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his mineral, podolite, had. a chemical composition near
3Ca3 (PO)2.CaCO3
 + H20, whilst dahilite corresporid.ed. to
2Ca3 (PO) 2 .CaCO3
 + H20; he also pointed out that podolite
was in fact more like staffelite (i.e. francolite) because
of the similar anomalous optical properties pbserved. However,
it would appear that podolite and dahilite are identical, and
therefore the name podolite shoul3. no longer be used. Indeed
d.ahllite and. francolite are also yery similar, and wou3d seem
to differ only as regards their fluorine contents. McConnell
(1 938) has suggested that dahilite should no longer be regarded
as such when its fluorine content exceeds 1%; thereafter it
should be cafled francolite.
Neiland (1929) has abstracted analyses and measure-
ments of the optical constants given by earlier workers, as wefl
as giving some of his own measurements f a' a sample of dahilite
from Katzeribuckel in the Odenwald, Germany.
Two references have been found in the literature to a
rare form of dahllite which has a positive birefringence instead
of the normal negative birefringence. Lacroix (191 Oa and b),
abstracted in Lacroix (1913a and b), described a rare form of
dahilite from Queroy, Prance, which had a positive birefringence.
This form of dahLlite had. a chemical composition similar to that
of the normal dahilite with which it was mixed. Brauns (1916),
cited by Eitel (192i.), also described a specimen of dahl]ite
with a positive birefringence. It does not seem that any suggest-
ions as to the origin of the change in birefringence have been made.
In conclusion, d.ahllite and. francolite are wefl crystallised.
carb onate-containirig apatite minerals which are distinguished from
their carbonate-free parent compounds, hydroxyapatite and fluor-
apatite, by having lowor refractive indices and. a slightly larger
birefringence. They may contain up to 6 carbon dioxide; no con-
taininating substance, to account for this carbon dioxide, can be
seen in the light microscope.
7.2 The structure of dahllite and. francolite
This section wifl deal with the previous work on the
structure of dahllite and francolite, particularly the relationship
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between the carbon dioxide they contain ) and. the apatite lattice0
Up till about 1930,the experimental methods used. were
refractive index measurements and ohemical analyses. Since that
date, when x-ray diffraction methods were first used. in this field,
many other techniques have been employed, such as:gas adsorption
studies; thermogravimetric methods; acid dissolution studies
and infra-red absorption spectroscopy etc. Despite all this
effort, there is considerable diareement: first as to whether
the carbonate in francolite substitutes in the apatite lattice,
or is present in a second admixed phase; and in the second place,
what sort of lattice substitutions may take place, or second phase
be present. The difficulty in deciding whether the carbonate is
inside or outside the lattice should easily be solved by x-ray
diffraction methods because francolite is well arystallised, which
allows the accurate measurement of its lattice constants. However,
unless these measurements are made on an accurately analysed sample,
any observed deviation of the lattice constants from those of fluoz'-
apatite can always be attributea to changes in chemical composition,
instead of being due to the entry of carbonate ions into the lattice:
the variable composition of francolite, particularly the fluorine
content, has a greater effect on the lattice constants than any
that may be due to the carbonate ions. However, lattice constant
measurements (Trautz,1955),taking these effects into account, seem
to show that the carbonate does in fact substitute into the lattice.
This is further strongly supported by the fact that the birefringence
of the carbonate-containing apatites is always somewhat greater than
that of the carbonate-free apatites (see for instance Geiger,1950).
As no recent review of the structural aspects of the problem has
been written9 they will now be reviewed in detail.
Review of the literature on the structure of dahllite and franoolite
During the latter part of the last century arid, the early part
of this century, several chemical analyses of dahilite and francolite
were made • They were interpreted, in a number of different ways;
Broegger and, Bg,ckstroem (1890) gave an empirical formula,
A.(Ca,Fe,Na2,K2,)3 (PO)2 + aCO3 + H20, 'whilst Tschirvinsky (1913)
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interpreted the same analysis as, 2Ca3(PO) 2.CaCO3
 + rH2O, where
n	 . Boeggild (1920) described and gave the chemical analysis
of a dahllite from Kungerdluarsuk in Greenland with the exception..
aLLy high carbon dioxide content of 8.26%. He interpreted, the
analysis of this as indicating a formula, Ca3(PO)2eCaCO30,
Eitel (1 921i.) prepared single crystals of a carbonate-
containing apatite which he thought had a chemical composition,
Ca1 0(P01)6003 0 He compared the 'efractive indices of this corn-
pound with the published values for dahllite, and concluded that
the two substances were identical, which implied that dakillite
had the same formula0 During the 1920's this became the generally
accepted view, namely that one carbonate ion replaced two hydroxyl
ions in hydrocyapatite to form a carbonate-.apatite, dahilite.
Hendricks, Hill, Jacob and Jefferson (1931) studied
the x-ray diffraction patterns of a selection of carbonate-
containing rock-phosphates. They could not detect any differences
in the powder x-ray diffraction patterns of these rocks as compared
with fluorapatite, nor any differences in the patterns before and
after the rock had 'been heated to 900°C. However, they could
detect the differences between hydroxyapatite, fluorapatite and
'carbonate-apatite'. (it appears that their sample of 'carbonate-
apatite' was bone which had been heated under steam pressure
for many hours ) No lattice constants of these substances were
given.
Bredig, Pranck and Püldzier (1933) also examined the
x-ray powder diffraction patterns of a selection of rock-phosphates
and a sample of 'staffelite', i.e 0 francolite, from the Eifel,
Germany, which contained about 3% 0020 This sample of francolite
had an x-ray powder diffraction pattern which showed some differ-
ences from fluorapatite in the position and intensity of the x-ray
diffraction lines0 Carbon dioxide was lost by heating the franco-
lite to 1000°C, when the x-ray diffraction pattern changed. to
that of fluorapatite. They considered. that these observations
proved that the carbon dioxide was substituting, as carbonate ions,
in the apatite lattice0 Similar effects were observed with the
majority of the rock-phosphates; consequently they thought that
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these also contained carbonate ions in their lattices0 They did.
not give any measurements of lattice constants0 The results obtained
by these authors do not agree with those of Hendricks et a].., but
probably the x-ray diffraction techniques of the latter were not so
sensitive. (it may be stated here in parenthesis that later Bredig
and Franck (see anck, Bredig and. Kanext, 1938; arid, also this werk,
section 15) modified their criterion that the lattice constants
of apatite must change when carbonate ions entered the lattice:
they subsequently thought that there was a change only if sodium
ions sinultaneously entered the lattice.)
C-runer and McConnell (1937) were the first to present
lattice constants and. an aocurate chemical analysis of francolite.
The most significant feature of this analysis was that the sample
contained both 3.36 carbon dioxide and. .ii% fluorine: they argued
that as there was sufficient fluorine to occupy all the sites on
the six-fold axis, the carbonate ions could not be substituting
for fluorine ions, They also objected to this substitution because
there weuld have to be a very considerable expansion in the lattice,
which was not observed: if the plane of the carbonate ion was parallel
to the basal plane and the centre of the ion at (o,o,) then the
oxygen atoms of the carbonate ion could interfere considerably with
the calcium ions. There would be even less room if the centre of
the carbonate ion was at (O,O,), The unit cell constants of the
sample of francolite from Staffel, Nassau, and an analysed sample
of fluorapatite were given as follows:-
a-axis	 c-axis
francolite	 9,3L. ,0j	 6.88 * 0j
f].uorapatite	 9.36 ± .01	 6.88 ± .01
All the elements found in the analysis (apart from some
water, but including the carbonate) were assumed. to occupy positions
in the lattice. An attempt was made to determine the position of
these elements in the lattice by using the chemical analysis to
determine the unit cell contents; these were then checked by
comparing the ez,perimentally measured density with that calculated
from the lattice constants and the unit cell contents.
.050	 Ofi .100	 .100
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Table 7.1 • The chemical analysis and distribution of ions in a
sample of franoolite from Staffel Nassau.(G-runer and
McCoxmell 1937),
1	 2	 3	 5	 6	 7
Weight	 %clO Ionic	 001.3	 Charges	 LW.
M.W, Ratios	 0.9978	 (+)	 (.-)
CaO
MgO
P205
v205
002
P
Cl
so3
H20^
H20-
514.. 88
0,31
37.71
0,24.
3.36
4-011
none
none
0,90
0.24.
0004.
90788
.077
2.655
.013
.763
2.163
Ca9, 788
a
Mg .077
P 5.310
V .026
C .763
F 2.163
9.810
.077
5.322
.026
.765
2.168
19. 620
•j5L.
26. 610
0130
30060
2.168
.100
393 • 09
-1 .87
165.13
1032
9,18
24.1 .19
1.70
Residue none
101,79
Less P 1.73	 0	 23 • 732	 4-7.4-64- 379.71
ioo.o6
	
4-2.000 4-9.5714- 4-9.732 993.19
The elements which made up the sample of francolite were
regarded as ions to be distributed amongst the 4.2 positirns in the
unit cell of fluorapatite0 The chemical analysis and form of
calculation are shown in Table 7.1 which is taken from their paper.
The analysis is given in column 1, whilst column 3 gives the unit
cell contents on the assumption that the formula weight of the
francolite unit cell is the same as that for fluorapatite (which
has been taken as 1000). In column 4., the unit cell contents have
all been divid.edbya factor 0.9978. Gmer and McCoxineU do not
state explicitly what decided the choice of this factor, but it
seems to have been chosen so that the sum of the positive loris
(including carbon and, phosphorus) would be 16. The figure given
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for the number of oxygen atoms, 23.732, was then calculated so
that the total number of ions in the unit cell 'would be 42.
om column 4., the total number of positive and. negative charges
in the unit cell were calcu1ated. and are given in columns 5 arid. 6
respectively. The total formula weight is calculated in column 7,
and. is 993 • 19. Using this value of the formula weight and. the
measured lattice parameters, the density was calculated to be
3 • 151, which compared well with the experimental value of 3.14.7.
It was assumed that the hydroxyl ions and. the slight
excess of fluoride ions, over that in fluorapatite, both substituted
for oxygen atoms in the orthophosphate ion; and that magnesium
and vanadium could substitute for calcium arid phosphorus respeo-
tively. Only 5,34.8 (the authors give 5.351, but this seems to
be an arithmetical error) of the phosphorus positions were fiUed
leaving about I C1) of them unaccounted for; these they considered
were occupied. by carbon to form C0 ions. This left 0.113 carbon
atoms per unit cefl unaccounted for; these were placed in calcium
positions to form C0 ions by using oxygen atoms from the phos-
phate icns.
The final distribution of the elements amongst the Z.8
positions in the unit cell was given as follows:-
10 Ca = 9.810 Ca + 0.077 Mg + 0.113 C
6 P	 = 5.322 P + 0.026 V + 0.652 C
24. 0	 = 23.732 0 + 0.100 OH + o.i6a F
2 P	 = 2.000F.
Deans (i 938) has pointed. out an arithmetical error in
the paper of Gruner ard McConnell; in Table I of their paper
(reproduced as Table 7.1 in this work) the water content is given
as 0.,whith leads to an ionic ratio for OH of j,000,and not
00100 as given. Deans gave a corrected. version of the ionic
distribution which is the same as that given above except that
for the oxygen positions the distribution is:
24. 0 = 22.832 0 + 1.000 OH + 0.168 P.
Other analyses of dahllite and. francolite have been
interpreted in terms of the G-runer and. McConnell theory. They
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are for francolite: Deans (1938); Sandefl et al. (1939); de Vihiers
(1 91.2); and for dahilite: McConnell (1938).
Bornernn'-Starinkevitch (1938; 1939) criticised Gruner
and McConnell' a theory on the grounds that it was unlikely for
carbon to act as a cation, substituting for calcium; and that the
existence of the 00 ion was unlikely. Purthermore,he pointed
out that it was inevitable from the method of calculation that
the sum of positive and negative changes would. be unequal. This
arises because the factor, 0,9978,appliecJ. to column 3 is applied
to all the elements except oxygen; the number of oxygen ions is
determined separately. He therefore /regarded this form of calcu-.
lation as unacceptable. Bornemar-Starinkevitch (1939) also
criticised the use of Penfield's method for the determination of
the total water content of francolite. He considered that the
lead oxide,which is used in this method,might react with the apatite
to form lead hydroxyapatite; this is very stable and would not
lose its water at temperatures below 120000, Bornernan-Starin-
kevitch put forward an alternative interpretation of the analysis
of francolite given by Gruner and McConnell. He suggested that
carbon substituted for phosphorus, forming a CO ion with three
of the remaining oxygen atoms, whilst the fourth one was replaced
statistically by 0H or Y. He represented the structure as a
mixture of three hypothetical end-members of a continuous solid
solution as follows:-
90,	 Ca5P3O12P
Ca5C309P4
Ca5C309(OH)
Borneman-Starinkevitch did not make any calculations of the density
from his hypothesis to compare with the experimentally determined
value. The slight excess of carbon dioxide (0.8c) and water
(o.7) over that calculated from the above composition was attributed.
to an aqueous solution of carbonic acid in the pores of the crystal
(Borneman-Starinlcevitch, 1938).
Belov (1939) gave a critical discussion of Grwier and
McConnell's theory fQZ francolite anc. dahllite. He agreed with them
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that it is impossible for steno reasons to substitute a 0O ion
for a halogen ion on the six-fold screw axis. Gruncr and McConnell
had suggested that C substituted. for one of the columnar calcium
ions; t*it Belov ( 939) poiritcd out that it is more reasonable to
consider that two columnar calcium ions wex'elost for the substitu-
tion of one carbon ion,C. In this case the normalising factor in
column 4 of Table 7.1 becsme 1.004,instead of 0.9978,so that the
distribution of carbon b 5tweertthe calcium and phosphorus positions
was t-
10 Ca = 9.750 Ca + 0.076 Mg + 2xO.087 C
6 P = 5.289 P + 0.026 V + 0.684 C
This gives an eqiaUy good balance of oations;but as Belov pointed
out, this method of calculation disturbs the total balance of charges,
a fact which Gruner and McConnell had not commented. on 0
 He there-
fore concluded that they had not proved the substitution of carbon
for calcium in francolite,
Belov then consideii the possibility of the substitution
of carbon for phosphorus in the PO ion. He noted that this did
not necessarily imply a 00 ion, but that there ooul3. be
 a 0O
ion with the fourth oxygen atom being replaced by F or 0H, thus
4+	 5^compensating for the substitution of C for P • He thus arrived
at Ca5C309(OH,F)4
 as the formula for one of the hypothetical end-
members of the apatite series; this, as he pointed out, was identical
to that which had been proposed by Borneman-Stax'inkevitcb (1938).
Belov pointed out that the substitution of a 2- ion for a POj
ion would weaken the link between the columns (made up of calcium
and orgen atoms, see Fig. 1.2), and. that this would explain the
fibrous nature of francolite and. dahflite compared with other members
of the apatite series. Belov thought that it was most probable that
the carbonate ion substituted so that its plane was inclined, rather
than perpendicular, to the three-fold axis, which moreover did not
pass through the carbonate ion. He, like Borneman- Starinkevitch,
did not calculate the theoretical density from the lattice constants
and the chemical composition, in order that it might be compared with
the experimentally determined value.
9.33
9.32
9.31
9.31
9 • 1+1
6.87
6 • 87
6.87
6.87
6.87
o.i6	 -
0.06	 -
1.96	 -
0.98	 -
0011	 -
Staffelite I
Podolite
Staffelite II
Prancolite
Hydroxyapatite
(synthetic)
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Before leaving this discussion of the structure of francolite
proposed by Gruner and McConnell, it must be said that it was the
first attempt to correlate the results of an accurate chemical analysis
with the lattice constants and measured density. Although good. agree-
ment was obtained between these measurements, the proposed structure
must be rejected because it involves a method of calculation which
results in inconsistencies in the balance of charges, arid because
it involves the presence of a very unusual ion, CO, which
has never been found in any other structure. McConnell subsequent-
ly published a considerably xrdified structure which will be cons-
idered later in this section.
Soon after the publication of the paper by Gruner and.
McConnell, Thewlis, Glock and Murray (i 939) published a paper
giving the lattice constants and chemical compositions of a number
of carbonate-containing apatite minerals. Their results are given
in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 The lattice constants arid, carbon dioxide contents for
a number of apatites (from Thew].is, Glock and Murray,
1939).
Apatite	 a-axis c-axis	 002
Pluorapatite	 9.36k	 6.87k	 0.52	 3.90
They found, as had others before them, that there were
differences between the x-ray diffraction patterns of f].uorapatite
and franoolite. However, they were unable to find any correlation
between the carbonate content of franoolite and the magnitude of
the changes. In fact, they were not able to correlate the changes
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with the concentration of any of the elements, including magnesium,
for which they had analysed; they therefore concluded that the
changes were due to some other element, present in small amounts,
for which they had not analysed. They considered that there was
no evidence that the carbonate in francolite substituted. in the
apatite lattice,but that it was probably in the form of admixed
calcium carbonate. The reliability of the measurements of the
lattice constants can be judged by comparing the values obtained
by Thewlis et al. for fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite with recent
determinations: recent determinations of the lattice constants
of these apatites are all about 0.01 higher. However, the
differences observed between the various samples of francolite
were much greater than this, consequently there is no reason to
believe that they are not genuine. (it may be remarked in passing
that Carla trt!m, 1955 has quoted lattice constants for fraricolite
and. dahilite from Thewlis et al. with the a-axes increased by
0.02 and the c-axes increased by 0.01 1i. He does not state
that these changes have been made.) The analyses given by
Thew]js et al. of the carbon dioxide contents of the minerals
are a little difficult to understand: two of the samples i.e.
the dahilite (poa.olite) and francolite (staffelite I) contain
less carbon dioxide than the sample of fluorapatite, whereas the
reverse should occur because fluorapatite should not contain any
carbon dioxide. If these analyses are correct, and. there is no
further evidence to suggest otherwise, then these two minerals
have been incorrectly named.
Hendricks and Hill (1 9l.2) in a paper primarily on the
crystal chemistry of bone, suggested a more complicated form of
substitution of carbonate in the apatite lattice. This involved
the replacement of 3(PO) ions by ((2.) ions with accompanying
ohariges such as,Ca replaced by Na+, to maintain the charge balance.
Three phosphorus atoms were imagined to be lost from the unit cell
whilst the oxygen atoms to Which they were covalently bonded remained
in position. Pour carbon atoms were now introduced. Two of these
occupied positions at the centres of two equilateral triangles
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formed by two sets of three oxygen atoms: each set of oxygen atoms
originated from the seine phosphate ion, The remaining two carbon
atoms were introduced in positions external to the original phosphate
ions so that two further carbonate ions were formed, this time with
oxygen atoms which originated from different phosphate ions • Two
of the phosphorus atoms which were lost came from the niicUle of the
unit cell at a height of
	 arid of the unit cell height; the
remaining one caine from the edg of the unit cell at a of the
unit cell height. Thus the substitution involved sets of three
adjacent phosphate ions • The evidence for this form of sub stit-
ution was based entirely on chemical analyses of bone, dontine
and nsmel. The effect of this substitution on the size of the
unit cell or density were not considered. The examination of a
scale model shows that the suggested substitution is impossible
without a very considerable distortion of the lattice0
Hendricks and Hill (i 950) suggested another theory,
that the carbonate in franoolite (and enamel) was on entrapped
surfaces in the apatito lattice; this was based on the following:
1) No differences had. been observed between the x-'my
diffraction patterns of francolite and flucrapatite.
2) There was excess fluorine in francolite which they
thought was on the boundaries of the surfaces, whilst
still occupying their correct positions in the apatite
lattice.
3) The surface area francolite (ineaspred by gas adaoxtion)
increased with a reduction in the particle size.
.) A particle size reduction increased the partial solubility
of the carbonate over the phosphate and. calcium.
Hendricks and Hill did not consider the differences in lattice
constants between franoolite arid fluorapatite demonstrated by Bredig
. (1933), Gruner and McConnell (1937) or Thewlis et al. (1939). The
only part of their argument which relates directly to the carbonate in
francolite, i.e. the partial solubility, is of doi.ibtful value because
of the possibility of the simultaneous precipitation, during the disso..
lution, of a. carbonate-free calcium phosphate. There is thus iauffioien1
evidence to give much credence to this theory.
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Geiger (i 950) reviewed some of the literature on carbonate-contain'-
ing apati tea. He asseufoled previous measurements of the refractive
Indices and carbon dioxide contents of dahilite arid franoolite.
He demonsta'ated that there was a marked dependence of the refractive
indices on the carbon dioxide content: with an increasing carbon
dioxide content, both refractive indices decreased, but the negative
birefringence increased. Geiger also studied the x-ray powder
diffraction patterns of samples f hydroxyapatite, f1uorapatiti
dahllite and hydroxyapatite. He concluded from this that dahilite
arid. hydroxyapatite were practically indistinguishable, whilst
fluorapatite and. francolite were just distinguishabe. He found.
that heating francolite at 1000°C caused only a small change in
the x-ray diffraction pattern, but that heating it at 1200°C
changed. the pattern to that of fluoraparite. Calcium oxide
appeared in the x-ray aiffraction patterns of most of the carbonate-
containing apatite minerals if they were heated above 800°C. There
was a gradual loss in mass of about 6%, when the minerals were heated.
to 1100°C.
Geiger considered the results of these experiments in
relation to the question of whether the carbonate was substituted
in the apatite lattice or present as calcite in the fonu of an
'anomalous mixed crystal formation'. He was unable to decide
between these because he thought that all the observations could
be nearly ecj.mafly well exp]ained in. terms of either possibility
(except the formatn of calcium oxide, which he considered. implied.
only the presence of calcite). It is difficult to understand what
is meant by an 'anomalous mixed crystal formation' of calcite
and apatite, or how this would explain the observations that were
made by Geiger. The calcite ozystals would have to be orientated
in order to explain the refractive index measurements; arid the
presence of calcium oxide in heated francolite does riot unambiguously
Indicate the presence of calcite: other calcium salts decompose
to calcium oxide on heating, calcium hydroxide for example.
Silverman, yat and Weiser (1952) made a quantitative
stndy of the amount of calcite associated with apatite minerals.
The methods used were: x-ray diffraction; differential thermal
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analysis; and different.aJ. solu:biity tests. The sensitivity of
differential therxna]. analysis to calcite depends on the endethemio
reaction at about 88000 due to the loss of carbon dioxide. The
solubility tests were made by measuring the solubiity of the
mineral in a 0.5. aqueous solution of triaznncnimn citrate. They
found that, in this reagent, oaloite was approximately 50 times
more soluble than fluorapatite. They measured the sensitivity of
these methods to calcite in the resence of fluorapatite; x-ray
diffraction was the least sensitive (limit 3% for well crystallised
calcite). A minimum of 1.6% calcite could be detected by differ-
ential thermal analysis, but the most sensitive method was the
solubility tests with which a minimum of o.i% calcite was detectable.
None of these three methods indicated the presence of any calcite
in a sample of francolite from Staffel, containing 3.1% 0O. The
majorLty of other minerals (bout sixteen were examined) contained
calcite, but the amount present was always considerably less than
the amount that would be present if all the carbon dioxide were in
the form of calcite. They could find no thease in the calcite
contents of the minerals if the time of immersion in the aminonium
citrate solution was increased from 24- to 72 hours, or if the
particle zize of the minerals was reduced, They concluded fr
their results that in carbonate-containing apatite minerals, most
of the caxonate was in some form other than calcite (for francolite
none was in the form of calcite), and that there was no calcite
entrapped on an internal network of surfaces. The work of
Silverman, Puyat and Weiser shows quite definitely that the carbon
dioxide in francolite is not in the form of calcite,
MonneU (i 952a and b) introduced a modified a trtaoture
for francolite and. dahilite, This was essentially a combination of
the earlier structures proposed by Gruner and McConnell, Belov,
Borneman.. Starinkevitch, and. Hendricks and Hill (1942); it
was based entirely on the mean of five chemical analyses of franco-
lite reported by Gruner and. McConnell (1937), Deans (1938), Sandell,
Hey and McConnell (1939), de Vii hers (i 9l.2) and Davis (194.7).
In the new structure, water was considered. to play a nnioh more
i'portant structural role. The mean analysis was obtained by
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recalculating each analywis to 100. 0C after omitting water e1ved.
below 105°C. Water evolved above 103°C was considered as structural
water.	 The £b].lowing substitutions were considered possible by-
McJonneUs
2+	 2+	 +	 2+1) Mg , Sr	 and Na could. replace Ca
2) Two different forms of sibstitution of the strctwa].
water were visualised. Part was taken as neutral water
replacing Ca on the three-fold rotation axis. The
remainder was taken as hydrogen ions replacing phosph-
orus ions, so that the sibstitution was in effect,
4OH-3 PO.
3) Two different forms of substitution for the carbonate
ion were visualised.. Phosphorus atoms, to the number
of 3/14. of the carbon atoms calculated to be in the unit
cell, were lost; for every phosphorus atom lost, a
carbon atom was placed in the middle of the vertical
face of the empty tetrahedron of oxygen atoms. These
formed vertical carbonate ions, which were arranged
in sets of three about the three-fold rotation axis,
so that the remaining oxygen atoms formed horizontal
equilateral triangles0 The remaining 1/il. of the
carbon atoms were placed at the centres of these
triangles to form horizontal carbonate ions.	 -
4.) Vanadiun could replace phosphorus.
5) Pluorine could. replace oxygen in PO.
The sane method was adopted to oalulate the distribution
of the atoms aiongst the 14.2 positions in the apatite unit cell as
had. been used previously by Gruner and. McConnell (see the earlier
part of this section). The charge balance and distribution of
atoms resulting from this calculation are given in Table 7.3.
McConnell did not discuss how his structi.nal hypothesis
fitted the five analyses individually. He did. not make any calcu-
lations of x-ray diffraction intensities to compare with experimen-
tally determined, values, or consider in detail the effect that the
abstitutions, which he visualised, would have on the unit cell
d.inens ions.
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Table 703 Charge balance and distribution of ions deduced from
a mean analysis of francolite (Mcconnell, I 952a).
Charge balance	 Distribution of ions
Ca, Mg, Sr, 2 x 9.89
Na	 lxO.01
H20 -
	 OxO.10
P,V	 5x5.36
C	 1.x0.68
H	 1x0052
0	 2x23,88
P	 1x2.12
	
19.79	 Ca,Mg,Sr,
	
0001	 Na
0.0	 H20
	
26.80	 -
	
2.72	 P,V
	
0.52	 C
	
+Z.9.83	 H
47.76
	
2.12	 0
-49.88
	
9.89	 9.89
	
0.01	 0.01
	
0010	 0.10
10000
	
5.36	 5.36
	x 0.68	 0.51
	
x 0.52	 0.13
6.00
23.88 23.88
2.12	 2.12
26.00
Note: A quarter of the ' carbon atoms are assumed to occupy
interstitial sites. Four hydrogen atoms- are assumed
to replace one phosphorus atom.
Borneman- Starinkevitch and Belov (1953 J published
further criticisms of McConnell's work. They saId that on
three previous occasions they had published, objections to the
hypothesis of Gru.ner and McConnell (1937) concerning the possib..
2+ility of the isomorphoussubstitution of 2Ca for C -in franco-.
].ite 0
 They continued,' tAlthough the absurdity of such an assumption
is obvious to any chemist, the necessity for our articles was
dictated by tha inprudent repetition of the American pronounce-
merits by some of our geologists", and a. little later, "McConnell
replied to our criticisms with two articles in 'roceeclings of
the U.S.S.R. Academy of Scierces' (McConnell, I 939a.; McConnell,
i9391) in one of which he reproached us for disrespect towards
American chemists (of whose authority we do not doubt, but we
do not agree with the arbitrary interpretation by McConnell
and. G-runer of their analyses); in the other he demanded new
am very grateful to Mr. Charles Neuman for the translation
of this paper from the Ri.ssian.
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analytical data. This new data comprised the contents of our
third article, Mcconnell's answer to which we read twelve years
later, this time in a. rench journal, aJ-beit in English (Mcconnell,
1952b). We shall note that in a very comprehensive list of litera-
ture quoted (with which Mcconnell' a article ends) there are missing
not only our three work, but the two of his own, published by him
in 'Proceedings of the U.S.S.RO .caderry of Sciences' ".
Borneman-Starinkevitch and Belov continued, their paper
with the detailed criticisms of the new structure proposed by
McConnel]. (1 952a and b). They pointed out that whereas in 1937,
G'runer and Mcconnell found it necessary to assign only 1/6 of the
carbonate ions to positions other than phosphate sites, in
the new hypothesis this figure had risen to ilL 1.. Borneman-
Starinkevitch and Belov claimed that all the carbonate ions could
be accoxnmonated in phosphate positions. They criticised the assign-'
ment of an ion, H(OH) or (OH) 	 to a phosphate position as
they regarded the existence of this ion as completely unproved.
They considered McConnell' s criterion for the temperature (105°C),
above which structural water was lost, to be quite arbitrary.
Borneman-.Starinkevitch and Belov thought that the substitution of
water for calcium atoms was urililcely because the larger water
molecule would cause an expansion in both the a-axis and c-axis
in francolite, whereas in fact the a-axis became smaller and the
c-axis remained nearly constant, compared with fluoraparite.
Trautz (1955) pointed out that carbonate ions positioned
as McConnell had suggested, woull impart a positive birefringence
to francolite, whereas in fact it had an increased, negative bire-
fringence compared with fluorapatite, He was able to calculate,
for a specimen of dahilite containing 8.2 002) that Mcconnell's
structure would lead to a birefririgence of about 0.005 more positive,
instead of the observed 00012 more negative than the carbonate-free
apatite (Trautz, 1960). He therefore considered that McConnell's
structure was incorrect0 The method of the calculation and. McConnell 1 s
objection to it (which is almost certainly invalid) will be discussed
later in this sectnG
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McConnell considered his structure to e correct because
the calculations were "mutually consistent to a surprising degree";
it is important to discuss in detal]. how this agreement arises.
The method of calculation was similar to that used. previously
(G.runer and McConnell, 1937). In particular, it had the same feature
that the method. of calculation would inevitably result in an unbalance
of charge. This arises because the ratios of the cations derived from
the chemical analyses were multiplied by a factor chosen so that the
total number of cations allocated to the unit cell would be precisely
sixteen (exclua.ing the 1/li. carbon atoms put in interstitial sites);
the number of oxygen atoms was then deduced, not from the actual
analysis, but rather from the condition that the total number of
oxygen plus fluorine atoms should be 21.. Consequently, the success
of the structtral hypothesis must riot be judged by the fit of the
theoretical unit cell contents with that calculated from the chemical
analyses, because a perfect fit is inevitable, but rather only by
the charge unbalance introduced by the method of calculation. The
charge unbalance from McConnell' a calculations is extremely small
and could well be due to analytical errors • On the other hand,
the agreement would have been reasonably good between the experim-
entally determined mean analysis and. the theoretical composition
assuming a straight forward replacement of phosphate ions by carbo'-
nate ions and. other simple substitutions to maintain the charge
balance (see the following paragraphs on the work of Borneinan.'.
Staririlcevitcth and Belov)e Obviously the agreement between theory
and experiment can be greatly improved by adding minor structural
features to the basic idea of a carbonate ion replacing a phosphate
ion: the additional structural features will be chosen so that the
agreement becomes better; if enough were added, the agreement could
be made perfect0 It is not now possible to turn round, as McConnell
has done, and say that the additional structural features must be
correct; this becomes en error of logic: a perfect fit is inevitable.
It would presumably be possible to invent other equally probable
additional structural features than those chosen by McConnell which
would bring the experimental results into much better agreement with
the theory. If McConnell had shown that there was good agreement
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between theory and experiment for each of the analyses of franco-
lite, instet.d of just the mean, then the theory would have been much
more convincing. However, it must be said that McConnell has given
further evidence, also based on chemical analyses, for one of the
postulated substitutions, namely 1 1.0H for	 in other minerals
such as the hyfrogarnets, coffinite and ettringite (see Mcconnell
and Murdoch, 1962 for details for ettringite).
The considerations gien above, taken with the unlikely
nature of the substitutions required and the wrong sign of the
calculated birefringence make the structural hypothesis for franco-
lite suggested by McConnell extremely unlikely.
Borneman-Starinkevitch and Belov (1953) recalculated each
of the five analyses used by Mcconnell to a total of I 000OC$, after
omitting all insoluble material and inclining only water which had
been regarded as structural water by the original analyst. These
analyses were interpreted on the basis that a carbonate ion could
replace a phosphate ion, and that the remaining oxygen site was
occtied by a fluorine ion. (This is identical to their previous
hypothesis except that they no longer found it necessary that
the fourth oxygen atoms of the 	 tetrahedra should be replaced
by hydroxyl ions as well as fluorine ions.) The composition of
the apatites was expressed, as before, in terms of hypothetical
end-meiübers of an isoinorphous series. The recalculated analyses
and the theoretical compositions of the apatites are given in
Table 7.4-.
There is very good agreement between the theoretical and
experimental chemical compositions for the first three apatites, but
for the last two they have had to postulate the presence of calcite
mixed with the apatite. In fact they have had to regard the last
sample as consisting of a mixture of only fluorapatite and calcite.
Borneman-Starinjcevjtch and Belov (1953) did not comment on this and
gave no other evidence that calcite was mixed with these two apatites:
the original investigators of these two samples certainly thought that
calcite was absent. They did not disoua the effect that the substit-
utioris they proposed would have on the unit cell dimensions or on the
intensities of the x-ray difftaction pattern; neither did. they calcu-'
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Table 7.4.. Recalculated analyses and theoretical compositions
for five samples of francolite, (Borneman-Starinlcevitch
and Belov, 1953).
1	 2	 3	 4.	 5
	
Th.	 Ohs, Th.	 Obs. Th.
	 Ohs, Th,
	 Cbs, Th.
	
CTbs.
GaO 56,4.5 55,94. 56,07 55,96 i55,97 55.68 55.88 55.4.3 55.59 55.29
MgO	 -	 0.54.	 -	 0.13* -	 0.114-	 -	 0.31.	 -	 0.10
Na20	 -	 0.20	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 S
P205 35.78 35.71 39.37 39.17 39.65 39.79 38.31 38.09 39,03 39.08
v205	 -	 -	 a	 -	 a	 -	 -	 0 • 24.	a	 a
CO2
	4..46 4-.52 2.03
	
2.03
	
1.81	 1.81	 3.39 3.39 3.36 3.4.8
F	 5.75 5.71	 2.92 2.87 3.80 3.81	 4..15 4..15 3.4-8 3.80
H20	 -	 0.10 0.83
	
0.4.5 0.37 0,35 0.04. 0.04.	-	 0.11
102.41i. 102.82 101.22 100.61 ioi.6o 101.58 101.77 101.79 101.4.6 101.86
Less P 2.4-2
	
2.4.0 1.22	 1.21	 1.60	 1.60	 1,77	 1.77	 1.46	 1.60
100.0 100.4-2 100.0 99.4.0 10000 99.98 100.0 100.02 100.0 100.26
Th, = Theoretical
Ohs. = Observed
No.	 Theoretical composition
	 Observed conosition
calculated for:
	 recalculated from: -
I Ca1 0(O4-)5 Co32	 de Villiers (194-2)
2 Ca1	,08(oH)0092	 ])eans (i 938)
3 Ca10(IO4.)5059F00(CO3)0,4-1P1059(OH)004-1 	 Davis (194.7)
4. Ca10(PO,) 660 (co	 F2 + O.4.8CaOO(4.e3) G.runer and. McConnellM	 •33 3 .33	 1	 (1937)
5 Ca10(PO4-)6P2 + , 83Ca0O3 (7. 6%)	 Sandell,Hey and McConnell
(1939)
Notez Borneman-Stañnkevitch and Belov ezpressed the theoretical
composition in terms of hypothetical end-members of an
isoinorphous series; these have been recalculated so that
they appear in the form. .used above.
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late the theoretical densities, for the five apatites, on the basis
of their structural model, SO that they could be compared with the
experimentally detennined values • MoConnell has riot subsequently
discussed this structural model or replied to the criticisms of
Borneman-Starinkevitch and Belov. It may be said that this is the
most convincing interpretation of the chemical analyses of franco-
lite which has so far been given. However it is rather unsat s-
factory because it requires the close proximity of a fluorine ion
and carbonate ion, which is rather unusual, and. because calcite
has been arbitrarily assumed to be present in two samples. Borne .
-man-Starinkevitch and. Belov, as others before them, have unjusti-
?iably assumed that all the sites in the apatite unit cell are
occupied in francolite.
Posner and Duyckaerts (1954) examined the x-ray powder
diffraction pattern of fx'anoolite before and. after about one third
of the carbonate had been leached out. They could not detect the
presence of any calcite in the original francolite, or any change
after some carbonate had been removed. They wrote, "the two patterns
are identical, showing the absence of the carbonate in the apatite
phase, in a sort of negative manner" • Posner and Duyckaerts measured
the irifra-red absorption of dentine, enamel,bone, franolite arid
calcium and. magnesium carbonates in potassium bromide discs in the
frequency range 1800 650 crn. The ix spectra were reproduced
arid, the only conmient they made on them was that the large band appear
ing at about 1050 cawas the orthophosphate band. of apatite. The
conclusion which the authors n&Ie from the x-ray arid infra-red work
is quoted in full;
"It seems apparent that there exists in francolite, enamel,
boris arid den1ine a chemical bond between calcium and carbonate and.
between magnesium and. carbonate which is identical to those bonds in
calcite and magnesite. This would tend to support the negative x-ray
diffraction evidence which shows no change in the apatite phase when
the 002 is removed".
The infra-red spectra which were reproduced show- qpite
clearly that there are differences between the carbonate absorption
bands of dentirie, enamel, bone, franoolite arid, calcite. Posner and
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Duyckaerts have presumably misunderstood the magnitude of the differi.
enoe to- be expected in the positions of carbonate absorption bands
in different carbonate-containing substances, and their conclusions
are therefore incorrect.
Ca.Dlström (1955) believed that franoolite and. dahilite
contained ' amorphous' calcium. carbonate (his quotation marks).
He came to this conclusion, partly from an extensive review of the
literature, and partly from his own work. He thought that the value
of comparing the unit cell dimensions of different carbonate..-containing
apati1e minerals with fluorapatite was somewhat dubious because these
minerals always contained several other ions, in sufficient concentra-
tions that they could aause the changes observed 0 He gave his own
meaauremerits of the lattice constants of vareus apatites, these are
given in Table 7.5.
- Thble 705	 Lattice constants for various apatites (Carlstrt!m, 1955).
Apatite	 a-axis	 c-axis
'ancolite	 (Staffel,Germany)	 9.348	 6.888
" "
	 (Richtersvelt, S.Africa) 	 9.331	 6.899
F].uorapatite (Durango, Mexico) 	 9.391	 6.8714.
U	 (Synthetic)	 9.370	 6.8814.
Hydroxyapatite (Holly Springs, Georgia	 9.14.28	 6.872
U.S.A.)
U	 It	 (Synthetic)	 9.421	 6.882
Note: the estimated. error for each measurement is ± 0.001 , except
for the two samples of francolite, for which it is 0.003L
Carlstrm examined. the xu-ray diffraction pattern from a
150 micron section of francolite (from Staffel) which was cut parallel
to the fibre direction. This gave a well oriented. fibre pattern with
smooth arcs which demonstrated that this sample of francolite was
microcrystalline, with a crystallite size we].l below 1 micron.
Unforiunately, no reproduction of this pattern was given. The particle
size was determined from powder diffraction patterns ond was 3500
± 300 (assuming that the broadening was entirely due to a small
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particle size). Electron microgrc.phs of the samples showed particles of
the same size. He thought that the internal surface of Hendricks and
Hill was insufficient to contain all the carbonate as a single layer of
CO ions, but rather, "one has to assume the presence of a layer of
0a003
 about 25 thick covering the surfaces of the apatite prtic].ee
(about 1,5OO in diameter), perhaps as an oriented overgrowth (epitazy)."
He attempted to demonstrate the 0a003
 in ataffelite by increasing its
particle size by heating in CO2 a 800°C for 146 hours. Calcite is
detected by x1ray diffraction after this treatment; also the diffraction
pattern of the staffelite became a little sharper with a small change in
lattice constants. Oarlstr&n thought that because CaCO was stable under
these conditions, it was unlikely that Ca and 03 ions had left the
apatite lattice to form calcite, but rather that the calcite must have
come from the growth of the *amorphous calcium carbonate on the surface
of the apatite particles.
The finding of a fibre orientation in a section of francolite from
Staffel is very significant, presumably this means that the orysta].lites
have a random orientation about their c-axes. No measurements were made
on any non-fibrous francolite samples. It is difficult to believe that
the well crystallised minerals of the type described by Deans (1938) would
have a fibre orientation about the hexagonal axis because of their well
developed crystal faces. Even if they did not have a fibre orientations
they could of course still be microcrystalline. The rejection by Carlstrm
of the interpretation that the changes in lattice constants are not a
result of substitution by carbonate ions in the apatite lattice, requires
much more substantiation. He suested that magnesium ions might be
responsible, but this was not proved. However, 'ngstrm, in a per8ona].
communication to Posner in 1958 (see Posner, 1960), wa quoted as report-
ing some work that he, EngstrBm, was doing with Jarlstrbm, in which they
found no correlation of the lattice constants of francolite with the car-
bonate content, but they did find a correlation with the magnesium content;
no other report of this work seems to have been published, which is unfort-.
unate, since it conflicts with part of tLle work of Thewlis et a].. (1939).
The formation of calcite in heated francolite does not prove the
prior presence of 'amorphous' calcium carbonate. ven though calcium
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carbonate does not decompose under the conditions of the heating used,
this gives no indication about the stability of the apatite lattice,
The fact that the orysta]. size of the francolite increased, and that
the lattice constants changed, indicate that there was considarable
rearrangement of the structure during the heating. It would seem
very possible that both carbonate and. calcium ions could have been
lost during this rearrangement to foim calcite. It is very difficult
to understand how 'amorphous' calcium carbonate coulJ. account for
the dependence of the birefringence on the carbon dioxide content
which was noted by Geiger. Carlstrm's work has certainly not
proved the presence of amorphous calcium carbonate in francolite,
and. in fact this interpretation seems unlikely.
Trautz (1955) made some accurate measurements of the
lattice constants of some mineral and synthetic apatites; these
he compared with their fluorine and carbon dioxid.e contents as far
as they were known. These measurements are given in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6 Lattice constants of various apatites (Trautz, 1955).
Apatite	 F %
	
a-axis	 c-axis
1. Prancolite, Staffel
2. !rancolite, Cornwall++
3. Prancolite, Devon
14. P apatite, Ontario +
+5. F apatite, Durango
6. Dahllite, Wyoming
7 ° Dahilite, Wyominj
8. P apatite, synth.
9. OH apatite, synth.
10.Enamel, human.
L.jj	 3,36
a	 -
3,4.0	 0.4.5
3.27
	
0.24.
3.77	 0
0	 0
0.01	 2-3
9,34.0
9.354-
9.3 56
9.375
9.387
9.3 911.
9.391
9.373
9.421
9.4-Li-I
6.890
6.884.
6.881
6 • 890
6.880
6.890
6.898
6.882
6.881
6 • 884.
+ Maximum deviation 0.003
++ Matimuin devietion ± 0.005
+++ Maximum deviation ± 0.006
Note: the lattice constants were calculated from the (Li-i o) and
( 004.) reflections. CuK radiation, Noreloo Geiger Counter
Diffraotometer, oaj.ibra%ed with silicon standard.
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Trautz, by comparing francolite from Staffel (No. i)
with the synthetic fluoraparite (No.8) and synthetic hydroxyapatite
(No.9) deduced that there was an approximate shrinkage of the a-axis
by 0013 for I % P, and by 0.0086 for 1% 002 contained in franco-
lite (or by 0.010 for 1% 0029 when the 0.34 F above the theoretical
content in fluorapatite did not cause any further shrinkage). He
oonaidered that the only plausible explanation of this shrinkage
was the substitution of the carboiate ion into the apatite lattice,
and that a shrinkage was reasonable because the carbonate ion was
smaller than the phosphate ion. Trautz, very unfortunately, does
not give the fluorine and carbon dioxide contents of the samples
of dahilite and. other samples of francolite so that it is not
possible to judge the constancy of the change in axes as a function
of the composition. He did not consider the work of Thewlis,
(flock and Murray (1939) who found no relationship between the lattice
constants and carbonate contents of franoolite. Trautz made some
approximate calculations of the orientation of the carbonate ions
in francolite as deduced from the dependence of the birefringence
on the carbonate content. He extended these calculations in a
later publication which will now be discussed.
Trauts (1960) considered that because mineral carbonate.'
containing apatites always had. a red.ucsd a-axis and increased c-axis
the carbonate must be substituting in the lattice. He thought that
because the carbonate ion was too large to form an interstitial
solid solution, or to replace the bydroxyl ions on the six-fold
screw axis, it must therefore replace a phosphate ion. He oaJ.cula-
ted. the angle between the nrinal from the plane of the carbonate ion
and the c-axis to be 4.3° (assuming that all the carbonate ions had
the same orientation with respect to the c-axis). This angle was
consistent with the carbonate ion occupying the inclined face
(with respect to the basal plane) of the phosphate ion which it
replaced. This calculation was based. on an assessment of the
contribution of the unsymmetrical carbonate ion to the birefringence
of carbonate-containing mineral apatitea. The bipolarizability
conributiøri of the carbonate ions in calcite was calculated from
its birefringence and density to be -0.204. per gin CO/mi. The aame
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quantity was calculated for dahilite, using the values of density,
refractive index and. carbon dioxide content of a sample from Green-
land, containing 8. 002. This came to -0.0632 per ga CO/mi
(corrected for the small birefringence of hydrorapatite ) • This
was only 31% of the value found for calcite, which indicated that
in dahllite afl the carbonate ions could not have their normals
parallel with the qptic axis, as in calcite. Trautz was able to
calculate the orientation of the carbonate ions required to cause
this reduction: he determined the ratio between the contribution
to the bipolarizability, and its maximum value (i.e. with the
orientation of the carbonate ions as in calcite) as a function
of the angle of tilt of the ion, assuming that all the ions had
the same angle of tilt. From this function, he deduced that the
contribution of the carbonate ions would be 31% of their maximum
value, if they were all iented so that tIE angle between the normal
to the carbonate ion and, the o-ax was 4,30, The same calculation
gave 4,1° if the physical constants of a.ragonite were used. instead of
calcite. Trautz calculated the birefringence to be expected in
this sanle of dahilite, if it had. the structure suggested by
McConnell (1 952a): the birefringence was 0.005 more positive instead
of the observed figure of 0.0012 more negative compared with the
carbonate-free apatite, He regarded this as disproving McConnells
hypothesis. He concluded the section of his paper dealing with the
position of the carbonate ion in dahlli'te by writing "In my opinion,
the situation will be represented best by assuming that the carbonate
in the apatite is present as an. inpurity that is caught in. the
growing apatite on account of its affinity to one of the ions in the
structure (Ca) and not because it enhances the stability of the
apatite structure. It is even caught when, in higher concentration,
it destroys the apatite structure and. forms an amoxphcus aggregato
with the phosphate." (This last sentence is a reference to his work
on synthetic carbonate-containing apatites prepared by precipitation
in the presence of carbonate ions, see
McConnell (1 962a) has criticised Trautz' a work. Be considered,
it incorrect to calculate the contribution of inclined C0 ions within
an isotropic medium and to apply the results to a solid, that was already
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aniaotropio for other structural reasons. He also c'iticised the
suggested. substitution b ecause Trautz gave no account of what happened.
to the fourth tetrahedral ocygen of a.
	 ion which had been
replaced by a CO3 ion. Mcconnell o].aimed that Trautz' a theory ould
necessitate that 1.iiere would be a fairly simple relation between the
carbon dioxide content and Ca/P ratio, a fact which was not observed
(McConnell, 196(b).
Mcconnell's criticismoT Trautz's method of calculating
the contribution, from the carbonate ions, to the bipolarizability
of dahilite is not justified: the fact that the calculation of the
contribution to the bipolarizability was based. on an arrangement of
carbonate ions to give zero bipolarizability, dc)es not invalidate
the application of these results to a non-isotropic system, provided
that the birefringence already present in this system is corrected.
for, as ws in fact none by Trautz (1960).
Two assumptions of Trautz's work ar.firt, that the
birefringence of calcite is entirely due to the carbonate ions; and
second, that the contribution of the carbonate ion to the bipolari-
zabiity depends only on its concentration and orientation, and not
on Its local envIronment. Trautz did not discuss these effects in
detail, except in as far as he calculated the orientation of the
carbo.nate ions in dahilite from the physical constants of aragonite
instead of calcite: from this calculation he obtained the angle
4.j0 instead of 4.3°, a trivial difference. To obtain ure information
about these effects, the angle of tilt wa calculated from the
physical constants of nine other simple carbonates, ranging from lead.
to lithium carbonate. The values obtained far the angle of tilt were
all in the narrow range of 14.oO_14.50, which gives some confidence to the
results obtained by this method of calculation.
Trautz did not discuss any of the works of Borneman-Starin..
kevitch and Belov who had. earlier suggested, on purely chemical evidence,
the replcemcnt of phosphate ions by carbcnate ions in francolite and
dahilite (see earlier part of this section).
6 • 88
6.88
6.87
6.87
6.88
6188
6.88
6188
6188
1.10
	
2.55
1 .63
	
3.04
1 .76
	
3 • 20
3 • 45
	
2.23
4.10
	
4.32
4 • 09
	 4.18
6.62
	
2 • 70
6186
	 3.12
Table 7.7. Lattice constants, mean refractive indices and
chemical analyses of francolite containing varying
amounts of carbon dioxide (Maslennikov and Kavitskaya,
1956).
	
Lattice constants	 Mean refractive	 Chemical analysis %
a-axis	 c-axis	 index	 CaO	 P205	 002
9.36 -	 6.88	 1.631	 55.5	 42.0	 0.00	 3.60
9.36	 6.88	 1.617-
	
51.77	 36.71	 1.70	 3.00
9 • 35
9.35
9 • 34
9.33
9 • 32
9.31
9.31
9.31
9.30
1 .620
1.600-
1.622
1.619
1.619
1.616
1.6 15'
1.610
1 • 609
1.603
1.599
46.75
51.32
53.45
51.66
53.13
54.07
48.34
50.00
34.69
36.59
38.28
36.13
33.54
32196
30130
31.77
50.95	 36.07
	
1.80	 2.79
Masleimkov and Kavitskaya (1956) have measured the lattice
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constants, re±ractive indices (but not the birefringence), carbonate,
phosphate, calcium and fluorine contents for a series of francolite
samples with varying carbon dioxide contents. These results are
given opposite in Table 7.?. The value of the a-axis has a well
defined but not quite linear dependence on the CO2 content; there
are however some anomalous values from the samples with less than
2% 2• As the carbonate content increases, the phosphate content
decreases; Maslennikov and Kavits1aya did not consider the chemical
analyses in detail. Their work strongly supports the hypothesis
that carbonate ions replace phosphate ions in the apatite lattice in
francolite.
7.3. Summary
There is no direct evidence that the carbon dioxide which
is present in dahilite and francolite is combined with a second
phase, such as calcite or amorphous calcium carbonate, or that it Is
adsorbed on an internal network of surfaces. The only reason why
any of these ideas have ever gained credence comes from the theoretical
difficulties associated with fitting the carbonate ion into the apatite
lattice, and from the difficulty of demonstrating that this has happ-
ened from experimental obeervations. It has however been shown that
there is a dependence of the a-axis on the CO 2 content, but ihere seem
to be other undetermined factors which also influence it. There does
not seem to have been any significant work on the x-ray diffraction
intensities from single crystals of francolite. The only reasonable
interpretation of the dependence of the lattice constants on the CO2
content is that the carbonate ion is in the apatite lattice; the only
reasonably anion for it to replace is the phosphate ion (the fluoride
ion is ruled out because there is usually sufficient present to occupy
all these positions). The substitution for phosphate ions is reason-
ably consistent with the chemical analyses; and the calculation of the
orientation of the ion from measurements of the birefringence is con-
sistent with the carbonate ion fitting into the sloping face (with
respect to the basal plane) of the space left by the phosphate ion.
However, the details are still obscure of how the difference in charge
between the PO and CO ions is compensated for in the apatite lattice.
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CHAPTER 8
DESCRIPTION AND ORIN OP THE MINERALS STUDIED
8.j. Powdered. specimens
Two of the specimens obtained from the British Museum
(Natural History) were only suitable for study as powders. The
Museum's description of the minerals, and other brief details
are as follows:
(a) rancolite. Wheal Pranoo, Tavistock, Devon.
British Museum Nuniber 613 1 -2, The mineral, was a fine
brown powder. The full analysis of this same sample
has been published by Sandefl, Hey and McConnell
(1937). According to them, it is almost certainly
the actual specimen to which the earliest public
ascription of the name fraricolite was made.
(b) Dahilite. Podolia, Russia. British Museum Number
1958,1.91. The mineral was a hard brown solid. No
crystals were visible in sections examined. under
the microscope.
Eight powdered sainp].es of phosphate rock were obtained
from the Lovington Research Station of Messrs. Pisons Ltd..
Details of these samples are given in Table 8.1 • The carbon
dioxide and fluorine contents are from figures supplied. by
Messrs. Pisons Ltd. All the apatites of igneous origin and.
that from Togoland. appeared as birefringent particles under the
polarisirig microscope; the remainder appeared. as amorphous
solids,
A sample of native phosphate rock from Casab].anca,
was obtained from Messrs. Aibright and Wilsen Ltd., Birmingham.
It appeared as an amorphous matoriaJ. under the polarising microscope,
This rook is an example of a marine phosphorite.
Ko].a(N,Russia)
Palainbora
(N.E. Transvaal)
Quebec
Sukulu (Uganda)
.2FLorida
Gafsa (Tunis)
Morocco
Igneous
1,
Marine Phosphorite
It	 It
It	 I?
0.3
6.0
0.5
0.3
1.9
501
3.8
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Table 8.2. Details of minerals obtained, from Messrs. Pisons Ltd..
Locality	 Geological Origin1	CO	 P
3.3
2.2
3.1
2.1
zI..1
3.14.
if.14.
Togoland	 No information 	 2.1	 3.5
found
' see for instance: Van Wazer (1961)
2flotation concentrate
8.2. Single crystals
Two different crystals of carbonate-containing apatites
were used. for the studies with polarised. irifra-red radiation.
They both came from the British Museum (Natural History). The
descriptions given them by the Museum were:
(a) Prancolite. Fowey Consols Mine, St.Blazey, Cornwall,
England0 British Museum Number 55514.80
(b) Apatite. Wakefield, Canada. Britith Museum Number
191 7, 277.
The crystal of francolite was an ill-formed colourless
hexagonal plate, about 3.5 mm in diameter. It was confirmed that
the morphological hexagonal axis coincided with the crystallographic
hexagonal axis by examining sections cut either parallel or per,pend-.
icular to this axis. The sections out parallel to the optic axis
showed that the crystal had a. variable birefringence.
The crystal of apatite from Wakefield was green and. had an
irregular shape, about 3x3x2 mm3. There was one bass]. cleavage
plane and. one small prism face. The crystal was diobroic (o = green,
E = pale yellow). The direction of the optic axis was determined
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from the dichroim and. verified. by examirthxg sections cut
either parallel or perpendicular to this axis. The crystal had.
a cons taut birefringence.
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CHAPTER 9
RESULTS D DISCtJSSION - MINERALOGIC.AL .APATITES
9.1 • Infra-red investigation of powdered minerals
9.1.1. Results
The irifra-red absorption spectra of the mineral samples
which were studied are given in Pius. 9.1-9.3. The frequencies
and. assignments of the bands are given in Table 9.1 • The 3 micron
region of the absorption spectra are not shown; most of the poorly
crystallised. phosphate rocks had. a water absorption band, but the
hydroxyl barid at ca. 3570	 was absent or very weak. The weak-
ness of this band is consistent with the high fluorine contents
of the minerals (see Table 8.1.) which show that most of the
positions on the six-fold ew axis will be occupied by fluoride
rather than hydroxyl ions. The absorption spectra for the region
12-15 microns of the non-igneous apatites (Figs. 9.1 and. 9.2) are
not shown; however no further absorption bands which ccmld be
assigned to the oarbnate ion were observed in this region.
No differences were observed in the positions of the bands
in any of the non-igneous minerals studied. However the width of
the band. at 865 cm 1 and the whole band at about 14.35 cm v2ry
as wefl as the relative intensities of the two components of the
14.35 cm band: broader bands are associated with the 14 .27 cm
band. being more intense than the 14.53 cm band. The possible
origin of these effects will be discussed in section 9.1.3. The
similarities in the position of the bands in the absorption spectra
of the non-igneous minerals indicate that they should all be c].assi-
fled. as varieties of francolite0 However it should not be assumed
that all non-igneous phosphate rocks are varieties of francolite9
because it has not been possible to examine any specimens of phos-
phatised. rock, for example, from the Nauru or Ocean Islands; these
deposits are thought to originate from the replacement of limestone
by phosphate derived from overlying marine phosphorites or guano.
The only sample of dahilite, from Pod.olia, which was xa-
mined, showed no hyiroxyl absorption peak even in a 250 section.
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Tchirwinsky (i 907), who originally described fluorine-free carbon-
ate containing apatites from this locality under the name podolite
(see 7.1), stated (Tchirwinsky, 1913) that many of the samples
contained fluorine0 It is very probable that the sample studied
contained fluorine and thould have been designated francolite and
not .hllite. As all the other samples studied are to be classi-
fied as francolites because their fluorine contents exceed 1 (see
7.1), the identity of the locL envjronment of the carbonate ion
in dahilite and francolite has not been proved, but is very probable.
Exananation of the spectra of the igneous apatites (see
Fig. 9.3) shows that the carbonate absorption bands have a much
greater variety in the igneous rocks than in the non-igneous ones.
Only one of them(from the Kola peninsula) is similar to francolite,
although that from Sukulu may contain a little francolite.
The difference between the Kola and Palambora rocks is
a little surprising because of their similar geological origins;
it is said that they both originate by differentiation from cooling
basic magma (Shand, 1932). The apatite from Quebec was the only
one to have a prcnounced absorption band which could be attributed
to the in-plane deformation xrode of the carbonate ion; this was at
-1712 cm
Frequency cm
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FIg, 9.1. Powder samples of mineralogical apalites dispersea on plates
of barium fluorine; 'InfraooH' spectrometer.
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Table 9.1 The frequencies and assignments for the absorption
spectra of the mineralogical apatites given in
Figs. 9.1 - 9.3.
Geographical origin
	
requency	 Assignment
Pig. 9.1.
(a) Powey Consols Mine, 	 iI-53
Cornwall, B.M.555L4.B
I 0901
I 050J
965	 PO
865	 003 out-of-plane
deformation
Po&liaRussia. as for Fowey Corisols Mine; but excluding the
B 0M.1958,2+91:	 band. at 1090 cm 9 and including a band at
915 cur of unknown origin.
Wa1cefiold, Canada. as for Fowey Consols Mine0
B.M.i917,277:
Pig. 9.2.
(a) Casablanca	 lli.53).	 003 in-plane stretching
114.27j
965
	
PO
865
	
00 out-of-plane
deformation
(b) lorida:	 as f ci' Casablanca
(c) Gafsa	 1630
I .53
I li.27
965
865
(d) Morocco:	 as for Casablanca
(e) Togolarid:	 as for Casablanca
(f) Whea3. Franco,	 4709
Devon. B,M,6j64.2
riot known (not shown)
	
jl.53	 003 in-plane stretching
I 4.27)
	
965	 :Eo
	
865
	
003
144.9.
I 4.24J
960
864.
(b) PaJ.ainbora
(0) Quebo
ca.I 4.70
960
ca. 873
I 4.35
14.18
965
920
873
712
I 1-99
14.62
I 4.52
14.31
14.13
(a) Sukulu
Probably all due to 003
in-plane stretching
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Table 9.1 continued
Pig. 9.3.
(a) Ko].a	 1633	 0-H bending: water
003 in-plane strotohing
PO4
OO out-of -plane
-# deformation
003 in-plane stretching
PO4.
O0. out-of-plane
-, dcfornation
003 in-plane stretching
Poll-
not known (see also
Pig. 9.15)
C0 out-of-plane
deformation
00 in-plane deformation
(not shown)
960
	
P011.
873
	
003
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9.1.2 Ooiarison with c alcjum arbo:taIes ana synthetic
carboriate-contairang apatites
A comparison of the carbonate absorption bands from the
igneous apatites with those from the various farina of calcium cax
bonates (see Table 2.3, page 38) shows that the frequencies of the
carbonate absorption bands in the apatite from Quebec corresponds
fairly closely to those found in calcite; it is therefore possible
that the carbon dioxide is in the form of calcite in this apatite.
The other igneous apatites do nctt correspond closely to any of the
other forms of calcium carbonate, nor do they correspond directly
to any of the synthetic carbonate-containing apatites which were
described in Chapter 6, although it would be possible for small
amounts of these to be present. Rather little precise information
can be given about these igneous carbonate-containing apatites and
they will not be discussed any further in this work,
A similar conarison of the absorption spectrum of franco-
lite with the various forms of calcium carbonate, indicates that none
of these are present as a major coixiponent of francolite. In particu-
lar, the absence of a band. near 712 crn indicates that calcite is
absent0 This is contrary to the conclusion reached by Posner and.
Duckaerts (1 95L), although their spectra showed the same differences.
However, this result agrees with the ork of Silverman, Puyat and
Weiser (1952), who demonstrated that calcite was absent from franca..
lite by a variety of techniques (see 7.2).
The spectrum fran francolite can be compared with those
from the various synthetic carbonate-containing apatites described
in Chapter 6. None of them is similar to francolite, This shows
that the carbonate ions do not substitute for fluorine on the six-f old
screw axis in francolite; this agrees with the point made by Gruner
arid. McConnell (1937), that there is, in most francolite specimens,
sufficient fluorine to occupy all these positions, A further deduo-
tion is that none of the phosphate rocks examined could have been
formed by any of the processes described. in Chapter 6 without subse..
quent modification. In particular, they could not have been formed.
directly, either by precipitation from solution, or by the reaction
between alkaline phosphate solutions and calcite (or other calcium
rbonaLte).
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9.1.3. Theoretical interpretation of carbonate absorption bands
in francolite
Simple caxbonates have only one absorption peak near I 4.00 cm,
The presence of two peaks at 14.53 and 1427 cm could. be due to four
causes; these have been discussed in greater detail in sections 2.3
and 2.6, they are:
j ) Interaction between neighbouring carbonate ions.
2) Coupling with a low frequency lattice mode.
3) Carbonate ions in two different environments.
4) Lose of the double degeneracy of this mode o
the carbonate ion, caused by a lowering of the
symmetry of the ion in the crystal lattice.
The first possibility is a little unlikely because of the
low concentration of the carbonate ions in francolite; but more
particularly because the band. at 865 cm appears single. It migi-it
be e,cpected. that interaction between neighbouring ions would also
cause a doubling of this band.
Coupling with a low-frequency lattice mode is very unlikely
as this results in broad bands or a series of bands; in this case only
two sharp bands are observed.
The third possibility, that the splitting is due to car-
bonate ions in two different environments, requires special consid.-
eration because of McConnell' s structural hypothesis involving two
different kinds of carbonate ions. The variable intensity of the
two bards suggests that this indeed is the case. However, it is
thought that the variable intensity arises not frcan a variable d.is-.
tribution of carbonate ions between the two environments in. McConnell' a
model, but rather from. a small variable amount of a second phase which
is essentially an impurity. This second phase is presumably respon-
sible for the enhanced absorption of the peak at 1427 an ' ; the broad-'
ening of the base of this whole band.; and. the broadening of the pock
at 865 om. This second phase need be present in only very 5mckfl-
amounts arid oculd be similar to one of the precipitated synthetic
apatites described in. Chapter 6; or seine form of calcium carbonate,
calcite for instance, which is often associated with phosphate rocks
(Silverman, et al., 1952). Furthermore, if the two peaks at 14.53
1427 cm were due to carbonate ions in two different environments
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then the band at 865 ari should also be double, unless, by chance,
the two bands had exactly the same frequencies. This is rather un
likely because this band is very sharp, particu3..arly in the well
crystallised samples. These arguments make it very likely that the
fourth explanation is correct, namely that the two bends arise from
the loss of the double degeneracy of the in-plane stretching xnode
the carbonate ion, whith is caused by a lowering of its synmetry.
Confirmation of this exp1a-natiQr is given in section 9.2.3.
9.2. Polarised. infra-red. studies of sections of minerals
9 • 2.1. Results
The polarised. infra-red spectra from sections of the
apatite from Wakefield are shovn in Pig. 9.1k.. There was insufficient
carbon dioxide in the apatite to make the carbonate band. at 865 cm
visible above the background. from the phosphate band at 1050 cm
There was 1nuth irore carbon dioxide in the sample of fraxioolite from
Powey Consols Mine, so that all three carbonate bands could be
measured. The spectra from this mineral are given in Pig. 9.5.
The sections have been made of suitable thickness for the different
wavelength regions studied.
The frequencies end dichroio ratios of the bands are
tabulated in Table 9.2. The angles between the transition moments
and. the c-axis have been calculated from equation 2.11 and. are also
given. The measured dichroic ratios of the bands at 1453 and. 1427 cn
depend rather on how the - background of the one band is corrected fcn'
the presence of the other. The errors given for the angles are esti-
mated from the range of angles obtained by making about four measure-
ments f',r oath mode on different sections or repeated measurements
on the seine section. The errors therefore exclude systematic factors;
those however are probably not very significant. The assignment of
the carbonate absorption bands assumes that the ion has sytruiietry C;
the order of assignment cd the bands at i127 and. hi53 om 1 to
the symmetric mode, and-', the antisyrimetric mode respectively,
is arbitrary: as explained in section 2.6, there is no simple way
of distinguishing between these.
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Table 9.2. The frequencies, assignments, diohroic ratios and
angles e, between the transition iments and the
c-axis for the bands in Figs. 9o 1i. and 9.5.
Frequency om Assignment	 D,, D Dichroio ratio
Pranoolite. Fowey Consols Mine, Cornwall, B .M.55511.8
3510	 OH	 0.5K0.01	 ca. e 1/ 0
14.53	 003	 0.27 0.50	 0,53	 J.. 62
lZi.29
	
1	 0O	 0.20 0.52	 0.38	 1. 67
	96O(noth,l PO4.	 0.15 0.35	 0,4.3	 J. 65
865	 6 CO3	 0.20 0.65	 3.3	 // 37
Apatite. Wakefield, Canada. B .M • 1917,277
3550	 OH	 0.56<0.01	 Ca. cc /1 .. 0
14.53	 C0	 0.56 0.78	 0.73	 .L 59
14.27
	
)003	 0.24. 0.86	 0.27	 Jo.. 69
The mean values of 0 and their estimated. maximum errors obtained.
from a number of meaaurements on the same and. different sections
of both specns are:
60.5 ± 3°
69 ± 4.
37 ± 4.0
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9.2.2. Orientation of the hydroxyl ion
Examination of Fig. 9.4a shows that the hythoxyl ion in
the apatite lattice absorbs radiation only when the direction of
the electric vector is in the direction of the c-axis; therefore,
the 0-H bond must be in this direction. As both the fluorine and
hydroxyl ions occupy the positions (qq) and (op), on hor2znta3.
mirror planes, the 0-H bonds must be perpendicular to these planes.
The only way in which the position of the hydrogen atoms can be
consistent with the space group is that they occupy positions random-.
ly, above and below the mirror planes.
9.2.3. OrthogonaJ]ity of the transition moments of the carbonate
ion and its possible site symmetry in francolite.
The manner in which the point group of the carbonate ion
might be deduced from its infra-red absorption spectrum has been
discussed in section 2.6. The observation that the degeneracy of
the in-plane stretching mode has been lost indicates (see Table 2.2)
that the carbonate ion must belong to one of the point groups,
or O. A consideration of the angles between the three transit-
ion moments	 6 (using the assignments for 02) may
decide between these three possibilities.
A simple theorem in three dimensionaJ. coordinate geometry
states that if the angles between a line and three orthogonal coor-
dinate axes are , ( and , then,
2 + cos215 + cos2 ' = 1.
The sum of the squares of the cosines of the angles made by the
transition moments of 	 L9 and 6 With the c-axis (see Table
9.2) have been calculated below, and is 1.008.
cos2e°
60.5	 0.242
69	 0.128
37	 o.638
1.008
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The main contribution to this sum cos from the value of 0
for 
'6 if two further sums are calculated taking the limits on
the value of this , one obtains, I .0Th. and O 940. Cone equently
the sum of the squares, namely 1.008, does not differ from unity
by en amount that cannot be explained by experimental errors.
Hence it is not possible to demonstrate a la& of orthogonallity
of the three transition moments, and therefore it is still not
possible to be more specific ahout which point group the carbonate
ion belongs to. But what can be said is that the near orthogonallity
of the transition moments is strong confirmation of the assignment
made in. section 9.1.3 of the three carbonate bands to a carbonate ion,
in a single environment, that has lost the double degeneracy of the
band near I li-I 2 cin which occurs in the undistorted ion. This means
that McConnell' s structural model, involving carbonate ions in two
different environments, is incorrect.
The phosphate absorption bands
The most intense phosphate absorption band is observed
near 1050 cm and corresponds to the triply degenerate mode 3 of
the undistorted ion. The site symmetry of the ion in the apatite
lattice is such that the symmetry of the ion will be reduced from
Td to C3 ; this will calige all the degenoracies to be lost, and all
the modes to became infra-red active (see 2.7). This loss of degeneracy
may be the cause of the band. at 1090 cm, but this could. equally well
be due to interactions between the six phosphate loris in the apatite
unit cell. However the band at 960 cm 1 , which is irifra-red inactive
in the undistorted ion, almost certainly arises from the lowering of
the symmetry. It was predicted (see 2.7) that the d.ichroism of this
bend should be completely parallel; however it has a partial perpend.-
icular dichroism (see Table 9.2), and is in fact identical to enamel
(see Table 12.2). This disagreement with the siniple theory may be duo
to interactions between neighbouring phosphate ions.
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Symmetry
Pig.9.6 The oriention of the phosphate ion in apatite.
R
Pig. 9.7. Stereogram of the theoretioal and exper'imenlfally
determined orie1ations of the transition moments
of the normal xaodes of the carbonate ion in
francoli-te.	 -	 -
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transition moment of's 6 , where the angle OT is 35° 16'. The possible
position of the transition moments of 1 and 4
 must lie on the great
circle PQR whose pole is at T. They lie in an alternating sequence on
this circle separated by 300 intervals and have been given superscripts
so that 1fl:Ip	
4'	
2,	
etc. are possible sets of
positions for the transition moments. The experimentally determined
position of 6
 has been inserted at U: there is a degree of freedom
of the set of experimentally deternuied transition moments about the
c-axis (i.e. normal to 0) because of the uniazial s ymmetry of the apa-
tite lattice, but the position of U has been chosen so that it is a
minimum distance from P. The other experimentally determined transition
moments have been placed on a great circle PR (pole U) and their posi-
tions on the circlo determined by the condition that the angle between
and 0, and	 and 0 should be 60.5° and 69 respectively (see
Table 9.2., page 146); with these conditions the angle between
	
and.
is 93°. Examination of the positions of	 and 
'V1shows that they
deviate by only 8° and 6° from the positions of 34 and.
	 respective-
ly. This deviation can be reduced appreciably if the experimentally
determined positions of 1 , and6 are rotated 50 in a c1ociwise
direction; in this case the maximum deviation between experimental
and theoretical positions is 40 and can be accounted for by experimen-
tal errors.	 The close agreement between the experimental set of transi-
tion moments and one of the theoretical possible sets is strong confirma-
tion that the carbonate ions are positioned symmetrically In the triangle
ABC.	 It also shows that the order of assignment given in section 9.2,1.
(page 144) of the bands at 1427 and 1453 cm to 	 and '14 respectively
is correct; therefore when the degeneracy of the in-plane stretching
mode is lost in francolite, the high frequency eomDonent is the anti-
symmetric mode, and, the low frequency component is the symmetric mode.
The orientation of the carbonate ion is in complete agreement with
the hypothesis that the oxygen atoms A, B and C form a carbonate ion when
a phosphate ion in the apati-be lattice is replaced by a carbonate ion,
but these three oxygen atoms may not move equal distances to form the
carbonate ion. However, if they do so, then the carbon atom must be at 0,
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The diniens ions of the triangle BC are known from the structure of
hydroxyapatite (see Table 1.2, page 18) and will not be much different
in francolite, Prom this it can be calculated that the distance OA
is about 1.479. The C-O bond length of the carbonate ion is 1.28
(from the structure of calcite determined by x-ray diffraction;
C.J. Brown, private communication). Therefore the minimum distance
that each oxygen atom has to move to form the carbonate ion is O.2..
Thus this work supports the work o Borneinan-Starinkevitch (1938)
and Belov (1939) who originally proposed the substitution of a carbonate
for phosphate ions in francolite and shows that it i the three oxygen
atoms on the inclined face of the P0tetrahedron which are retained
(as suggested by Belov, 1939 and calculated by Traut, 1960). However,
the manner in which the difference in charge between the carbonate and
phosphate ions is compensated for is still obscure. The carbonate ions
must be positioned in a random manner either above or below the mirror
plane, so that the symmetry is maintained in a statistical manner.
The form of substitution of carbonate ions for phosphate ions in
the apatite lattice discussed above must be contrasted with the replace-.
ment of hydroxyl ions by carbonate ions considered in section 6.1, In
the former case there is a contraction of the a-axis whilst in the
latter there is an expansion. It therefore seems that there are two
different ways in winch the carbonate ion can substitute into the
apatite lattice. This confirms the sugestaon made in the summary of
the work on synthetic carbonate-containing apatites on page 65.
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CHAFTER 10
INTDUCTI0N D CONSIDERATION OP PREVIOUS WORK ON BIOLOGICJL .APATIS
1001 • The chemis1ry and. structure of enamel, dentine and. bone
Enamel, dentine and bone are hard, calcified tissues of
the body. Bone differs from dentine and enamel in being a tissue
that not only forms the skeleton but also acts as a store of calcium
and phosphorus. Enamel forms the hard, non-.vitaj. coring of the
teeth over the softer more resilient, and vital, dentine. To some
extent the different roles of these tissues are reflected in their
chemical and. physical compositions • The approximate compositions of
these tissues are given in Table 10.1.
Table 10.1, Chemical composition of enamel, dentine, cementuni and. bone.
(From Orban, 1957; compiled by H.C. Hodge).
CementuniEnamel	 Dentin Compact Bone
Water	 2.3%
	 13.2%	 32%
Organic matter
	 1.7	 17.5	 22
Ash	 96.0	 69.3
	
16
In 100 gn -of ash
Calcium	 36.1	 35.	 35.5 gm
Phosphorus	 17.3	 17.1	 17.1
Carbon dioxide	 3.0	 Z0
Magnesium	 0.5
	
1.2	 0.9
Sodium	 0.2	 0.2	 1.1
Potassium	 0,3
	
0.07
	
0.1
Chlorine	 0.3
	
0.03
	
-	 0.1
Fluorine	 0.016	 0.017
	
0.015
Sulfur	 0.1	 0.2	 0.6
Copper	 0.01
Silicon	 0003
	
0.04.
Iron	 0.0025
	
0.09
Zinc	 0.016	 0.018
Whole Teeth	 Bone
Lead.	 0.0071 to 0.037
	
0,002 to 0.02
Smal]. amounts of: Ce, La, Pr, Ne,
Ag, Sr, Ba, Cr, Sn, Mn, Ti, Ni V, Al, B, Cu,
Li, Se.
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The inorganic component of enamel, dentine and. bone is an
apatite whose x-ray diffraction pattern is very similar to hydroxy .
-apatite. The apatite crystals in enamel are rod-shaped, being elong
aed in the direction of the c-axis, In enamel they are very approxi '
-mately 20OO x 500k, and in bone about 500 x 250 x 75 (also elong-
ated. in the direction of the c-axis); those in dentine are about the
same size as those in bone. The organic matrix in dentine arid, bone
1. s collagen, whilst that in enamel is possibly some form of keratin-
like protein, about which very lit1e is knovn,
The C,/P no]. ratios of bone and. dentine are usually some-
what higher than for hydroxyapatite, and this leads on ignition at 100000
to 'the formation of hydroxyapatite and. calcium oxide; enamel, on the
other hand, usually has a Ca/P no].. ratio lower than hyth'oxyapatite,
and this behaves on ignition like synthetic apatites with s.milar
C/P mol. ratios, and forms hydroxyapatite and (3-Ca3(PO)2 (see page
32 of Carlstrbm, 1955).
No crystalline components other than apatite and. te organic
protein fraction have ever been observed in 'riorma]J healthy bone,
dentine and. enamel,
As outlined in the introduction to Part I, the main probleina
•tn the crystal chemistry of biological apatites are to elucidate their
relatonship to synthetic and. mineralogical apatites; to expain the
variable C,/P ratios observed; and to specify the relationship of the
carbonate ions to the apatite lattice, As mentioned before, the main
emphasis will be on the problem of the carbonate in biological apatitos,
particularly because of the possible involvement of carbonate in caries;
for instance, because its presence inhibits the proper crysta2.lisation
of apatites, and because its association with apati'tes increaseb chair
rate of solution in acids, This is difficult in material of biological
origin because of the variable nature of the samples; the presence of
organic matter; and the small crystal size of the apatite. Bone an1.
d,entine are more difficult than ennme]. in these respects. The ogan10
fraction of bone and, d.entine is usually removed by one of the following
methods: i) Heating to 500°C to burn off the organic material; 2) heating
ma solution of potassium hydroxide in glycerol (Gabriel, 1894); or 3)
refluxirig with ethylene d.iaxnine. These are rather severe processes; the
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first two methods have been shown to considerably alter the mineral
fraction. Heating at 50000 causes the loss of 002 and the formation.
of pyrophosphate; and heating in KOH and g1ycrol causes a change in
chemical composition and lattice constants (Zapanta and Trautz, 1961).
These difficulties render much of the previous 'work on bone and dentine
of limited value.
	 The present work has been limited to a. study of
enamel because; j) previous chemical analyses are more reliable on
account of the low organic content 1 and the smaller surface area of
the crystals which is available to adsorb extraneous ions; 2) the
apatite crystals are larger allowing more accurate meaaureinent of lattice
constants by x-ray diffraction; and. finally, 3) sections with well
oriented apatite crystals coul3. be cut front enamel so that polarised
infra-red techniques could be used. Because of this use made of
enamel to provide oriented specimens, it is pertinent to describe
briefly the structure of enamel in the following paragraph (see for
instance; Orbari., 1957).
The building units of enamel are the enamel rods: these are
about 4 .7 microns in diameter. They run from the enamel-.dentine
junction to the outer surface of the enamel, but their course is not
completely straight nor normal to either of these two surfaces. The
important feature, as regards the present study, about enamel rods
is that the apatite crystals are approximately oriented in the direction
of the length of the enamel rods. This means that sections can. be
 cut
from suitably chosen teeth, in which the enamel has a good. uni?i'cial
orientation over an area ae about 2 x 0.5 mm2
 in the plane of the section,
This area is easily suf±icient to fill the entrance slit of the infra-
red spectrometer, fitted with a reflecting microscope with a magnification
of x 8, which was used.
The literature on biological apatites is voluminous and it
'would not be profitable to review it all in detail. Extensive reviews
have been published by: Eisenberger, Lehrman and Turner (194.0);Leicester
(j9z.9); Neuman and Neuman (1953, 1958 );	 Carlstrtm (1955); and.
Dallemagne et al. (1961). Instead, a brief historical account of the
subject up to 1960 is given in section 10.2. Sections 10.3 to 10.6
are devoted to the chief experimental results obtained after about 1950;
and. the final section is devoted to a suimnary of these results (excluiling
those given in the present wark) and. the deductions to be made from them.
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10.2. Historical survey up to 1960*
Hatchett in 799 demonstrated that teeth, like shells and
bones were conosed. of phosphate of lime and a small amount of carbon-
ate of lime. Pepy followed these qualitative analyses by a quanti-
tative analysis in 1803, Durihg the following century and a quarter
further analyses were published, but according to Leicester many of
these are of doubtful value; presumably accurate analyses were published.
from bout 1935 onwards.
After Hatchett's work in 1799 and. the early chemical analyses
it was assumed for many years that bone, dentine and enamel consisted
chiefly of tricalcium phosphate, Ca3 (PO4.)2, and a smaller amount of
calcium carbonate. However Bassett in 1917 demonstrated that the
only stable calcium phosphate precipitated in solutions at near
neutral pH was a basic phosphate, 30a3 (PO4.) 2,Ca(OH) 2, which resembled
the mineralogical apatites, fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite. Because
blood serum has a nearly neutral pH, Bassett suggested that hydroxy-
apatite would be precipitated during the formation of enamel, dentine
and. bone; the carbonate was thought to be in the form of calcium
carbonate. The presence of apatite in hard tissues was soon verified
by the independent application of x-ray diffraction techniques by
Gross and de Jong in 1926. They found a close similarity between
the diffraction patterns from hard. biological tissues and mineralogical
apatites • Punaoka (1926), as well as de Jong and Gross commented on the
small crystal size of the biological apatites compared with mineral-
ogical apatites as deduced from diffraction photographs. The situation
became complicated when Punaoka (1931) found a close similarity between
the x-ray diffraction patterns from bone salt and conunercial tricalcium
phosphate, 0a3(PO4.) 2.xH2O, but Trniel and. Mller (1932) pointed out
that tricalcium phosphate itself gave an x-ray diffraction pattern
characteristic of en apatite structure, so that it was still possible
that bone contained hydroxyapatite, end not tricaloium phosphate.
*The part of this survey up to I 94.5 is mostly based on the book by
Leicester (194.9) entitled 'Biochnistxy of the Teeth'.
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Gassmann (1928, 1929) suggested that the apatite in bone
had a formula, Ca1 0(0)6co3 , which was derived from the structure
of hyth'oxyapatite by the replacement of the hydroxyl ions by carb-
oriate ions: this structure was identical to the tI-en current view
of the structure of dabilite. Similarities between dahilite and
biological apatites were also suggested by others (Andresen and
Goldsthnddt, 1927; Hendricks, Hill, Jacob and Jefferson, 1931;
Roseberry, Hastings and Morse, 193h; and M5ller and Tr8mel, 1933).
The idea that carbonate ions replaced hydroxyl ions in binlogica].
apatites was discredited by the work of C-runer and McConnell (i 937)
who pointed out the steno difficulties of the substitution in
dahilite and. francolite this wou3d require a large increase in the
unit cell which was not observed. The idea that carbonate ions
may replace hydroxyl ions in biclogical apatites has not su:bsequent-
ly been seriously considered.
Klement (1929) demonstrated the differential solubility of
carbonate over phosphate in bone, and concluded that the carbonate
was in the form of calcium carbonate. This idea was again expressed.
by K].ement and Trmel (1932), even though they failed to demonsrate
the presence of any lines dt to calcium carbonate in their x-ray
diffraction pattern from bone, an observation which has been confirmed
for enamel and dentine as well as bone by all subsequent workers.
Gruner1
 McConnell and Armstrong (1937) suggested that the
Gruner-McConnell model for fraricolite discussed in section 7.2, also
applied to the biological apatites. Hodge (i 938) discussed this idea
but thought it more likely that the carbonate was present as an ocolu-.
ded, adsorbed or interstitially crystallised salt. Thewlis, Clock and
Murray (1939) agreed with this view particularly as they could not
detect less than 1C of calcium carbonate in association with
hydroxyapatito by xe-ray diffraction methods. Bale (i 91i.0), while
admitting that he had not disproved the Gruner-McConnell theory,
considered it unlikely, and. suggested that carbonate was probably
present as such, mostly in boundary and transition regions where the
patito structure was poorly developed.
Prom Bassett's work (1917) up to 191i.2, it was generally
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accepted. that th mineral phase of bone, dentine and. enamel consisted.
essentially of hydroxyapatite modified. by the presence of various
impurities. The main problem was the form of combination of the
carbonate: the majority view was that it did not form part of the
apatite lattice. Almost simultaneously, Hendricks and Hill, (1942)
and Dallemagne and Bras seur (i 91i2a) suggested that the main compo-
nent of biological apatites was not hydroxpapatite, but an iso-
morphous compound., a hydrated tricalcium phosphate, 3Ca3(PO)2•22O.
By studying the relative rates of solution of the phosphate and carbo-
nate, and the conversion of the hydrated tricalcium phosphate into
brushite in aqueous alcoholic solutions of salicylic acid. 9 Dafle-
magne and Melon (19 1i5b, 1911.5c) claimed that bone and. d.entine con-
sisted of hydrated tricalcium phosphate, together with chemically
uncoixibined. calcium carbonate. However, enamel was thought to con-
tain about 6C carbonate-apatite, 3(1 hydrated tricalciuni phosphate,
and only i% calcium carbonate. The carbonate-apatite was thought to
be located in the enamel rods, and the hydrated tricalcium phosphate
in the interred substance (Dalleinagne and Melon, 19-5a, i9Z15b, 19450).
The suggestion that hydrated tricalcium phosphate was the main con-
stituent of bone and. dentine led to a detailed consideration of its
structure by many authors (see 1.3)9 Th1 has proved to be as trouble-
some and. controversial a topic as the origin. problem of the re].at-
ionship of the carbonate to the apatite lattices
Hendricks and Hill (i 95)) considered that the carbonate in
bone was adsorbed. on the large surface; area of the apatite crystals.
They believed that enamel was similar to francolite in that the carb'-
onate ions were also adsorbed on entrapped. surfaces.
Neuman and Neuman (1953) reviewed the literature on the
nature of the mineral phase of bone and concluded. that the carbon
dioxide was in the form of carbonate (or possibly bicarbonate) ions
which were located on the surface of the apatite crystals. They
stated. that there was no adequate proof that all of it was located
on the crystal surface, but that there was no doubt that it was not
present as a separate phase in the form of calcium carbonate, calcium
bicarbonate, alkali bicarbonate, or other carbonate.
Carlstrm (1955) oDnsidered that it was almost certain tha.t
the carbon dioxide in bone was in the form of carbonate ions looate.
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on the surCace of the apatite crystals where it was bound mainly to
calcium and. magnesium. He based this view on an extensive review
of the literature0
Trautz (1960) considered. that the carbonate ions in bio .
-logical apatites were coprecipitated with the hosphate ions as an
adventitious impurity. It appears tl.t he thought that there might
be a small replacement of phosphate ions in the apatite lattice.
These ideas were based on an analogy with synthetic apatites precipi"
tated. in the presence of carbonateions; these disturbed the crystall-
isation of the synthetic apatite0
McConnell has vigorously maintained that his structure for
francolite (McConnell, I 952a; see section 7.2) was directly applicable
to biological apatites; in fact he regarded them all as being varieties
of dahilite (McConnell, I 960a and. b; '1962 b). The only evidence that
he has given to support this view comes from the study of a fossilised.
Mastadon tooth (McConnell, I 960a). He interpreted the chemicaj. ana-
lysis of this apatite in the same manner as was used for francolite.
He was able to fill all the positions in the unit cell, but he did.
not calculate or even consider the balance of charges. He was able
to obtain reasonable agreement between the measured and theoretical
density calculated from the unit cell contents and the lattice constants.
10.3. X-ray diffraction studies of biological apatites
Earlier workers were unable to detect any significant diff-
erences between the lattice constants of hydroxyapatite and enamel
apatite. However, the measurements of Trautz (1955), Car].ström (1955),
Gias and. Oinnell (1960) and Gias (1962a) demonstrated that there was a
slight difference. The lattice constants are given in Table 10.2 with
those determined by two of the same authors for synthetic hydroxyapatite
lbr comparison • It shouJd be noted that G].as and Omnell studied
hippopotamus enamel whilst the other authors studied human material.
It is seen that there is an expansion of about	 in the
a-axis of enamel compared with hydroxyapatite. Car1strm (1955) pointed
out that if enamel contained carbonate-apatite (presumably he meant
a carbonate-containing apatite similar to francolite), then a contra-
ction in the a-axis would have been expected. Trautz (1960) made a
similar observation; but he pointed out that a quarter of the expansion
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could. be atributed to the 003 wt per cent of chlorine present in
enamel substituting f or hjdroxyl ions. He was uncertain about the
cause of the remaining major part of the expansion, but suggested.
that it might be caused. by the coprecipitation of IPOions if the
CW'P mol. ratio of enamel were less than 1 .67 (the value for hydro-
xyapatite), in a maimer siinilar to that v'hich he had found in syn-.
thetic apatites (Trautz, 1955, see also section 1.3).
	
vm the
measurements given by Trautz, it s possible to deduce that the
c/P mol. ratio of enamel would have to be about 1.58 to explain the
observed expansion. This is just possible if magnesium is not taken
with the calcium in calculating the CilP ratio of enamel; however
if magnesium substitutes for calcium arid is therefore included in the
calculation, the ratio would seem to be too close to that of hydroxy-
apatite to explain the increase in the a-axis: the substitution of
magnesium for calcium is rather probable and. woull be expected. to result
in a contraction of the lattice. However this argument must be treated.
with some caution, because the total CilP ratio may not be the same as
that in the interior of the apatite crystals, but it does seem that the
expansion hae not yet been satisfactorily explained.
Table 10.1
	
Lattice constants for enael compared with hydroxy-
apatite, measurements in X units.
Enamel	 Hydx'oxyapatite
a0 	 c0	 a0
9.44.1	
6•8811a	 9.4.21	
6881b	 Trauts (1955)
9.440	 6.881°
	
9.4-21	 6882
	
Carlström (1955)
9,4.50	
6579e	 Gias arid Oninell (1960)
9.442	 6.883°
	
C-las (1962a)
Error for both constants: (a) * 0.006; (b) * 0.003; (c) ± 0005;
(d) t 0.001; (e) ± 0.002.
X-'ray diffraction techniques have never shown the esence
of any crystalline inorganic substance, other than apatito, in norma].
enamel, dentine and bone. However, lattice constants close to fluora".
patite have been observed for the apatite in shark enamel (Trautz,
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Klein and. Add.elston, 1952; Glas, 1962a).
Many authors have attempted to determine the shape and.
size of the apatite crystals in enamel from the broadening of the
x-ray diffraction lines. The (002) reflection is usually sharper
than the others and this leads to the conclusion that the crystals
have a prismatic habit, elongated in the direction of the c-axis.
All estimates for enamel, apart from the recent determinations of
Glas and. Omnell (1960), suffered fm the major criticism that the
broadening had been thought to be due entirely to the effect of small
crystal size. Not surprisingly, these measurements were often con-
siderably smaller than those obtained by direct observation in the
electron microscope.
Low angle scattering of x-rays has been used, to a limited.
extent to determine the crystal size of the biological apatites: by
Finean and. Erigstrm (i 953), Carlstrim and Pinean, (i 95 1i.) for bone;
and by Posner and Stephenson (1953) for enamel. These latter two
authors claimed to have demonstrated. that there was a discontinuity
in the partical size from about 50 to about 500 , and that while
the 500 particles were almost certainly apatite crystals, the
smaller particles were probably not, and. cou.ld in fact be admixed.
carbonate. Although Posner and Stephenson mention that monochromatic
x-rays must 'be used for low-angle scattering ecperiments, they do not
themselves appear to have done so. It seems from a diagram given,
that they have relied on a filter. A filter is very suitable to
suppress for instance, CuK radiation with respect to CuK rad-
iation, but it wiU not materially affect the short wavelength hump
associated with x-rays generated. by a normal x-ray tube. This short
wavelength hump may well have been th origin of the deviation from
the sinpie theory which they have incorrectly attributed. to the press-
ence of a two phase system. Posner, Eanes, Harper acd Zipkin (1963)
have used x-ray diffraction methods for studying the crystallinity of
bone apatites containing varying amount of fluorine.
The other use which has been made of x-ray diffraction has
been to determine the relationship between the crystal lattice of biolo-
gical apatites and the gross anatomical structure. The relationship
between the c-axis of the apatite crystals and. enamel rods has recently
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been described in some detail (Poole arid Brooks, 1961; Glas,
1962b).
jO!. The rate of solution of biological apatites in dilute acids
The preferential removal of carbon dioxide over phosphate
has often been observed for bone dissolving in dilute acids, and taken
as evidence that the carbonate was in a position external to the apatite
lattice (Kiement, 1929; Kiement an. Ti4!mel, 1933; Logan and. Taylor,
1938; Dallemagne, I 942; Dallemagne and Brasseur, I 942b; Dallemagne
and Melon, I 91.5c and. 1950; Cartier and Barraud, 1951; references
from Neuman and. Neuman, 1953). The same effect was riot observed for
enamel (Brasseur, Dallemagne and Melon, 191.6) and. was taken to imply
that in the enamel, the carbonate occiped. positions in the interior
of the apatite lattice 0 Hills and Sullivan (1958a and. b) studied
the solubility in citric and. lactic acid. buffers which had. been
ground to pass a 50 mesh screen. They also were unable to find
any evidence of the preferential solubility of the carbonate.
However, Little (1961) demonstrated. that although this was true for
enamel of 100-200 mesh, it did not apply when the particle size was
reduced. to +325 mesh. This enamel was treated with varus buffers
in the pH range 5 - 7. The residual enamel, after washing, was
analysed. for carbon dioxide, calcium aid osphorus, and. the percen-
tage loss in weight of the sampis measured. It was found that the
percentage loss in weight did. not increase with increased. exposure
of the solid from 6 to 360 minutes although there was a small increase
in loss of CO2. The most significant observation made was that although
the percentage of calcium and phosphorus in the residue remained the
same as in the original enamel f or all treatments given, the percent-
age of 002 fell, in some cases from the original of 2.08% down to 1.25%.
Some of the results are given in Pig. 10.1, which is taken from
Little (1961): the percentage loss in. weight of each enamel sample
is plotted. against the percentage loss of 002, irrespective of the
conditions of the experiment. These were interpreted. as indicating
that though part of the enamel 002 was preferentially removable, it
could not be completely removed without destroying the structure.
For the sample of enamel with a surf'ace area of I 8m 2/g it appeared
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weight, calcium or phosphorus, regardless of dissolution, buffer molarity, etc.
Fig. 10.1 The dissolution of enamel powder in acid (from Little, 1961)
as if there was a constant loss of
	
of the originina]. 0G2
 regardless
of how much enamel eventually dissolved. (see Fig. 10.1). For
enamel with a surface area of 28m2/g, the corresponding figure was
I	 Little suggested that if the particle size could be further
inoreased, then the preferential solubility wouB. be still more marked.
and would reach the values observed for bone.
The usual interpretation of the differential solubility of
carbonate in bone and dentine is that it indicates that at least part
of the carbonate is presezit as a separate phase. Little (1961); put
forward an alternative hypothesis to explain the observations on the
basis that the carbonate was randomly and. evenly distributed in the
lattice. She suggested that some of the carbonate ions would. be
 in
unit cells which occupied surface positions. The initial process of
dissolution was imagined to involve merely the replacement of the
CO ions by PO, H3O or Na without disturbing the phosphate or
caloitun of the crystal, This would explain the daperidence on particle
size and constant loss of carbon dioxide regardless of acid, treatment.
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prom the surface area of the enamel powdeI she calculated the particle
size required to give the observed ratio of easily displaced carbonate -
to total carbonate; this calculation gave an approximate average thick-
ness of 2L4. "unit cells".
This alternative interpretation of the differential aoltthi-
lity of carbonate from enamel is open to a number of criticisms0
Whilst it is çery possible that a surface exchange of carbonate for
phosphate could take place if a phpsphate buffer was used. to dissolve
the enamel, it is more difficult to understand how H or Na could
replace CO3 as they have a different sign. The calculations of
particle thickness appear to assume that enemal contains plate-shaped
crystals, a fact which has not been proved. If it is assumed that the
crystals have a square cross section and are infinitely long, then the
thickness of the crystals must be I 2"unit cells" to give the observed
ratio of easily displaced carbonate to total carbonate. This would
indicate that the apatite crystals in enamel are about I OO thick,
which is much smaller than they are found to be. Although this
alternative hypothesis of Little may explain some of the differential
ratesof solution of bone, dentine and. enamel, it seems unlikely to be
the most important factor.
Two alternative explanations for the differential rates of
solution of bone have been suggested that might equally well apply to
enamel. The first is that the differential rate of solution arises
from an anatomical inhomogeneity of the tissue rather than from two
different phases at a molecular level; and the second that the process
of dissolution involves the solution of an apatite with the carbonate
uniformly dispersed within its lattice, which dissolves, and. then
reprcipitates as a carbonate-free apatite. These two alternatives
have been stñied in detail for bone in an elegant series of experi-
ments by Buchanan and Nakao which also give some further insight into
the state of the carbonate in bone.
Buchanan and. Nakao (1958) kept rats in air with a constant
concentration of
	 during their last fortnight of life. This
resulted in a gradual exchange of CO3 in the bone for CO3
from the atmosphere via the blood stream. The specific activity was
measured of carbon dioxide released by the treatment, with success-
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ive portions of acid., of powdered bone samples (size range 50 to I 5(4t)
prepared. from these rats. It was found the activity decreased. with
successive portions of acid., indicating that carbon dioxide incorporated.
during the last fortnight of life was more labile. Some of the bone
was ground. to a particle size of I to 10 i, and the experiment repeated..
There were no marked. differences in the results: the authors thought
that this made it unlikely that anatomical factors were a major cause
of the uneven isotope distributio and. pointed to the bone crystal
as the locus of the heterogeneity.
A further series of rats were kept in the CO labelled.
atmosphere for periods of between 2 and 85 days, The vertebrae of
each ardmal were randomly divided into two samples, The control
sample of each pair was dissolved in acid, and the specific activity
of the evolved CO2 measured. The other sample of each pair was heated.
at 500°C for 24. hours and then analysed.. This treatment drove off a
large fraction of the total carbonate, and in each case the specific
activity was reduced. because of a proportionately greater loss of
isotope. This loss was greatest for rats which had. been for the
shortest time in the labefled atmosphere; this confirmed their hypo-
thesis that the most recently exchanged. carbonate was less firmly
bound to the bone salt. Although in the case of acid. dissolution,
it could be argued. that the most recently deposited bone mIght be the
most accessible to the acid even after grinding to a fine powder, this
is much more unlikely if the CO2 was released by heating at a temperature
which would. destroy the organic material.
Buchanan and Nakao (1958) also measured. the loss of carbon
dioxide from bone dispersed. in a phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. when nitrogen
was bubbled. through the suspension. After two days, about 4. was lost;
this did. not increase if the experiment was continued. for 12 days.
As mentioned. earlier, the preferential rate of solution
of carbonate over phosphate from bone salts could. be  due to the disso--
lution of sri apatite containing carbonate ions dispersed. uniformly
within its lattice, fo]J.owed. by the reprecipitation of a carbonate —
free apatite, rather than the loss of surface bound carbonate, or
carbonate in the fm of calcium carbonate. Buchanan and Nakao (1958)
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studied. these possibilities by dissolving bone powder in phosphate
buffers, at v.rioua values of p11, containing 32po	 If there was
an appreciable reprecipitation of apatite during the dissolution,
they considered that there woull be a considerable uptake of 32P.
Indeed they found that this was the case0 However the fractions of
uridissolved carbona±e were still ].ess than those of the unexohariged
phosphate; but the differences were not nearly as impressive as those
between the undissolved phosphates and undissolved carbonate.
Buchanan and Nakao (i 958) determined the fraction of exchange-
able phosphate and. carbonate in a double labelling experiment 0
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powder was equilibrated with a buffer solution at pH 7.li- which contained
both	 and. CO ions. They found that about 3C$ of both the
phosphate and carbonate exchanged rapidly, and. approximately the ae
fractions of each had. exchanged. at a given time,
Buchanan and. Nakao concluded from all their experiments that
it was not necessary to exclude a large fraction of the bone carbonate
from the apatite lattice to account for its lability, however it appeared
that there may well be an uneven distribution of carbonate with more on
the surface and less in the interior of the apatite crystals.
It is appropriate to cOnsider here experiments on the exchange
of carbonate ions with carbonate-containing apatites. Franois (1958)
studied this exchnie with bone mineral, total bone, enamel (of different
particle sizes), dahllite and synthetic calcium phosphates containing
a little carbon dioxide. Prancois found that only a small amount of
the carbonate ions were exchangeable, and. that in the case of exiainel,
it was closely dependent on the particle size. The percentage exchange
of calcium ions was measured at the seine time and was found to be a
little more (i ) than the exchange of carbon dioxide (i i). The
results of these experiments were interpreted (see also Dallemagne and
Richelle, 1960) as exoluuing the idea of an accumulation of CO ions
on the surface of the crystals, however in the case of enamel, it was
pointed out (Dallemagne and Richelle, 1960) that the results of isotope
studies on enamel were of little value because enamel was such a compact
structure that it did. riot allow the penetration of the isotope-containing
solution (this was shown by the dependence of the carbonate exchange of
the enamel on its particle size).
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10.5. Thermal degrad.ation of biological apatites
Additional indirect evidence about the form of association
between the carbonate and. the apatite lattice comes from the meas-
urement of the quantity of pyrophoaphate formed when enamel, d.ent-
me and bone are heated. The basis for the interpretation, of
these results is that synthetic basic apatilac calcium phosphates
which have a Ca/P mole ratio less than hydroxyapatite will form
pyrophosphate when heated: the aiount formed reaches a maximum
at about 600°C (see 1.3). This method provides a means of demon-
strating the presence of a non-stoichiometric apatite even if the
total ca/P mol. ratio is equal or greater than that of hydroxy-
apatite (Herman and Dallemagne, 1961).
Herman and Dallemagne (1961) found that up to about
4% of the phosphorus was in the form of pyrophosphate in dentine
and bone which had been heated. The maximum amount was formed if
the dentine and. bone were heated to 300-350°C. In the case of
bone, no pyrophosphate should have been formed because the Ca/P
ratio exceeded that of hydroxyapatitej and. in the case of dentine
only about 1.3% phosphorus as pyrophosphate should have been
formed (calculated by the method given by Winan. 1960). Herman
and. Dallemagne also studied finely ground mixtures of tricalcium
phosphate hydrate and calcium carbc'nate: they found that this
behaved iii a similar maimer to bone and dentine except that the
temperature of maximum formation of pyrophosphate was somewhat
higher than for the biological materials. They concluded, from
these experiments that bone and dentine contained a calcium-def-
icient apatite; and that the excess calcium was present in a sec-
ond phase, separated from tho main apatite phase. They also found
other similarities between physical mixtures of tricalcium phos-
phate hydrate and calcium carbonate, and bone and dentine. For inst-
ance, the yield of pyrophosphate decreased if either the synthetic
mixture (after being finely ground in a cofloid miU) bone,
or dentine were heated for a long period of tine. On the other hand,
grinding any of these materials in a colloid. mill for up to 20 hours
prior to heating, decreased the yield of pyrophosphate • The yield
was also considerably reduced 1f these materials were heated in a
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mixture of potassium hydroxide andglycercl (this is a method of rem-
oving the organic fraction of bone and. dentine); the authors attri-
buted this to a chnical reaction during the heating with the caus-
tic potash and. glycerol which had caused the precipitation of an
apatite with a much higher C/P ratio. The behaviour of enamel
was in inst respects the sane as that of bone and dentine: there
was xrDre pyrophosphate formed on heating than wou3d have been
expected. from its Cw'P ratio; howver the temperate of maximum
formation of pyrophosphate was higher for enamel than bone and.
d.entine, in fact it was the same as for tricalcii.un phosphate hyd-
rate i.e. 600°c. Heating enamel with potassium hydroxide and gly-
cerol did. not have any effect on the yield of pyrophosphate; this
was in contrast to bone, d.entirie and. the intimate mixture of tn-
calcium phosphate hydrate and calcium carbonate, and was attributed
to the inability of the potassium hydroxide and g]ycerol to remeve
the organic component of enamel.
Herman and Da.11eniagne concluod from these experiments
that bone, dentine and enamel contained an apatitic phosphate with
a Ca/P ratio lower than that of hydroxyapatite, and. suggested that
the organlo phase of these tissues played a part in preserving this
compound. from extra calcium belonging 1O a second non-phosphate
mineral fraction. Herman and Dallemagne were cautious about saying
that bone arid dentine were a physical mixture of tricalcium phos-
phate hydrate and calcium carbonate.
The experiinents of Herman and Dallemagne show that the
lattice of the apatite crystals in bone, dentine and enamel is
deficient In calcium (provided of course that this is the correct
explanation of the formation of pyrophosphate in tricalcium phos-
phate hydrate). However there is rather little evidence that the
calcium, is completely away from the lattice, say in the form of
calcium carbonate; it would seem equally probable that it is adsor'..
bed on the surface of the orystals.
The main difficulty of the physico-chemica]. experiments
which have just been described is that the effects observed are
rather indirectly related to the structure of the solid. states the
structure of which they are designed to elucidate, Dallemagne has
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presented further, more direct evidence, from infra-red. spectros-
copy that enamel contains a separate calcium carbonate phase this
w1U be briefly mentioned. at the end of the following section.
jo.6. Infra-red spectroscopic studies of biological apatites
It appears that Pobeguin and. Lecomte (1953) and. Pobeguin
(j954) were the first to use infra..red absorption apectroscopy to
study the carbonate ion in bio1ogical apatites. They studied the
absorption spectra in the range 1300 to 650 cm of calcium carb-
onate hexahydrate, amorphous calcium carbonate, vaterite, arago-
mite and calcite. They compared these with that given by bone,
and. considered from this conparison that the carbonate was prob-
ably in the form of wxorphous calcium carbonate. They particul-
arly noted the absence of a band. at 71 1i. cm and which indicated
that calcite was absent.
Posner and Duycicaerts (1954) considered. tin t they had
established that in enamel, dentine and bone, there were chemical
bonds between Ca and CO 3 , arid. Mg and CO3 whch were the same as
in calcite arid magnesite.Aa rrrentionedin section 7.2, these authors
did not appreciate the magnitude of the shifts in frequency to be
expected from carbonate ions in different environments, and. their
results are therefore incorrect0 Underwood, Toribara and. Neuman
(1955) studied. the carbonate absorption band. near 870 cm'
tamed that they could demonstrate from its exact position that
bone and other calcified. tissues contained carbonate to the comp-
lete exclueion of bicarbonate. 	 om the limited number of corn-
pounds studied it seems a. rather uiweasonable deduction to have
made.
There was no further interest shown in the infra-red.
studies of biological apatites during the following five years.
'In 1961 there were two independent studies reported briefly
(Emerson, 1961; Elliott, 1961 a and b). Emerson reported. that all
biological apatites had. essentially similar absorption spectra
with respect to the carbonate and phosphate bands, and. that the
carbonate band at 14.00 cm was consistently a dob1et. There
was no band at 710 cm. He prepared an apatite by the
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reaction between hydrorapatite and. aqueous sodium bicarbonate
solution whose infra-red absorption spectrum closely resembled.
that from calcified, tissues. He concluded from these Ieliminary
studies that the spectrum of hard tissues was consistent with that
of carbonate "adsorbed" on the crystal surfaces,
The splitting of the carbonate band near 14.00 cm
enamel was also reported by Elliott (1961b), Furthermore, exami-
nation of 'the band at about 870 on, with polarised radiation
showed. that this also had. two o-mponents both 'with polarisaticn
properties. It was reported that a synthetic carbonate-contain-
ing apatite with a rather similar infra-red absorption spectrum
to enamel could be prepared. by the reaction between calcium car-
bonate and. alkaline phosphate solutions • These results were
interpreted as indicating the presence of carbonate ions in two
different environments, with the planes of the ions at right
angles, It was thought that the presence of airphoua calcium
arbona±e was unlikely because of the polarisation properties
of the carbonate absorption bands.
Emerson and Fischer (1962a) stulied. the effects of
particle size on the absorbanoe of the carbonate bands in bone
and enamel, and compared. these with calcite. They found that
when examined in pressed KBr discs, the carbonate absorption
bard near 875 cm in bone failed to increase with diminishing
particle size in the range 20-2 31, whereas the correspondixg
absorption in enamel increased somewhat, but not nearly as much
as was observed for calcite. They suggested. the possibility
that the different behaviour of bone was due to the small crystal
size of the apatite in bone, so that there was no change in its
"apparent particle size" on further grinding; this wou3d be true
to a lesser extent far enamel. Emerson and. Fischer further dem-
onstrated that two components, at 880 cm aM 873 cm' could be
seen if the out-of-plane mode of the carbonate ion in biological
apatites was exanined. under high resolution, They suggested that
this was due to the presence of carbonate ions in two different
sites. They further suggested that the degeneracy of the9 mode
(i.e. the band near 14.30 cm" in the undistorteã. ion)was lost in
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either one or both sites; in the latter instance, if two bands coin.
-cided or were narrowly separated, the result woul3. be observed as
three separate peaks corresponding to the peaks at 153 8, 1449 and
14.08 cm observed in enamel. Powder samples of enamel were exam-
ined after being annealed at 800°c. This showed that the bands at
1538	 1449 cm and 880 cm became more prominent whilst the
band. at i1.08 cm diminished. They assumed that the increased int-
ensity after annealing resulted from increased crystal perfection
and release of strain. Emerson arid Fischer also reported some of
this vork in a brief abstract (1962b).
Elliott (1962a) demonstrated, by using polarised infra-red
radiation, that the 0-H band. direction was along the length of the
c-axis in franoolite and enamel apatite, and that the OH coull be
exchanged for (1ff at room temperatures in enamel. Frther work on
the carbonate problem was reported, but this was described in more
detail in a later paper (1962b). In this, the absorption spectra
of francolite, human enamel and two synthetic carbonate-containing
apatites were given and compared. One synthetic apatite was made
by ref luxing calcium carbonate with axnmonium phosphate solution,
and the ther by passing dry carbon dioxide over hydroxyapatite at
01000 C. It was pointed out that the carbonate absorption bands in
all four of these apatitea were different9 and that therefore the
carbonate ion must enter the structures in different ways.
Gias (1962a) compared the infra.-red absorption spectra
obtained from human and shark enamel. He noted that there were
several differences: in the shark enamel the phosphate band at
1050 om was sharper and the carbonate peaks at 14-10 cm 1 and 14.55 cm
were considerably weaker compared with those in enamel; the hydroxy].
peak found. at 3565 cmi in human enamel was absent in shark enamel,
showing that shark's enamel was comparatively poor in hydroxyl groups.
These findings were in agreement with the chemical analysis which
showed a low carbon dioxide and high fluorine content in shark enamel.
Emerson and Curran (i 963) reported further work in the
intensity changes of the out-of-plane deformation rode of the carbon-
ate ion in enamel which had been heated. They found. that up to 4.00°C
there was a 2 loss in intensity of this rode, but that heatin&
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to 70000 caused. an increase of intensity of about 7C over that at
400°C. There was a loss of 002 during the heating. The x-ray
pattern of the enamel heated to L.0O°C showed that there was no
crystal growth, but that the enamel heated to 700°C had suffered
a consi'able crystal growth. They considered that the apparent
intensification of the infra-red absorption bands resulted from
improved cryatallinity caused by the thermal treatment. They augg.
ested that infra-red measurements xight serve as a measure of cry-
stallinity in calcified tissues. Elliott (i 963a) put forward sri
alternati interpretation of the intensity changes observed. by
Emerson and Lscher (1 962a) , namely that the process of heating
caused the replacement of hydroxyl ions in the ]attice by carbon-
ate ions; this was deduced from the similarities in position of
the bands to those when this substitution was knwn to have taken
place (EUiott, I 963b). He furthermer'e suggested. that this same
replacement took place to a limited extent in unheated enamel, and
that the remaining carbonate absorption bands not accounted for by
carbonate ions replacing hythoxyl ions (i.e. those at 1460, 1412,
and. 873 cm) were also to be found in a synthetic apatite prep '
-ared. by the reaction between calcium carbonate and ammonium phos.
-rhate soluticn. He also reported that treatment of a 50 p section
of enamel with dilute hydrochloric acid fai]s d to prod.uee a d.iff-
erentia]. change in the intensities of the bands at 880 and 873 cm
but there was some evidence that the dichroism of the band. at 1460 cm
was reversed. He suggested that the latter effect could be explained
if the band. at 1460 cm were contributed to by carbonate ions in the
two different environments; also, if the band at 873 cm correspon-
cled. to surf ace-bound carbonate, and. that at 880 cm to carbonate
ions in the lattice, a differential change in these two bands woul3.
have been expected. However, such a change was observed if enamel
powder, instead of an enamel section was treated with dilute hydro-.
ohioric acid (Elliott, I 963 a).
Dallemagne (i 963), fran a consideration of the infra-red.
absorption spectra, considered enamel an3. dahilite to be identical.
He reported that sonie of the bands in enaiel ooinoided with
ouie of the bands in calcite; and that these bands disappeared easiLy
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on heating the enamel. Other bands, at different wavelengths fran
those in calcite, did not disappear. These observations led. Dalle-.
magne to the hypothesis that enamel arid dakillite contained, in aMi'-
tion to a thermal labile calcite phase, carbonate ions that were
located at the surface of the apatite microcrystals, where they
substituted for phosphate irns. The hypothesis of Dallemagne agrees
with the voxk of Emerson and Lscher, and Elliott, which was referred
to ebove, in that Dallemagne postulated carbonate ions in two diff-
erent environments; but conflicts with some details of the nature of
the two different environments, particularly as to whether the irifra-
red spectroscopio evid.ence demonstrates the presence of calcite in
enamel, Dallemagne (1963) reported his work in the Proceedings of
a meeting of the Bone and Tooth Society, and. it was therefore necess...
arily rather shore; full details (Herman and Dallernagne, 1964 .) hive,
at the time of writing, not been published. Therefore, these diff-
erences in interpretation will not be discussed; they may be due to
different meanings being attached to words which wouId become clearer
in a longer paper.
10.7. §3z
The state of knowledge, derived from the experimental tech-.
niques described in the neceding sections, about the carbonate in
bone, d.entine and enamel, will be summarised in this section, however,
no cognizance will be taken of the recent work using irifra-red speo-
tr000py which was discussed in section 10.6.
There is rather little evidence about the relationship
between the carbonate ion and the apatite lattice in enamel, dentine
and bone, In the case of the mineralogical apatites, it was found
that there was a relationship between the birefringence and the carbon
dioxide content which pointed, to the inclusion of carbonate ions with"
in the a,patite lattice; no evidence is forthcoming from similar meas-
urements on enamel, dentine and. bone because of their heterogeneous
natures. X-ray diffraction techniques indicate a slight expansion
of the a-axis in enamel, in contrast with the slight contraction
found in francolite which may be associated with the entry of carbon-
ate ions into the apatite lattice; this would seem to indicate that
the carbonate ions do not enter the apatite lattice in enamel. Con-'
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siderable support for this view comes from measurements of the
differential rates of solution of carbonate over phosphate,
particularly for dentine and bone; but the intexlretation of these
experiments are by no means unambiguous. These sau experiments
indicate that the carbonate ions may not be distributed homogeneous
-ly, but rather that some of them are more labile than the rest.
Therefore it would seem that the majority of the carbonate ions are
i
external to the apatite lattice, but there is no evidence to decide
whether they are in the form of amorphous calcium carbonate or are
adsorbed onto the surface of the apatite crystals. However the
presence of calcite can definitely be ruled out. There is no evi-
dence that the structure of francolite is in any Way analogous to
the biological apatites.
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CHAPTER '11
EERThENT.AL METHODS
The preparation of samples of enamel for examination
by infra-red absorption spectroscopy has been fully described, in
Chapter 3, and will therefore only be summarised here. Powder
samples were prepared by grinding human enamel under water or
alcohol with a diamQnd irnpregnate disc held. in a dental hand-
piece. The slurry was then filtered off and dried at about
60°c 0
 The enamel sections were cut bucco-lingually with a
rotating carborundum disc, from the crowns of unerupteci human
third molar teeth. They were made of a suitable thickness either
by grinding them between 'Aloxite' discs, or by mounting on
barium fluoride with 'Eastman 910' adhesive and. thinning them
with metallurgical polishing papers0
Dissolution of enamel in acids
About gn samples of enamel powder were treated with
successive portions of 0.OIN hydrochloric acid for a few hours0
Soon after the addition of each portion of the acid, the pH rose
to 7 indicating that the reaction was very rapid. The enamel
powder remaining after four additicns of acid was filtered off
and dried at 100°C.
Deuteration of sections of enamel
A 25 section of enamel was d.euterated. by suspending
it above some heavy water (D20) in a test-tube closed with a
rubber bung. The test-tube was heated at 80°C for two hours.
The section was then removed. arid mounted on a piece of barium
fluoride and. examined in the spectrometer. No particular precaut-
ions were ta;ken to prevent the heavy water exchanging back with
atmospheric water0
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CI1APTER 12
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - ENAMEL
12.10 Infra-red spectra from powdered samples of enamel
12.1.1.	 Results
- The infra-red absorption spectrum of finely powdered. human
enamel dispersed on a plate of barium fluoride is given in Fig. 12,1;
and as a mull in bromoform in Fig. 12.2. The ozgin and frequencies
of the bands are given in Table 12.1 • The only assignment which
requires comment is the weak hand at I 541 cm . This oDuld. arise
from the amide II band c.f the small amount of protein (about )
present in enamel. However this is not possible for three reasons:
first, a corresponding axnido I band. at about 1660 cm is not obs-.
erved; secondly, enamel which has had the protein reaoved, also shows
this band (Emerson and. Fisther, I 96i); and lastly, synthetic carbon-
ate containing apatites prepared in solution also show this band,
and. this shifts when the carbon-I 2 is replaced by carbon-13 (see
the last part of section 6.2). The increased resolution of the
grating instrument used for the mull spectrum (Fig. 12.2) s}ws that
the band at 875 cm observed in the powder spectrum with the Infra-
cord spectrometer (Fig. 12.1) is a close doublet.
Table 12.1
	
The frequencies and assignment of the bands in
Figs • 1201 and 12.2 from powdered human enamel
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The irifra-red spectrum of the out-of-plane deformation mode
of the carbonate ion in enamel before and after the enamel has been
treated with 0.01 N 1101 is given in Pig. 12.3; this has changed the
relative intensities of the two carbonate bands,
12.1.2 Comparison with francolite and apatites precipitated in
aqueous systems containing carbonate ions
The infra-red spectra of powdered enamel (Pig. 12.1) and
powdered francolite (Pig. 9.1) show considerable differences in the
positions and intensities of their carbonate absorption bands.
Consequently the carbonate ion must be associated with the apatite
lattice in different ways; therefore structural theories based on
francolite are not applicable to enamel. In particular, McConnell
is incorrect in maintaining that his hypothesis for the structure
of francolite (see 7.2) is applicable to enamel (McConnell, 1952a).
As has already been no-ted during the discussion of the
structure of synthetic apatites precipitated in solutions containing
carbonate ions (see Pig. 6.6), there is a marked resemblance between
these, and enamel, It was suggested that the synthetic apatites con-
tained carbonate ions in two different environments: there was a small
replacement of hydroxyl ions by carboiate ions, while the remaining
majority of the carbonate ions were probably adsorbed on the surface
of the apatite ciystals. These same remarks apply to enamel and are
in agreement with other workers' deductions wade from differential rate
of solution experiments (see 10.4); namely that not all the carbonate
ions were equally firmly bound. This can be demonstrated by examining
the out-of-plane deformation mode of the carbonate ion in enamel before
and after treatment with dilute acid, see Fig. 12.3. One band has been
less reduced in intensity compared with the other one. This stronger
band is the one which is thought to originate from carbonate ions which
substitute in -the apatite latiice (see Table 6.9), and which would there-
fore be less labile than those adsorbed on the surface of the apatite
crystals. However subsequent investigation showed that this sample of
enamel was contaminated with den-tine; therefore preferential dissolution
of the dentine could also contribute to the effect observed.
The assignment of the carbonate bands in enamel to carbonate
ions in two different environments is strongly supported by considering
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their d.ichroic ratios measured from sections of enamel; these
measurements will be dis cussed in section 12.2.4..
12.2, Irifra-rea. spectra from sections of enamel
12.2.1. Results
The polarised. irifra-red absorption spectrum of enamel
is given in Fig. I 2.4.. Different sections were used. for the
different spectral regions. The method of mounting the sections
was varied according to the sectiox thickness; this was chosen to
be of a suitable thickness for the strength of the abscxrption for
the wavelength region being studied. The OH and CXI) stretching
regions before and after deuteration are given in Pig. 12.5.
The origin, frequencies, and sign of the dichroic ratios
of all the bands are given in Table 12.2. Because of the overlap
of adjacent carbonate bands, no attempt has been made to calculate
actual dichroic ratios.
Table 12.2. The frequencies	 of the
bands in Pig. I 2.4. an	 S
and. deuterated enamel0
frequency cn
	 Assignment	 Dichroisrn
3570	 0-H stretch: hydroxy]. ions 	 /1
34.00	 0.-H stretch: water	 none
88d)
873J 003 out-of-plane deformation
After deuteration
3570
	
0-H stretch: OH ions
	
I-
3500
	
0-H stretch: not known
	 /I
34.00
	
0-H stretch: water	 none
2610
	
0-.D stretch: ODions
	 /1
2500	0-]) stretch: deuterium oxide	 none
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12.2.2. The orientation of the hydroxyl ion
The assignment of the bath at 3570 cm to the OH stretch-
ing mode is confirmed by the presence of a similar band with the same
dichroism at 2610 cm after a section of enamel had been deuterated
0 /	 •
at 80 C I% see Pig. 12.5). The ratio of these two frequencies is 1.37,
in sufficiently close agreement with the value of I . li-1, predicted in
section 2.i. The fact that exchange of tho hydroxyl ions took place
from the vapour phase at 80°C indicates that at this temperature the
hydroxyl ions are mobile within the lattice. A similar exchange of
hydroxyl ions toc'k place from the vapour phase when a section of enamel
was put in a small cell containing heavy water at room temperatures
for a week.
The dichroism of the OH hand indicates that the 0.-H bond.
is in the direction of the c-axis, This is identical to the mineral-s
ogical apatites and conse.iently the same remarks about the position
of the hydrogen atoms applies (see 9.2.2); namely that they must
occupy positions randomly, above and below the mirror planes passing
through z = and. if the full symmetry of the lattice is preserved,
The reduction of the quantity of water in the section, as
a result of the deuteration, has revealed another band at 3500 cm
that was otherwise obscured. This has the same dichroism as the
hydroxyl band at 3570 cm, arid is very probably also due to an 0-H
stretching mode. The origin of this band is not known: only one 0-H
stretching frequency is observed in the stoichiometric apatite,hydro-
xyapatite, so that this second band might be due to the presence of a
non-stoichiometrjc apatite. This second 0-H stretching frequency
could arise from hydroxyl ions, o from water molecules which were
not involved, to a marked extent, in hydrogen bonding. In the latter
case, there should be a further 0-H stretching mode with the opposite
dichroism; but this is not observed D so the latter explanation is not
so likely0
12.2.3. Interpretation of the dichroism of the phosphate bands.
It has been possible oxüy to measure the dichroism of one
phosphate hand which is at 960 cin. This was assigned to PO4 (see
Table 12.2) and has partial perpendicular dichroism. This mode is
infra-red inactive in the undistorted phosphate ion, but it was predicted.
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that it would become infra-red. active in the apatite structure
(see 2.7) However the predicted dichroism, namely completely
parallel is wrong, this lack of agreement shows that the simple
theory is not applicable to the phosphate ion. The same result
was found for franoolite (see
I 2.2.1k, The interpretation of the carbonate absorption bands and.
the position of the carbonate ions in enamel.
Examination of Table 12.1 shows that all the carbonate
bands are dichroic. This indicates that the carbonate ions have an
intimate relationship with the apatite lattice (or are present as a
second oriented phase, which is extremely unlikely). Hence the press-
ence of an appreciable quantity of 'amorphous' ce.lcium carbonate is
unlikely0 This leaves only two possible positions for the carbonate,
either inside or immediately outside the lattice. An oriented ovex-
growth of calcium carbonate is possible, but rather unlikely.
There is already considerable evidence that the carbonate
absorption bands in enamel can be assigned to earbonate ions in two
different environments, each of which has a site symmetry less than
D3he For convenience of notation, we will assume that the site
symmetry is 02v' so that the normal modes	 contribute
to the irifra-red. absorption spectrum. It has already been suggested
(see Table 9.9) that the bands at 1541 and 879 om originate from
one environment, while the bands at I Li 1O and 872 cm 1 originate from
the other one, and that both environments contribute to the bard at
I 450
	
The use of polarised radiation shows that the band. at
l Li-5O om does indeed consist of two components, at 14.65 and. 14.50 cm
(see Fig. 12.4.). It is possible to decide which of these components
belongs to which environment, and to check the assignments for inter-.
nal cc.nsistency, by making use of the condition that the transition
moments of	
, ',
	
and	 must be nearly orthogonal. The
assignments already given for the carbonate bands are given in Table
12.3, together with assignments for the two bands at 145 and ii5O cm.
All the assignments in Table 12.3 are consistent with the condition
that the three transition moments should be nearly orthogonal. A
further condition to check the assignments is that t1 dichroisms of
the bands Which are thought to originate from carbonate ions replacing
f..) 003
(lf CO3
"6 003
1
om carbonate
ions replacing
hydroxyl ions
1545
1450
880
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hydroxy]. ions in enamel s hould. be the same as those for a carbon-
ate ion that is known to have replaced hydrcxyl ions • These have
already been determined from measurements on enamel that had been
heated in carbon dioxide at 100000 (see 6.1.5); these are also given
in Table 12.3. It is seen that the signs of the dichroism of these
bands agree with those for the bands which are thought to originate
from the same replacement in enamel which has not been heated. This
therefore confirms the assignments nade in Table 12.3.
Table 12.3. The frequencies, assignment and dichroism of the
carbonate ions in the two different environments
in enamel, with similar information from Table 6.7
for the carbc'nate ion which replaces hydroxyl ions
in the apatite lattice.
1requsnoy cm	 Assignment	 Dichroism
Normal enamel
	
1465	 {i 0o3s) Probably from
adsorbed
	
I li-I 2	 ') 00	
carbonate ions	
II
	873	 '
Enamel heated in carbon dioxide at 1000°C
	
1548	 4i CO3
	
1457	 CO	 Prom carbonate	 /1
	3 	 ions replacing
	
879
	
00	 hroxyl ions
Note: the order of assignment of - and	 is arbitrary.
In section 6.2, after the hypothesis had been put forward
that in precipitated carbonate-containing apatites the carbonate ions
occupied two well defined positions, it was added that the hypothesis
could only be approdmately true. This arose because the contribution.
from the carbonate ions, which it was thought replaced hydroxyl ions,
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to the intensity of the band. at about hi-SO cm (this is the band
which is contributed, to by carbonate ions in both environments)
appeared to be too much. This point can now be examined mere
eEsi1y because the use of polarised. radiation allows the two
contributions to be assessed directly. Examination of Pig. 12.lib
appears to show that the band at 14.50 cm is appreciably stronger
then the band. at 154-5 cm, whereas it would be expected that the
two bands would. have a comparable intensity (see Pig. 6.6e)d
However, it must be remembered. that the intensity of absorption
bands measured with polarised radiation are not directly comparable
with those measured with unpolarised. radiation. Consequently, a
much more detailed investigation of the intensities of the infra-
red absorption bands of enamel is required before the inconsistency,
if any, in the intensities of the bands can be assessed correctly.
As both the positions and sign of the dichroism of the
carbonate absorption bands in enamel agree with those of the same
ion when replacing hydxoxyl ions in the apatite lattice, it is
thought that it has been established with a reasonable degree of
certainty that this same rep. cement takes place in normal enamel
(ani in other synthetic carbonate-containing apatites prepared in
aqueous conditions). It is also thought that the remaining majority
of the carbonate ions are adsorbed onto the surface of the apatite
crystals, and oriented so that their planes are approximately par-
allel to the o-axis (this orientation is deduced from the perpndi-
cular dichroism of the band at 873 cm). It shou]d be said however
that a small amount of unoriented. carbonate ions wouB. not be dateot...
ed. in the polarised. infra-red. spectrum of enamel, and therefore the
presence of a little 'amorphous' calcium carbonate in enamel cannot
be definitely ruled out.
In section 10.3, on the x-ray diffraction studies of enamel,
it was reported that recent measurements had shown that the a-axis of
enamel was about 0, longer than in hydroxyapatite. This epanaion
had not been satisfactorily xplained, but it can now be suggested
that it is due to the replacement of hydroxyl ions by carbonate ions
in the apatite lattice. Examinaticn of Fig. 6.3 • shows that about
0.3 CO2 by weight of 002 would be rec.iired. to be in the lattice
* corrected for the chlorine content
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to ex lain this expansion in the a-axis. This indicates that about
15% of the carbonate ions in enaxne]. replace hydro:xyl ions in the
apatite lattice, in agreement with the infra-red data (page 94).
The infra-red absorption spectra of dentine and bone are
rather similar to enamel (Emerson arid Fischer,	 I 962a) in that
teo components of the carbonate out-of-plane deformation racIe are
also observed; therefore the carbonate ions must occupy similar
environments, but in this case it s not possible to be so sure
about the absence of 'amorphous' calcium carbonate because no
observations have been made vith polarised infra-red. raaiat ion.
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